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ABSTRACT 

Drawing on upper-string pedagogy research, violin and viola method books, 

literature on posture and balance, and using data collected with the SMART Balance 

Master® (balance machine), this project investigated weight distribution and feet 

positioning amongst string instrumentalists. Feet positioning in violin and viola players is 

critical for performance, but may well be a factor for pain-free performance, longevity, and 

an injury-free career. In the past, preference for one or another type of foot placement was 

based on aesthetical trends; nowadays a more functional approach attempts to help the 

player counter balance the weight of the instrument while facilitating movement in the 

upper limbs. Its long-term effects on the player’s overall posture may gauge the importance 

of feet positioning. For example, the unconsciously practiced left-foot-dominant stance 

may cause undue pressure on the left hip, knee, and ankle joints. Consequently, the 

cascading effects radiate upwards, perhaps compromising the back, neck, and shoulder 

muscles. 

The purpose of this study was to determine if: 1) the center of gravity in violinists 

and violists is biased toward the lateral side where the instrument is typically held during 

quiet stance without the instrument, and 2) if this bias might be increased or diminished 

depending on the type of feet positioning chosen for performance. The results of this 

testing provide an insight for better ways of teaching body posture through foot placement 

to beginner upper-string students. Teachers are to ‘set up students for success’ and build 

them up correctly from feet to head. These are core aspects maximizing their potential, 

without compromising the body, while ensuring longevity without injury. 
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PART I - INTRODUCTION AND NEED FOR THE STUDY 

Purpose 

The role that feet positioning plays in posture and body weight distribution among 

upper-string players will be explored. Some musicians believe that the further away a 

body part is from the physical focus during practice and performance, the less important 

and involved it is in the action of playing the instrument. Specifically, the contribution of 

the legs and feet to overall posture and performance tends to be marginalized, since the 

main task is to use the upper body to play string instruments.1 For example, most 

beginner treatises only briefly mention foot placement and move right away to the violin 

and bow hold. However, lower limbs play a foundational role in overall posture whether 

in rehearsal or performance. Those neglected body parts (e.g. legs, knees, pelvis, etc.) 

form the base and building blocks for good posture,2 both in functional daily tasks (e.g. 

walking, upright stance while doing daily activities of living) and specialized skills for 

performance (i.e. art, music or sport). 

Justification for the Study 

The amount of time serious musicians spend practicing for a performance is 

typically greater than that spent on the activity itself.3 This is especially true of the 

                                                
1 Lynn E. Medoff, "The Importance of Movement Education in the Training of Young Violinists," Medical 
Problems of Performing Artists 14, no. 4 (1999), 214. 
2 Susan Kempter, How Muscles Learn: Teaching the Violin with the Body in Mind (Miami, FL: Summy-
Birchard Music, 2003), 16-17. See also Josephine Langworthy Rathbone, Corrective Physical Education, 
ed. Valerie V. Hunt, 7th ed. (Philadelphia: Saunders, 1965), 18-19. 
3 Jan Dommerholt, "Performing Arts Medicine – Instrumentalist Musicians Part I – General 
Considerations," Journal of Bodywork & Movement Therapies 13, no. 4 (2009), 313. 
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preparation for chamber and solo recitals. The actual performance is merely the tip of the 

iceberg: in which the greatest part, the practicing, lies under water and is not visible to the 

public. Most people envision practice as a task that involves the craft of only the fingers, 

hands, and arms because those are the parts that are directly involved with the fine motor 

control, and technique when playing the (string) instrument. However, there is an element 

that goes beyond these, which is the basis for stability and economy of energy in any 

playing situation: the posture.4 

There are many definitions of good posture. All of them aim towards a dynamic, 

rather than static, body alignment.5 The dynamic body alignment not only allows the 

performer to move in an efficient and aesthetically pleasing way, but also helps maintain 

their physical health. Good posture leads to good performance.6 Arguably, some excellent 

players past or present may have neglected their posture; however, proper body 

alignment may extend the longevity of the player’s performance career.7 

Many upper-string players working on solo repertoire choose to practice while 

standing because it gives the upper body greater freedom of movement.8 Therefore, the 

way they choose to position their feet while playing influences their overall balance and 

coordination on the instrument.9 As the famous pedagogue Carl Flesch mentions: “Even 

                                                
4 Dorothy Bishop, The Musician as Athlete (Calgary: Kava Publications, 1991), 85. 
5 Raoul Tubiana, Philippe Chamagne, and Roberta Brockman, "Fundamental Positions for Instrumental 
Musicians," Medical Problems of Performing Artists, 192-4. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Dorothy Bishop, The Musician as Athlete, 88. See also Susan D. Fain, "An Application of the Principles 
of Anatomy, Physiology, and Neurology to the Balancing and Playing of the Flute,” (Dissertation, The 
University of Oklahoma, 2010), 5-10. 
8 Alice G Brandfonbrener, “Etiologies of Medical Problems in Performing Artists,” Robert Thayer Sataloff, 
Alice G Brandfonbrener, and Richard J Lederman, Performing Arts Medicine, 3rd ed. (Narberth, PA: 
Science & Medicine, 2010), in Performing Arts Medicine, 34. 
9 Pedro De Alcantara, Indirect Procedures: A Musician's Guide to the Alexander Technique (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1997), 166. 
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the simplest movements of the arms can be carried out properly only when the position of 

the legs is correspondingly correct.”10 Flesch’s statement shows that adequate feet 

positioning was explored by some pedagogues in the past, even when only briefly. In the 

present, there is an increased awareness amongst teachers about how future postural 

habits on the instrument can be influenced by the way they set up their students’ feet in 

the early phases of instruction.11 However, there are many opinions about what is 

considered “proper” stance in upper-string instrument playing. This study attempts to 

clear the disparity of the different postural theories by tracing their historic origins as well 

as gathering scientific information that could prove or disapprove them. 

Structure 

The first part of this project reviews the literature with regard to foot placement, 

posture dynamics, and weight distribution when playing upper string instruments (i.e. 

violin, viola). Chapter I   - reviews postural playing aesthetics throughout the history of 

upper-string instrument playing and teaching found in violin and viola methods starting 

from the nineteenth century. Chapter II   - lists the most relevant scientific research 

related to the topic of upper-string players’ posture and stance. A synthesis and 

discussion of the findings from the first two chapters is elaborated in Chapter 3. 

The second part of this project describes the results, analyses and conclusion from 

a study conducted in collaboration with the Texas Tech University Kinesiology and 

Sports Management Department. The main purpose was to gather scientific data with the 

                                                
10 Carl Flesch, "The Art of Violin Playing," ed. Frederick Herman Martens (New York: C. Fischer, 1939), 
Book I, 14. 
11 Lynn E. Medoff, "The Importance of Movement Education in the Training of Young Violinists,” 212-
213. 
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help of a clinical instrument available in the kinesiology balance laboratory (i.e. Smart 

Balance Master), a balance or posture index described as center of foot pressure (COP) 

was measured. Data allowed researchers to map the general postural tendencies of string 

players, with and without the instrument. The participants’ overall body weight 

distribution with the instrument was compared when standing in the three main foot 

positions found in most violin and viola pedagogical literature (i.e. three stances). The 

purpose was to determine the association between various techniques typically employed 

by upper string players, to specific balance or posture indices. Thereafter, differences in 

COP between positions (based on three predominant stances) were tested empirically. 

Chapter 4 presents the methods and results from the balance testing in upper-

string and control participants. In Chapter 5 these results are discussed with the help of 

literature from the fields of kinesiology and sports medicine. A brief conclusion 

summarizes the results from the balance study and its possible applications into violin 

and viola pedagogy. Finally, Chapter 6 completes the research with other elements that 

affect posture and body weight distribution. This final chapter entails a brief review of 

the most common postural issues observed in upper-string players, followed by a 

summary of possible solutions. Opinions from musical pedagogues, physicians, 

physiotherapists, and kinesiology experts are given there side by side.  
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CHAPTER I   - HISTORIC PEDAGOGY LITERATURE 

The focus in this chapter is on violin and viola methods where both the instrument 

and bow are represented in their actual modern form.12 Earlier treatises are not less 

important than the ones that followed. However, because the instruments were set up 

differently and did not use the modern bow or chinrest, this earlier performance practice 

required a different technique and body movements.13  

The decisive starting point for modern upper-string performance can be 

established at the founding of the Paris Conservatory in 1795. Its standardized violin 

curriculum became imperative in order to guide the students through the different levels 

of instruction. Therefore, the professors at this institution began writing violin methods14 

that range from basics such as the instrument’s parts and note reading to a great 

compilation of études and exercises. These aimed to help the student develop all different 

technical aspects of modern violin playing. Many methods also followed in other 

countries, as similar institutions were created throughout Europe and became a platform 

to promote the different national styles.15 They were, however, based on the model of the 

Paris Conservatory, as this was the place that had set the standard of modern violin 

playing during the first half of the nineteenth century.16 

                                                
12 Violins previous to the nineteenth century were usually built with an angled neck, flatter bridge and used 
mainly gut strings. The modern bow was perfected around 1780 by Louis Tourte and his son, Francis, and 
is nowadays better known as the “Tourte” bow. The chin-rest was invented in 1832 by the violinist and 
pedagogue Louis Spohr. This device, also called “fiddle holder”, helps violinists liberate their left arm by 
supporting the violin mainly between the head and shoulder.  
13 Robin Stowell, Violin Technique and Performance Practice in the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth 
Centuries (Cambridge Cambridgeshire ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 2-4. 
14 Formerly known as treatises and currently best known by the names of their authors. 
15 Katarzyna Bugaj, "A Dynamic Instrumental Pedagogy—the Oeuvre of Tadeusz Wro'nski" (Dissertation, 
Indiana University, 2012), 3-7. 
16 Suzanne Nelson, "Twentieth-Century Violin Technique: The Contributions of Six Major Pedagogues" 
(Dissertation, University of South Carolina, 1994), 14. 
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From this very broad spectrum of pedagogical literature, the main interest in my 

research is focused on the first pages of the beginner methods, specifically where the 

body posture and foot placement are described. Additionally, opinions from the most 

illustrious violin pedagogues of this era are cited regarding how the feet should be 

positioned to allow the upper-string player to have the best posture, and achieve the best 

projection and stage presence. 

 

Nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century 

The terms of the foot positions in this document were taken from Frederick 

Neumann, a renowned twentieth-century violin pedagogue and scholar.17 In his book 

Violin Left Hand Technique: A Survey of Related Literature (1969), he names the 

asymmetrical stance found predominantly in nineteenth-century violin method literature 

as “position 1”.18 Neumann acknowledges that this stance could be traced back to 

Paganini and another famous violinist, Ole Bull.19 The latter one has been described by a 

close physician friend as having posture that is “over the left leg as a firm column of 

support.”20 

                                                
17 Born in Bielitz, Austro-Hungary in 1907. Completed a M.A. and a Ph.D. in Music Education at 
Columbia University by 1952. Died in 1994. Further information of his life and work in: 
http://libguides.richmond.edu/c.php?g=631690&p=4414726. 
18 The position names will be further referred to throughout this document without the quotation markings 
and in italics for better clarity. 
19 Frederick Neumann, Violin Left Hand Technique: A Survey of Related Literature (Urbana, IL: American 
String Teachers Association, 1969), 11. 
20 This person was an anatomy professor: Dr. Crosby, cited by F. Neumann. Violin left hand technique, 11. 
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Figure 1. Left: Niccolò Paganini (Kersting 1830-31), right: Ole Bull (Lee 1886) 

 

However, a similar stance could already be observed in full-body pictures of 

previous violin treatises, such as those of Pierre Dupont21 and Labadens.22 The placement 

of the feet in these drawings, curiously resemble the third and fourth dance or ballet foot 

positions,23 but with a smaller turn out of the feet. Thinking back to eighteenth century 

French courts, where dancing was very popular, adopting this dance-like posture most 

likely eluded elegance.24 Therefore, violinists may have adopted this fashionable body 

attitude unconsciously during public performances. 

                                                
21 Pierre Dupont. “Principes de Violon par Demandes et par Reponce,” (Paris, 1718), and Jean-Benjamin 
De La Borde, Violon: Méthodes, Traités, Dictionnaires Et Encyclopédies, Ouvrages Généraux, ed. Philippe 
Lescat and Jean Saint-Arroman, Reprod. En Fac-sim. ed. vol. I & II, Méthodes Et Traités (Fuzeau: Courlay, 
2003), 69. 
22 Labadens, “Nouvelle Méthode pour Apprendre a jouer du Violon, et a lire la Musique,” (Paris, Toulouse, 
1772), in ibid. Vol. 2, 35. 
23 Anna Kisselgoff, "Dance View," New York Times, no. Nov 27 (1983), H8. 
24 Wendy Hilton, Dance and Music of Court and Theater: Selected Writings of Wendy Hilton, ed, Wendy 
Hilton and Societies American Council of Learned (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1997). 
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Figure 2. Left: Dupont, right: Labadens. (La Borde 2003) 

 

 
Figure 3. Dance foot positions. (De Garmo 1875) 

 

Following this tradition, the earliest violin method book of the Paris Conservatory 

has similar features when it comes to foot placement. The Méthode de Violon (1803)25, 

written by the first violin professors of this institution, was regarded as the most 

comprehensive instruction course for violinists written in the nineteenth century.26 Pierre 

Baillot wrote the introductory text, and Pierre Rode and Rodolphe Kreutzer created the 

études. In this particular method, Baillot describes the recommended way of holding the 

                                                
25 Pierre Baillot, Pierre Rode, and Rodolphe Kreutzer, Méthode De Violon, Méthodes Instrumentales Les 
Plus Anciennes Du Conservatoire De Paris (3, Genève: Minkoff Reprint, 1974). 
26 Boris Schwarz, Great Masters of the Violin: From Corelli and Vivaldi to Stern, Zukerman, and Perlman 
(New York, NY: Simon and Schuster, 1983), 167-168. 
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instrument, body posture, and foot placement. He later expands and illustrates in his 

L’Art du Violon (1834), where he specifies that the feet should be placed about four to 

five inches apart and the right foot slightly turned out; the weight of the body is to be 

posed primarily on the left foot.27 

 

  

Figure 4. Body posture and position 1- foot placement in P. Baillot’s L’Art du Violon (Baillot 
1834). 

 

Among the violin teachers that followed this tradition are those that were taught at 

the Paris Conservatory (Jean D. Alard, Charles Dancla, Charles A. de Bériot). Later 

supporters of position 1 were famous violinists and pedagogues such as Louis Spohr, 

Joseph Joachim, Andreas Moser, Otakar Ševčík, Franz Kneisel, August Wilhelmj, Karl 

Klingler, Franz Wohlfahrt, Leopold Auer, and many others. Therefore, the constant 

exchange of faculty and students from the Paris Conservatory spread the trend and 

teaching of position 1 all over Europe during the first half of the nineteenth century. 

                                                
27 Pierre Marie François De Sales Baillot, and Louise Goldberg, The Art of the Violin (Evanston, IL: 
Northwestern University Press, 1991), 19. 
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Leopold Auer is amongst the most influential pedagogues who adopted the use of 

position 1.28 He explains this stance as follows: “The player must stand erect with the 

weight of his body resting on the left foot, and with the right foot slightly in advance”.29 

Nevertheless, he acknowledges the existence of another option for violinists: the 

symmetrical straddled foot placement (i.e. with the body weight equally on both legs). 

Auer, however, qualifies it as “a solid but rather ungainly attitude as a whole.”30 His 

preference for position 1 may be then understood as his reluctance to depart from the 

French-school’s tradition as well as from the teachings of his own professor Joseph 

Joachim, who supported position 1. Nonetheless, Joachim commented that a symmetrical 

stance could be better for young girls. His editor and former student A. Moser31 explained 

that the reason for this was because girls were considered as being more delicate, and 

position 1 would damage their posture.32 Growing children get molded into their postural 

habits, and position 1 was considered to create asymmetry in their body.33 The physician 

and amateur violinist Wilhelm Trendelenburg warned against position 1 by all means 

with the claim that “what is true for growing girls, should apply to growing boys as 

well.”34 He fully recommended the symmetrical stance, with the feet in hip-wide distance 

and slightly turned out. Neumann named this V-shaped type of stance “position 2”. This 
                                                

28 Auer had studied with Joachim and became later professor at the Imperial Conservatory in St, Petersburg, 
Russia. 
29 Leopold Auer, "Graded Course of Violin Playing," ed, Gustav Saenger (New York: Carl Fischer, 1926), 
Book I, 9. 
30 Ibid. 
31 A, Moser wrote the first two books of Joachim’s Violinschule because of his large experience with 
teaching beginners, Joachim mentions in the preface to this method that he himself never taught beginners, 
32 Joseph Joachim, Violinschule, Traité Du Violon, Violin School, ed, Andreas Moser (London: N, Simrock, 
1956), 12. 
33 Wilhelm Trendelenburg, Die Natürlichen Grundlagen Der Kunst Des Streichinstrumentspiels, 
photomechanical reprint of the 1925 ed. (Kassel: Hamecher, 1974), 147. 
34 From the German: “Was ferner für wachsende Mädchen recht ist, ist für wachsende Knaben ebenfalls 
billig,” in ibid. Translated by Oryana Racines. 
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position was advocated by the pedagogues: Carl Flesch, Henri Marteau, Louis 

Bostelmann, August L. Sass, and Goby Eberhardt. 

 

Figure 5. Position 2 or V-shaped stance. 

 

The famous pedagogue Carl Flesch describes in his treatise The Art of Violin 

Playing (1924) different stances that were commonly used during his time as a matter of 

summary. He criticized position 1, which he called “acutangular”, because of the danger 

of disfigurement due to the weight loading mainly on the left foot.35 Flesch favored 

position 2 because “it offers the body a broad foundation and the necessary stability and 

unhampered freedom in movement.”36 He, however, warns about the exaggerated spread 

of the feet, and for women he recommends standing sideways rather than directly facing 

the public.37 The probable reasoning for this was due to moral conventions of that time 

that expected women to be more demure. Lionel Tertis, a famous modern violist and 

viola pedagogue, advocates the symmetrical straddling stance in harmony with the one 

recommended by Flesch. He also favors the equal body weight distribution on both legs, 

adding that when the weight is put on the left foot only, it can lead to spine deformity.38 

                                                
35 Flesch, "The Art of Violin Playing,”  Book I, 14. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Footnote (*) in Ibid. 
38 Lionel Tertis, My Viola and I: A Complete Autobiography, with Beauty of Tone in String Playing, and 
Other Essays (London: Elek, 1974), 153. 
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Marianne M. Perkins, in her dissertation A Comparative Study of the Violin 

Playing Techniques developed by Kato Havas, Paul Rolland, and Shinichi Suzuki, 

comments: 

Flesch's ideas about what constituted proper playing technique, especially in regard to the bow 
arm, have had a deep impact on most schools of violin training today. Some pedagogues, although 
few in number, believe that the all-pervasiveness of Flesch's teachings may have contributed to the 
over-standardization of playing technique among today's top violin virtuosi.39 
 
 
As a reaction to this over-standardization of violin technique, some pedagogues 

who taught during the first half of the twentieth century preferred to move away from 

rigid rules and rather acknowledge each student’s individuality. 

 

Individual approach 

One of the most influential pedagogues in this new student-tailored teaching 

approach was Ivan Galamian (1903 – 1981). In his book Principles of Violin Playing and 

Teaching (1962), where he compiled all of his teachings, he criticizes the “one-sided 

overemphasis on the purely physical and mechanical aspects of violin technique.”40 He 

acknowledges the existence of three main aspects from which violin playing depends: the 

physical, mental, and aesthetic-emotional factors. Galamian cites the importance of 

“mental control” over the movements.41 He defined technique as “the ability to direct 

mentally and to execute physically all of the necessary playing movements.”42 

                                                
39 Marianne Murray Perkins, "A Comparative Study of the Violin Playing Techniques Developed by Kato 
Havas, Paul Rolland, and Shinichi Suzuki" (Dissertation, The Catholic University of America, 1993), 15. 
40 Ivan Galamian, Principles of Violin Playing & Teaching, 3rd ed. (Ann Arbor, MI: Shar Products, 1999), 
2. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid, 5. 
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In regard to the foundational aspect, Galamian, limits his descriptions of 

movement to the use of the arms, hands, and fingers. The way the body should be 

reacting or supporting the movements while playing and a specific stance are avoided. 

Galamian, as well as many of his contemporaries, preferred to not give specifics about 

foot placement and body weight distribution. He left this decision to the student, 

depending on their individual buildup and preferences. This said, Galamian did not have 

a “cookie-cutter” method for correcting technique on his students. He instead proposed a 

flexible methodology and encouraged his contemporaries to do the same, with the 

primary goal that the student becomes comfortable with the instrument.43 

 

1950 on – Newer teaching philosophies 

After the end of the Second World War, many new teaching currents and 

philosophies began to flourish, probably as a reaction to the very rigid doctrines that 

dominated violin pedagogy prior to that time.44 From the violin methods created during 

this time, the most revolutionary was the system aimed for beginners by Japanese 

violinist Shinichi Suzuki (ca.1950).45 While most nineteenth century upper-string 

methods were focused on advanced private students,46 Suzuki conceived his violin 

method with beginner students in mind. His method is especially controversial due to the 

                                                
43 Ibid, 1. 
44  Galamian, Principles of Violin Playing & Teaching, 1-2. See also Michael Fanelli, "Paul Rolland: His 
Teaching Career and Contributions to String Pedagogy and Education" (University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, 2001), 211-212. 
45 Suzuki had taken lessons in Germany with the renowned violinist Karl Klingler, one of Joachim’s pupils. 
Once Suzuki returned to Japan, he created the “Talent Education” methodology in his country. Soon after, 
this method gained popularity and has since spread throughout the world. 
46 Bugaj, "A Dynamic Instrumental Pedagogy—the Oeuvre of Tadeusz Wro'nski," 3-7. See also Perkins, 
"A Comparative Study of the Violin Playing Techniques Developed by Kato Havas, Paul Rolland, and 
Shinichi Suzuki," 15-16. 
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fact that it does not teach note reading from the very beginning of instruction. Learning to 

play by ear was previously a practice regarded as ‘inferior’ and was typically found only 

amongst folk musicians.47 Suzuki applied his philosophy of the “mother-tongue” theory, 

which aims to teach the violin the same way as a child learns their mother language, 

through constant listening and imitation.48 

With the visual and rational elements of teaching taken out of the equation, new 

possibilities opened for focusing more on aural, imitative, and postural aspects of violin 

playing. Suzuki wanted children to learn the violin the same way they do when 

discovering the world: full of joy and curiosity. He also believed that any child can play 

and become proficient on the violin; his main intent however was to cultivate students 

through his teaching to become good citizens, and not exclusively musicians.49 During a 

time of social change, Suzuki aligns with the new currents and incorporates human 

aspects into the music training of future generations. 

Suzuki also introduced a new type of stance to the violin pedagogy, which I 

decided to call position 3 for consistency or “Suzuki stance”. This is an asymmetrical 

stance with the left foot advanced instead of the right, and represents the opposite of 

Neumann’s position 1. Suzuki was very specific about the arrangement of the feet 

because, in his opinion, placing the left foot slightly ahead is the “most natural position 

                                                
47 Robert H. Woody, "Playing by Ear: Foundation or Frill?," Music Educators Journal 99, no. 2 (2012), 82-
83. 
48 William J. Starr, The Suzuki Violinist: A Guide for Teachers and Parents, Rev. ed. (Los Angeles, CA: 
Summy-Birchard, 2000), 1-6. 
49 Starr, The Suzuki Violinist, 5-6. 
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for playing the violin.”50 He also suggested that the toes point outwards slightly and as a 

result his followers later created a foot-chart for a better visual guide for a beginner child. 

 

Figure 6. Suzuki foot chart. 

 

Furthermore, once the student’s feet were correctly placed, Suzuki would 

occasionally ask them to raise the right foot off the ground to prove to him that the 

weight was put on the left foot. He would also ask the student to lean a bit forward to the 

left in order to make the left foot be “the center of the body vertically.”51 Suzuki offered 

another guide for alignment: “Nose, string, elbow and foot” should be in the same 

imaginary line.52  

This idea of putting weight on the left leg was previously mentioned in the 

Paganini trend and the methods incorporated in the French schools. The fact that Suzuki 

recommends this weight distribution could be traced back to his pedagogy lineage, which 

leads back to Joachim. Suzuki was a student of Klingler, who had studied with Joachim, a 

proponent of position 1, a practice found in the French school. However, Suzuki’s use of 

position 3 was because he felt it was the most natural way. 

                                                
50 Starr, The Suzuki Violinist: A Guide for Teachers and Parents, 53. 
51 Starr, The Suzuki Violinist, 54. 
52 Ibid. 42. See also Shinʾichi Suzuki, Suzuki Violin School, Violin Part (Princeton, NJ: Birch Tree Group, 
1978), 10. 
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Figure 7. Teacher-student tree. 

 

 

Whole-body awareness 

The awareness of the whole body dynamics while playing also increased 

significantly during the second half of the twentieth century. For example, Romanian-

Hungarian violin prodigy Kato Havas developed her teaching philosophy partly from 

watching gypsy violinists perform when she was growing up. They impressed upon her a 

relaxed, and seemingly carefree playing style, which inspired her to encourage wellbeing 

and relaxation on her students.53 In her method A New Approach to Violin Playing 

(1961), Havas recommends the use of position 2 foot placement. Further, she adds that 

the weight of the body should be thrown back on the heels while pushing the hips slightly 

                                                
53 Kató Havas, Stage Fright; Its Causes and Cures: With Special Reference to Violin Playing (London: 
Bosworth, 1973), 11-17. 
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forward.54 According to her, this would help counterbalance the instrument’s weight 

exerted on the front of the body. Havas also adds the idea of standing on an imaginary 

“third leg”, which stretches behind the middle of both actual legs, like a dinosaur tail.55  

During the same time of Havas, the violin pedagogue Frederick Rosenberg 

published his document The Violin: The Technic of Relaxation and Power (1961).56 Here, 

he also conveys the importance of relaxation and coordinating power into the 

performance. Although Rosenberg does not prescribe a specific foot placement, he 

recommends leaning on the left leg. His reason for this is because “with the violin in 

playing position, the left arm does not completely balance the right arm, being closer to 

the center of gravity of the body.”57 

A similar body-centered approach can be found later in Paul Rolland’s method, 

The Teaching of Actions in String Playing (1974).58 He follows much of Suzuki’s 

prescriptions, such as the position 3 stance, and even encourages the students to tap or 

stomp with their right foot to the piece that they are playing; something that would 

definitely have their left leg bearing most of the body weight. He also recommends 

keeping the knees flexible, as well as shifting weight from one foot to another, especially 

on long bow-strokes.59 

                                                
54 Kató Havas, A New Approach to Violin Playing (London: Bosworth, 1961), 15. 
55 The Twelve Lesson Course in a New Approach to Violin Playing: With Exercises Relating to the 
Fundamental Balances (London: Bosworth, 1964), 4. See also Perkins, "A Comparative Study of the 
Violin Playing Techniques Developed by Kato Havas, Paul Rolland, and Shinichi Suzuki,” 40-42. 
56 Fred Rosenberg, The Violin: The Technic of Relaxation and Power, a Study of the Internal Laws of 
Coordination (Cleveland, OH: Powell, 1961), 23. 
57 Ibid. 15. 
58 Paul Rolland, and Marla Mutschler, The Teaching of Action in String Playing: Developmental and 
Remedial Techniques [for] Violin and Viola. (Urbana, IL: llinois String Research Associates, 1974) [Film = 
1974a, Book = 1974b]. 
59 Ibid. (1974b), 4. Video-clip 2/8 (1974a). 
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Rolland’s biggest contribution to Suzuki’s line of instruction is the emphasis on 

kinesthetic teaching in order to improve freedom and coordination of body movement 

with the motions of the arms on the instrument. 60 Additionally, Rolland’s familiarity with 

previous scientific research on violin performance enabled him to be aware of specific 

developmental principles and physiological responses, allowing him to approach violin 

pedagogy in a holistic way from the very beginning of his teaching.61 His approach treats 

upper-string players as athletes, of which the goal is to ingrain correct patterns of 

movement into the brain through the muscles. His opinion on the importance of proper 

stance and whole-body use62 in a musician adds a more dynamic element into the violin 

and viola instruction.63 

Similarly, the violist and viola pedagogue Henry Barrett describes in The Viola: 

Complete Guide for Teachers and Students (1972) the different elements that constitute 

good posture. He further specifies the characteristics of position 3 for violists as: the feet 

forming approximately a 45º angle, with the heels at about “five to ten inches apart” and 

having the left foot slightly advanced. He also advocates swaying from one foot to the 

other, and avoiding stiffness at the knees by flexing them slightly. Barrett even adds that 

a well coordinated violist finds their body weight “centered over both feet when playing 

at the frog”, while playing towards the center and the tip of the bow produces a shift of 

                                                
60 Vanessa Mio, "Foundational Learning and Rehabilitation: An Investigation of the Remedial Strategies of 
Postsecondary Violin Instructors" (Dissertation, University of Windsor (Canada), 2015), 35-38 
61 Ibid. See also Perkins, "A Comparative Study of the Violin Playing Techniques Developed by Kato 
Havas, Paul Rolland, and Shinichi Suzuki,” 180-191. 
62 Further discussion on whole-body use can be found in Chapter 6 of this document. 
63 Rolland, The Teaching of Action in String Playing: Developmental and Remedial Techniques [for] Violin 
and Viola, (1974b), 5. 
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the weight over the left foot for counterbalancing purposes.64 He additionally describes 

different body technique approaches for improving posture and coordination on the 

instrument. Barrett complements Rolland’s ideas further by taking into account the shift 

of the body weight depending on the actual placement of the bow. 

 

Present diversity 

Contemporary pedagogues are confronted by a great diversity of information 

regarding upper-string technique and foot placement. Many of their opinions can be 

found in articles published by the different string associations. The violist Kenneth 

Martinson, for example, adds an interesting note to the issue of body weight distribution 

in connection with foot placement. He favors Suzuki’s type of stance (position 3), but in 

regards to left-handed players, he recommends to invert this and put their right foot 

slightly out instead (position 1). Martinson also asks for the weight distribution to be 60% 

on the left foot and 40% on the right, but the exact opposite for left-handed people.65 The 

question that arises here then is: how relevant is it to change weight distribution when 

and if left- and right-handed people hold the instrument the same way? 

Another famous contemporary violin pedagogue, Simon Fischer, makes a brief 

comment on stance in one of his articles. He favors positions 1 and 3 when he mentions: 

“if the weight is to rest on only one foot it should be on the left.”66 Fischer justifies this 

by claiming that the left side is the stable one and it gives the player greater support while 

                                                
64 Henry Barrett, The Viola: Complete Guide for Teachers and Students, 2nd ed. rev. and enl. (University of 
Alabama Press, 1978), 48. 
65 Kenneth Martinson, "5 Ways to Stop the Sway," Strings 27, no. 2 (2012), 98. 
66 Simon Fischer, "Basics: Balance," The Strad 118 (2007), 73. 
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performing. Nevertheless, he also offers the option of position 2 because equal 

distribution of body weight on both feet prevents the spine from twisting.67 With this last 

statement, Fischer acknowledges indirectly that putting the body weight on the left foot 

may twist the spine. However, he does not discard completely the possibility of using the 

other stances as well. 

With a plethora of diverse opinions on stance and posture since the beginning of 

modern violin playing, it becomes obvious that many violinists and violists prefer to rely 

on their own personal experiences, following the tradition under which they were taught 

themselves.68 To this, violinist Vanessa Mio, in her dissertation Foundational Learning 

and Rehabilitation: An Investigation of the Remedial Strategies of Postsecondary Violin 

Instructors, observes: 

The pedagogical methodologies of Suzuki, Rolland, Galamian, and Zweig are all comprised of an 
idealized, subjective progression of learning from the outset of instruction. They focus on the 
importance of a natural setup free from unnecessary tension, the accumulation of 
technique/musicality through scaffolding, and an individualized pedagogical approach for every 
student. Still, rehabilitation is often needed if students do not receive this type of appropriate 
instruction, with a focus on foundational learning from the outset of study.69 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
67 Ibid. 
68 Hsuan Anthony Lee, "Towards a Dynamic Pedagogy: Contemporary Pedagogical Approaches to Basic 
Violin Technique" (Dissertation, University of Washington, 2003), 1-3. 
69 Mio, "Foundational Learning and Rehabilitation: An Investigation of the Remedial Strategies of 
Postsecondary Violin Instructors,” 40-43. 
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Summary 

In the following chart, the different postural approaches of the various 

pedagogues is summarized for a better comparison: 

Table 1: Overview in teaching approaches regarding feet positioning 

Pedagogue Preferred 
foot 
position 

Preferred 
weight on 

Comments 

Baillot 1 Left leg  
Moser-Joachim 1 Left leg Ladies: position 2 
Auer 1 Left leg  
Flesch 2 Both legs = Sideways to public for ladies 
Galamian - - Depends on each student 
Suzuki 3 Left leg Sway back and forward  
Havas 2 Both legs = Imaginary third leg 
Rosenberg - Left leg Counterbalance of right arm, because 

it is further away from the body 
Rolland 2/3 Left leg Sway from one leg to the other 
Martinson 3/1 R/L Depending on handedness 
Fischer 3/1, 2 L, or equal Acknowledges all possibilities (open 

choice) 
 

As it can be observed, more recent pedagogues preferred to not stick to one 

specific type of foot placement and followed Galamian’s example of adapting the 

technique to the individual characteristics of the student. However, through the teacher-

student family tree, the diversity of teaching styles keep diverging further apart, which 

contributes to the disparity in the taught postural approaches. This has lead to further 

body misuse and eventually injury in the past and future generations of upper-string 

players. To reduce these errors, a consensus needs to be reached based on studies in the 

human body’s biomechanical principles. 

In the following Chapter, I will attempt to outline the most important scientific 

research currently available regarding proper stance and posture in upper-string playing.   
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CHAPTER II   - RESEARCH-BASED LITERATURE 

During the nineteenth century most of the persons interested in doing research on 

upper-string playing technique were scientists and not professional musicians or 

pedagogues. Nevertheless, this changed at the beginning of the twentieth century, when a 

few performers and pedagogues started conducting joint projects with physiologists, who 

provided the technology for gathering data. This allowed upper-string instrumentalists to 

initiate their own research in different areas of music and instrument education. They 

began approaching violin teaching via evidence-based principles. Thanks to these studies, 

pedagogues such as Rolland were able to use their information for the creation of 

biomechanically based teaching approaches. 

In order to give some clarity to the reviewing process, the most relevant studies in 

regards to foot placement in upper-string players are listed chronologically. The few 

research clearly focused on the placement of feet will be described in detail. Other 

literature not discussing feet positioning, but addressing general posture is briefly 

mentioned. 

 

Trendelenburg (1925) 

German physiologist and amateur violinist Wilhelm Trendelenburg was most 

likely one of the first to acknowledge the importance of balanced, symmetric foot 

placement for upper-string instrument players. In his book, the Natural Foundation for 
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the Art of Playing String Instruments,70 he reacts to the widespread trend set by Paganini 

and the French school. Trendelenburg argued against their asymmetric foot arrangement 

and slouched posture because of the lack of scientific justification. Trendelenburg warned 

strongly about the spinal deformations that such a posture could produce.71 He, as well as 

Flesch (1924), had observed that this kind of stance was almost extinct from the concert 

halls by the early twentieth century.72 Trendelenburg advocates the position 2 foot 

placement because it supports the overall symmetry of the body.73 

 

Hodgson (1934) 

British violinist and researcher Percival Hodgson, in his book Motion Study and 

Violin Bowing,74 used “cyclegraphs”, to prove that the best tone production happens 

through curved motion patterns in violin bowing. He explains cyclegraph as “a 

photographic record of the track covered by a moving object”75 as seen in Figure 8. In 

other words, a photographic device set in slow exposure to trace the movement of 

fluorescent dots placed on the player’s right arm.76 In the present, this device is better 

known under the name of “chronocyclegraph”. 

                                                
70 Trendelenburg, Die Natürlichen Grundlagen Der Kunst Des Streichinstrumentspiels, 147-148. Title 
translated by Oryana Racines. 
71 Ibid. 147. 
72 Ibid. 
73 Ibid. 148. 
74 Published originally in 1934 in England by J.H.Lavender & Co. (London), Reprinted U.S. version in 
1958 by the A.S.T.A. (Urbana, IL). 
75 Percival Hodgson, Motion Study and Violin Bowing (Urbana, IL: American String Teachers 
Associations, 1958), 58. 
76 In this experiment, the dots were placed on the right second finger and elbow, the latter being included 
only in some cases. The results of Hodgson’s research supported physician F.A. Steinhausen’s predictions 
that the bowing motions on upper-string instruments are curved (instead of the commonly believed straight 
trajectory), See Friedrich A. Steinhausen, Die Physiologie Der BogenfüHrung Auf Den 
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Figure 8. Cyclegraph. (Gilbreth circa 1915)  

 

In his research, Hodgson mentions that a balanced stance is “the correct 

foundation for arm movement”77 because it allows easy weight transference from one 

foot to the other, and therefore enables the player to swing their arms easily from side to 

side, similar to a tennis or golf player. Hodgson is likely the first upper-string player to 

apply a scientific device to support violin-technique theories. 

 

Polnauer (1952), Polnauer and Marks (1964, 1974) 

Austrian-Jewish violinist and engineer Frederick Polnauer78 wrote the first 

publication that dedicates its research core to a “total-body technique” in upper-string 

playing. In his article Bio-Mechanics: A New Approach to Music Education he proposed 

that, in general, the kinesthetic sense should be applied more to upper-string technique 

                                                                                                                                            

Streichinstrumenten, 3rd ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1989) [“The Physiology of Bowing.” Title translated by 
Oryana Racines.] 
77 Hodgson, Motion Study and Violin Bowing, 8-9. 
78 Further information on Polnauer: https://www.lexm.uni-hamburg.de/object/lexm_lexmperson_00002149. 
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and that this could be achieved through knowledge of the principles of biomechanics.79 

He also mentions that: 

For each type of work there exist[s] an optimal stance and an optimal distance of the feet. For 
violin playing it is the close to parallel position of the feet. Wrong stance interferes with free body 
mobility and good posture.80  
 

Polnauer later uses the term ‘Motion-Gestalt’81 to describe his “total-body 

technique” and he reaffirms that the way in which feet and legs are placed has a great 

impact on the general postural shape.82 This is a breakthrough in upper-string technique 

research, as previous scientific publications from Steinhausen, Trendelenburg and 

Hodgson focus mainly on the mechanics of the arms. Although the latter two do make 

brief mention of feet positioning and body posture, Polnauer’s study has a more 

comprehensive and detailed approach to this topic. 

Polnauer conducted further research with the help of physician Morton Marks, 

who made special measuring equipment available. These studies were published under 

the titles of “Senso-Motor study” (1964) and “Total body technique” (1974).  

 

 

 

                                                
79 Frederick F Polnauer, Bio-Mechanics: A New Approach to Music Education (Philadelphia, PA: Franklin 
Institute, 1952), 297. 
80 Ibid. 303. 
81 Frederick F. Polnauer, Total Body Technique of Violin Playing (Bryn Mawr, PA: T. Presser, 1974), 1. 
82 Senso-Motor Study and Its Application to Violin Playing, 2nd ed. (Urbana, IL: American String Teachers 
Association, 1964), 121. 
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Szende and Nemessuri (1971) 

The violin pedagogue Otto Szende and physiologist Mihaly Nemessuri, in their 

book The Physiology of Violin Playing, briefly describe the ideal symmetric body 

position needed for upper-string instrument performance. They recommend that both feet 

be placed slightly apart and that the body weight be rested equally on both legs83 

(position 2). In addition, they recommend slightly bending the knees, avoiding torsion in 

the trunk and having a dynamic “mid-range position between standing comfortably and 

‘to attention’.”84 Szende and Nemessuri’s publication is the first actual research-based 

study advocating specifically equal weight distribution on both legs. 

 

Hellebrandt and Rolland (1974) 

This team, comprised of the physician Frances Hellebrandt and violin pedagogue 

Paul Rolland, published the research from The Teaching of Action of String Playing video 

series in a book with the same name.85 In the first part of its second chapter, Hellebrandt 

explains the science behind the motor learning process, and further compares the teaching 

models of Suzuki, Havas, and Rolland from a cognitive aspect. The second part entails a 

synthesis of the main research done on upper-strings until 1974, and also includes 

principles from Carl Flesch’s The Art of Violin Playing, as well as kinesiology literature 

and the Alexander Technique86. In regards to feet positioning, Rolland recommends the 

                                                
83 Ottó Szende, and Mihály Nemessuri, The Physiology of Violin Playing (London: Collet's, 1971), 39. 
84 Ibid. 30. 
85 Rolland, The Teaching of Action in String Playing: Developmental and Remedial Techniques [for] Violin 
and Viola (1974b). 
86 The Alexander Technique is a somatic postural reeducation method created by the actor Frederick 
Matthias Alexander that aims to help people achieve proper body alignment and move in an efficient way. 
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V-shaped stance, with the toes turned out at an angle of 45º (position 2). Despite his 

recommendation of shifting the body weight from one leg to the other, he mentions that: 

“the larger share of the weight rests on the left foot much of the time in order to give 

greater mobility to the right arm.”87 This opinion of Rolland’s could be derived from the 

nineteenth-century violin pedagogy trend, which favors placing the weight mainly on the 

left foot. 

 

Geiger (1996) 

German violist Joachim Geiger, in his published dissertation Body Awareness and 

Instrumental Practice,88 gives specific physiological descriptions of the three basic 

attitudes of the body. These are the “balanced,” the “pronounced-erect”, and the 

“fatigued” stance. He recommends the use of the balanced stance for instrumentalists 

because it is governed by the principle of minimal muscular tension and optimal energy 

expenditure. He describes its anatomic-mechanical characteristics as: 

Both feet parallel to each other in a hip-wide distance, the knee joints in mid-range of motion, a 
“hanging” pelvis and visualizing the center of gravity (COG) equally distributed down through the 
joints of the hips, knees and ankles.89 

 

According to this description, Geiger favors the position 2 in its parallel form (not 

V-shaped) for upper string players. 

 
                                                                                                                                            

Further information on this method can be found in Chapter 6 of this work and in 
https://www.alexandertechnique.com/. 
87 Rolland, The Teaching of Action in String Playing: Developmental and Remedial Techniques [for] Violin 
and Viola. 33. 
88 Joachim Th. Geiger, Körperbewusstsein Und Instrumentalpraxis: Methoden Und Möglichkeiten Von 
Körpererfahrung Im Unterricht, Beim Üben Und Beim Spielen, Forum Musikpädagogik:   Berliner 
Schriften (Augsburg: Wissner, 1996), Title translated by Oryana Racines. 
89 Ibid. 122. 
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Curry (2006) 

Cellist James Curry, in his dissertation Similarities of Sports Performance and 

String Music Performance, addresses foot placement as “crucial for good posture.”90 

Here he describes the importance of parallel and shoulder-width-apart placement, which 

allows the upper body to stay flexible for all the necessary movements in any discipline. 

Curry recommends having the weight distributed more towards the balls of the feet than 

the heels.91 Furthermore, Curry’s recommendations are based on literature from the fields 

of Performing Arts Medicine, Sports, and Kinesiology. 

 

Fain (2009) 

Flutist Susan D. Fain, in her dissertation The Application of the Principles of 

Anatomy, Physiology, and Neurology to the Balancing and Playing of the Flute”92, 

describes in detail anatomy components of posture and its principles applied to flute 

playing. This study, although it is not addressed to upper-string instruments, has a wealth 

of basic postural knowledge that can be directly applied to violin and viola playing due to 

its similar asymmetric holding position. Fain, a physical therapist herself, presents an 

exhaustive description of the anatomy of feet and legs (and other body structures that 

affect posture), followed by a recommended placement that helps flute players have the 

most balanced stance and body posture for performing on their instrument. Her 

                                                
90 James Nixon Curry, "Body Music: An Examination of the Physical and Mental Similarities of Sports 
Performance and String Music Performance,” (Final Document, Northwestern University, 2006), 1-20. 
91 Ibid. 12. 
92 Fain, "An Application of the Principles of Anatomy, Physiology, and Neurology to the Balancing and 
Playing of the Flute,” 1-3. 
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background on both flute playing and physical therapy allowed her to successfully 

converge these two disciplines, bridging the gap of understanding amongst them. 

 

Lee (2015) 

Violinist Chayong J. Lee, in his DMA thesis A Physiological Approach to Posture 

as a Basis for Violin Technique93 makes an important summary of the different elements 

of posture (positioning of the head, trunk, pelvis, knees, and feet and proper alignment of 

these structures, and how they affect each other. In his document, aspects of stance and 

the distribution of body weight over the legs are detailed. He compares the different 

opinions of violin pedagogues on the topic of stance and general posture and offers some 

insights from the Performing Arts Medicine point of view in this regard. Lee notes that a 

more profound “physiological study of the styles of movement during performance” is 

needed because, in his opinion, this aspect of playing has been overlooked by pedagogues 

as well as by scientists.94 Lee’s document, similarly to Fain’s dissertation, addresses 

stance more broadly, involving whole body posture.  

                                                
93 Chayong J. Lee, "A Physiological Approach to Posture as a Basis for Violin Technique" (Final 
Document, Texas Christian University, 2015), 33-43. 
94 Ibid. 33. 
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CHAPTER III   - DISCUSSION OF CHAPTERS I AND II 

 

As it could be observed in the past two chapters, each author sheds light on 

different aspects of posture and stance in upper-string performance. Every study offers 

valuable research, which brings upper-string musicians closer to finding individual 

solutions for violin and viola playing-related issues. However, there are still a few 

disagreements regarding the ‘ideal’ stance and derived postural elements. These 

questions will be grouped into topics on the following pages, and the opinions of the 

authors will be discussed. 

 

Table 2: Overview of foot placement recommendations by pedagogues and researchers 

Recommended foot placement Weight distribution on mainly: 
Position 1 
(L. behind) 

Position 2 
(V-shaped) 

Position 3 
(R. behind) 

Not 
specified 

Left leg Equal on 
both legs 

Right leg 

PEDAGOGUES 
Baillot Flesch Suzuki Galamian Baillot Flesch  
Moser-
Joachim 

Havas Rolland Fischer Moser-
Joachim 

Havas 
(on heels) 

 

Auer Rolland  Rosenberg Auer  Martinson: 
for right-
handed 

Martinson: 
for left- 
handed 

 Martinson: 
for right-
handed 

 Suzuki   

    Rolland   
    Rosenberg   
    Martinson: 

for left-
handed 

  

RESEARCHERS 
Polnauer-
Marks 

Trendelenbu
rg 

Fain (flute)  Polnauer-
Marks 

Curry 
(on balls) 

 

 Szende-
Nemessuri 

   Geiger  

 Geiger    Fain  
     Lee  
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Feet positioning and body weight distribution 

Among the researchers during the twentieth century, only Polnauer still favors the 

French school asymmetric position 1. He does not take into account Trendelenburg’s 

warning about the disfigurement that this type of stance and posture can produce on the 

body.95 Polnauer simply states that in order to promote a high level of total body motility, 

it is required to shift the body weight towards the left leg and ball of the foot. He also 

adds that: “light tapping of the rhythm with the right foot facilitates this weight 

shifting.”96 The fact that Polnauer was the research subject for his own study might have 

biased his results towards what he subjectively believed was the best stance. Suzuki’s 

recommended foot placement (position 3) also lacks scientific support. 

Being familiar with Polnauer’s study and Suzuki’s violin method, Rolland also 

applies the right-foot-tapping in his instructional videos.97 However, despite Rolland 

recommending the V-shaped stance (with the toes turned out at an angle of 45º) and 

having the body-weight shifting from one leg to the other, he mentions that: “the larger 

share of the weight rests on the left foot much of the time in order to give greater mobility 

to the right arm.”98 This is a theory that goes back to the nineteenth-century teachings. 

Additionally, Rolland’s opinions on foot placement are confusing because, in some 

chapters99 (and in his videos), he encourages the use of Suzuki’s asymmetric position 3, 

although in the second chapter of his book he recommends the symmetric V-shaped 

                                                
95 Trendelenburg, Die NatüRlichen Grundlagen Der Kunst Des Streichinstrumentspiels, 147-148. 
96 Polnauer, Total Body Technique of Violin Playing, 4. 
97 Paul Rolland, "The Teaching of Action in String Playing," (University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign 
Campus), String Research Project: Rolland String Research Associates (RSRA), 2008), video-clip 2/8. 
98 Rolland, The Teaching of Action in String Playing: Developmental and Remedial Techniques [for] Violin 
and Viola, 33. 
99 Ibid. 61, 69, 120. 
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stance (position 2). This inconsistency may have been fueled by the disparate existing 

theories surrounding upper-string stance and body-weight distribution. 

Both Polnauer and Rolland, and similarly Suzuki, favored body-weight 

distribution over the left leg. Suzuki stated that by advancing the left foot slightly in 

regards to the right, the violin is best supported.100 The choice for this specific stance may 

be traced back to martial art practices, in which the feet are set apart in a lunge and with 

the knees bent in order to better stabilize the upper body for the movements of arms and 

legs.101 Having the weight over the left leg helps to project the center of gravity (COG) 

forward in order to be able to push or block the opponent without losing balance.102 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Common feet positioning in martial arts. (Wikimedia commons) 

 

It is also possible that Suzuki’s perception of the angle at which performers were 

standing to the audience was misinterpreted. It may have been that the players were 
                                                

100 Starr, The Suzuki Violinist: A Guide for Teachers and Parents, 53. See also 
https://www.wikihow.com/Perform-Basic-Karate-Skills 
101 https://www.wikihow.com/Perform-Basic-Karate-Skills 
102 Ibid. 
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standing straddled (position 2), but observed sideways. As Flesch said in regards to the 

angle for best sound projection: 

Whether it is tonally advantageous to stand before an audience facing it or in profile is a question 
difficult to decide. It is generally believed that the vibrations are flung back most perfectly by the 
walls of a hall when the instrument is held parallel to the rows of seats which the hall contains.103 

 

Currently, there are even Suzuki-trained professionals and researchers who do not 

favor the position 3 and do not use the famous Suzuki foot charts. Teachers such as 

William Starr and Susan Kempter,104 instruct their students to use the symmetric position 

2. Similarly, researchers such as Trendelenburg, Szende-Nemesuri, and Geiger are in 

favor of the symmetric foot placement (position 2). However, there is disagreement on 

whether feet positioning should be done in a parallel fashion or slightly turned out. Also, 

some studies specify that the weight should be put equally on both legs, while others do 

not make mention of static body weight distribution. They instead recommend the 

constant shift of weight from one leg to the other to avoid stiffness in the joints of the 

legs. 

Geiger describes the anatomic-mechanical characteristics of balanced stance as 

follows: both feet being parallel to each other in a hip-wide distance (position 2, parallel 

feet), the knee joints in mid-range of motion, a ‘hanging’ pelvis, and visualizing the 

center of gravity (COG) equally distributed down through the joints of the hips, knees, 

and ankles.105 The goal of this type of stance is the mere act of ‘remaining upright’ or 

                                                
103 Flesch, "The Art of Violin Playing,”  Book I, 15. 
104 See also Kayleigh Miller to Musicians' Health Collective, 12/08/2017, 2017, 
http://www.musicianshealthcollective.com/blog/2014/4/7/suzuki-turn-out-no-more. 
105 Geiger, Körperbewusstsein Und Instrumentalpraxis, 122. 
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‘keeping the standing posture’ itself.106 However, this ‘ideal’ type of posture can only be 

achieved when the person is standing without holding their instrument. Geiger, as well as 

many physicians and pedagogues, make their recommendations without taking into 

account the impact that the weight of the instrument has on the symmetry of the body. 

This type of approach, although it has extensive valuable information on posture, results 

impractical because it is not directly applied to the performing of the instrument. 

 

Counterbalancing 

A pedagogue that specifically uses counterbalancing in her pedagogical approach 

is Kato Havas. She explains body-weight distribution with the instrument across the 

frontal plane (i.e. from the front to back perspective). She recommends putting the body 

weight on the heels in order to counterbalance the instrument’s weight and reinforces this 

concept through the visual image of a central third leg. However, because an upper-string 

instrument is held on the front-left side of the body, leaning on the right foot’s heel would 

be more accurate for counterbalancing purposes. On the other hand, James Curry 

recommends having the weight distributed towards the balls of the feet instead. His 

argument is that this allows the player to stand upright with less effort, enabling them to 

use better their energy.107 Susan Fain agrees with Curry describing that, ideally, the 

correct localization of the body weight on the feet should fall over the arch, which is the 

result of 50% of the load being at the heel and 50% at the forefoot.108 

                                                
106 Ibid. 121. 
107 Curry, "Body Music: An Examination of the Physical and Mental Similarities of Sports Performance 
and String Music Performance,”  12-13. 
108 Fain, "An Application of the Principles of Anatomy, Physiology, and Neurology to the Balancing and 
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In the lateral plane, the viola pedagogue Henry Barrett mentions that a well-

coordinated violist finds their body weight “centered over both feet when playing at the 

frog”.109 He adds further that playing towards the center and the tip of the bow produces a 

shift of the weight over the left foot for counterbalancing purposes.110 Barrett’s comments 

seem to be borrowed from Paul Rolland’s descriptions of contrary motion to the bowing 

direction.111 However, in another part of Rolland’s films, a different tendency is observed 

in the children: they leaned towards their right foot when asked to hold their instrument 

(without the bow) between their left shoulder and head.112 This appears to be a natural 

reflex, which allowed them to counter the instrument’s weight in order to stay balanced. 

Chayong Lee explains this phenomenon as follows: 

Because of the body’s symmetry, proper alignment naturally brings about balance in stance. 
Holding the violin and bow disrupts this natural balance. The weight of the violin and the 
extension of the left arm raise the COG of the body and shift it in the direction of the 
instrument113  
 
 
Lee continues explaining that, as a result to this weight shift due to the instrument, 

the player leans towards their opposite leg (right) in order to restore balance. An 

everyday example of this is when someone carries a bag or purse on one shoulder. If the 

bag is on the right side, the person will lean slightly to the left and vice versa. Also, the 

                                                                                                                                            

Playing of the Flute,” 169. 
109 Henry Barrett, The Viola: Complete Guide for Teachers and Students, 2nd ed. rev. and enl. (University 
of Alabama Press, 1978), 48. 
110 Ibid. 
111 Rolland, "The Teaching of Action in String Playing” (1974a), video-clip 2/8. 
112 Between the clavicle and head only, without the bow. 
113 Lee, "A Physiological Approach to Posture as a Basis for Violin Technique,” 36. 
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heavier it is, more force will be applied from muscles in order to remain centered, which 

at the same time alters the person’s gait.114 

On the other hand, most researchers talk about both arms having opposite 

functions during violin or viola playing. However, very few mention the fact that the 

right arm also transfers its weight to the instrument through the bow when playing. 

Therefore, placing the body weight over the left foot only increases the overuse of upper-

string player’s left side. This may affect the overall posture and limit the freedom of 

movement on the performer’s left side in comparison to the right.115 

 

Summary 

In conclusion, many pedagogues justify their individual approach to stance 

through their past pedagogical training. It can be observed throughout the first chapter of 

this document that, thanks to tradition, the differing opinions of well-respected 

pedagogues have made the way down to the next generation. Additionally, some of the 

scientific publications from Chapter 2 have unorthodox conclusions because of incorrect 

scientific procedures or the scientist was unaware of the important aspects of upper-string 

playing technique.116 The combination of the differing teaching philosophies (Chapter 1) 

and some well-meaning but inaccurate studies (Chapter 2) further confound the pedagogy 

concepts of proper foot placement and weight distribution. This dichotomy gives us a 

                                                
114 Marjorie H. Woollacott and Anne Shumway-Cook, Development of Posture and Gait across the Life 
Span, 1st ed. (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1989), 7-21. 
115 A. Brandfonbrener,“Etiologies of Medical Problems in Performing Artists,” Performing Arts Medicine, 
33. 
116 Neumann. Violin left hand technique, 3. 
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glimpse of how much work is still to be completed from both sides in order to close the 

gap between music and the science that studies human movement. 

This link between both disciplines is especially important for teachers of 

beginning violinists and violists, and even more when those students are children whose 

bodies are still developing.117 The second part of this project makes an attempt to 

contribute to this merging through the collection of scientific data with the use of a 

clinical tool. The results, combined with knowledge from the field of kinesiology, should 

allow the creation of a research-based teaching approach of posture based on foot 

placement in upper-string students.  

                                                
117 Rudolf Gaehler. "Violin-Probleme," Hans Günther Bastian, Erkrankungen Vorbeugen Und Vermeiden: 
Instrumentalspiel Aus Physiologischer, Technischer Und Heilpädagogischer Sicht (Mainz: Schott, 1995), 
28-29. 
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PART II - STUDY 

CHAPTER IV   - BALANCE MACHINE 

Introduction 

In response to the lack of scientific research regarding the impact that instruments 

may have on the balance of performers, music medicine researchers in Germany 

conducted studies to determine how body weight is distributed in a variety of 

musicians118. The authors theorized that the musical instrument’s weight (depending on 

how it is held) significantly affects the player’s body and changes their balance. In order 

to confirm this, each musician’s body-weight distribution was measured when standing 

on a “posturometer” without their instrument (stance 1). In Nusseck and Spahn’s study, 

25% of the upper-string players showed a body-weight bias towards their left foot, but 

were centered when asked to play their instrument (stance 2)119. A formal comparison of 

the different stances from pedagogy was not conducted. Therefore, there remained a need 

to collect data addressing the three different foot positions specific to upper-string 

pedagogy.  

Apart from repeating elements from the studies by Spahn et. al., my study 

additionally measured the weight distributions for different foot placements found in the 

                                                
118 M. and C. Spahn Nusseck, "Untersuchung Zur Verteilung Des Körpergewichts Im Stehen Bei 
Instrumentalisten Außerhalb Der Spielsituation," (Freiburg: Freiburger Institut für Musikermedizin, 2014), 
(Poster). 
119 Claudia Spahn, Céline Wasmer, Franziska Eickhoff, and Manfred Nusseck, "Comparing Violinists' 
Body Movements While Standing, Sitting, and in Sitting Orientations to the Right or Left of a Music 
Stand," Medical Problems of Performing Artists 29, no. 2 (2014), 86. 
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pedagogy (positions 1-3). The results of this experiment will provide insight for better 

ways of teaching body posture through foot placement to beginner upper-string students. 

 

Method 

Participants 

Twenty-five violinists and ten violists (35 total) from the Texas Tech University 

School of Music participated in the study. A control group of thirty-five students from 

other departments at Texas Tech University was recruited. All participants signed the 

proper consent forms, and reported for approximately one hour of testing to complete the 

study. Excluded were individuals not enrolled at Texas Tech, those with health issues 

related to playing the instrument, and with foot, leg or hip injuries that affect normal gait 

(injuries which happened less than 18 months before the testing).  

 

Procedures 

Before the experiment, each upper-string participant was given a brief survey, in 

which demographic and general information were collected such as age, handedness 

(right or left handed), and further information regarding  their violin or viola playing 

background. Questions such as the number of years playing their instrument, average 

practice time with an intensity of three or more  hours per day, and preferred position for 

practice (standing/sitting) were asked. In regards to their background, information was 

gathered on the type of instruction (individual and/or group lessons), methods used,  and 

duration of lessons per week. Finally, the upper-string players were asked about any 

instrument playing related health issues, recent lower limb injuries, and if they did any 
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physical exercise on a regular basis. For the control participants, only handedness, lower 

limb injuries, and regular physical exercise information were asked. 

The testing took place at the Kinesiology and Sport Management department of 

Texas Tech University. Participants came in for one session. Height and weight were 

measured; upper-string players also had their instrument (plus shoulder rest) weighed, 

with the player holding it. The weight difference was then calculated, with the majority of 

the violins having the constant weight of 0.5 Kg, and the violas 0.7 Kg. 

The participants’ body weight distribution between their right and left sides was 

measured with the use of the SMART balance master (Natus, Pleasanton, California) at 

the balance laboratory (TTU Department of Kinesiology and Sport Management). The 

subjects stood facing a screen with three surrounding walls (known as the visual 

surround). The feet rested on the platform with built in force plates (center embedded, see 

Figure 10). These detect the magnitude and direction of force application to the ground 

during quiet or performance stance. 

 

Figure 10. Participant’s placement on the balance-machine over the footplate. 
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Both groups were tested in the following stances: 

Stance 1: parallel feet, without holding the instrument 

Stance 2: personal habitual stance with the instrument (parallel feet for control group) 

Stance 3: symmetric ‘V-shaped’ stance with the instrument (position 2) 

Stance 4: left-foot advanced or Suzuki stance with the instrument (position 3) 

Stance 5: right-foot advanced or Paganini stance with the instrument (position 1). 

 

The control participants did not hold a real violin, but a device that imitated its 

dimensions and weight was provided. This was done in order to avoid them tensing up 

excessively and to prevent damage to the instrument. 

 

 

 

 

Stance 1 (no instrument) 

 

 

 

Stance 2 (controls) 

 

OWN CHOICE 

 

Stance 2 (strings) 

   

Stance 3 Stance 4 Stance 5 

Figure 11. Tested foot positions. 
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Musicians (upper-string participants) performed stance 2 first, their personal-

preferred stance. The chances of recording a true ‘habitual’ playing stance were possible, 

given this order. If done in increasing numeric order commencing with stance 1, the 

musician would have been made self-aware with regards to feet positioning. This 

minimized skewing and compromising the measurements for the rest of the stances. After 

familiarizing themselves with the machine, musicians were guided through feet 

alignment using markers outlined on the machine’s footplate. For these upper-string 

participants the last stance tested was stance 1. 

For all volunteers, three (3) complete trials per stance were conducted. This 

resulted in a total of 15 trials (3 trials per 5 stances), each of them lasting 20 seconds. 

During stances 2, 3, 4 and 5, the musicians executed two variations of each: a “still” 

(static) version, with the bow at its balance point on the string (a), and a “playing” 

(dynamic) version (b). The latter (b) simulates realistic movements made by string 

players when performing. This added 12 additional trials on the musicians (27 trials in 

total). 

For their playing (b) version, string participants were asked to play ten half notes (

) on their second highest string at the speed of 60 beats per minute (bpm). A metronome 

was used at the exact start of each playing trial. The amount of bow length used was 

limited to its central portion (marked with tags on its stick, restricting one quarter of the 

bow on each end), to constrain body sway and to perform at a comfortable bow speed. 
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Equipment 

The SMART Balance Master® (Natus, Pleasanton, California) was the primary 

tool to assess weight distribution (See Figure 12). This machine is a standard clinical tool 

to test balance of both healthy and clinical populations (e.g. stroke, Parkinson’s disease 

patients). The software package “Sensory Organization Test” (SOT) protocol was used to 

test sensory contributions for maintaining upright stance. This is a standard procedure for 

healthy and clinical assessments. The protocol in this study used only the settings with 

stable support surface and visual background (SOT’s condition 1). Throughout this study, 

participants had full vision and stood on a fixed support platform. The SOT protocol 

tracked the location of the center of foot pressure (COP) in both the medio-lateral (x-axis) 

and antero-posterior (y-axis) directions. Data was collected at the rate of 100 Hz per 

second (See Appendix C.) 

 

Figure 12. Smart Balance Master® (by Natus) 
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The software used to process the data from the machine output was Matlab 

R2017a (MathWorks, Natick, Massachussetts). All results were made available in the 

digital (.xls) and graphical format (.png). For the data analyses, an algorithm was 

developed for the purpose of this study (Yang, unpublished data; see Appendix D). The 

algorithm discarded the first two seconds (200 frames, at 100 Hz frequency) to eliminate 

possible errors due to electromechanical delay. Likewise, the last two seconds (200 

frames) were eliminated from analyses to minimize errors due to a loss of concentration 

and vigilance. Therefore, the final data used consisted of 16 seconds total (frames 201 – 

1800). A baseline window was established from frames 201 – 600 (4 sec.). The action 

window consisted of frames 601 – 1800 (last 12 sec.). These timings allowed upper-

string players to complete a cycle of four down-bows, alternating with four up-bows 

during the playing trials. Therefore, the baseline contained one down- and one up-bow, 

and the action contained three down- and three up-bows. 

Furthermore, the algorithm was used to derive three variables pertaining to body-

weight distribution on the footplate: COP location on the x-axis (COPx), bias, and 

dispersion. COPx is the starting point, based on the mean location along the medio-lateral 

(horizontal) axis, and was further broken down into two categories: COPx1 and COPx2. 

COPx1 was calculated from the first four seconds of usable data (baseline). COPx2 was 

calculated from the next twelve seconds of usable data (action).  

A bias variable was created in order to measure how balance changes while 

holding an upper-string instrument. Bias was obtained by quantifying the distance 

between COPx1 and COPx2 through subtraction (COPx2 – COPx1). 
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For all COPx and bias, a positive (+) average indicates a rightward tendency 

while standing, whereas a negative (-) average indicates a leftward tendency. 

 

Figure 13. COPx location and displacement on the x-axis 

 

 

The resulting values were averaged and compiled in an excel spreadsheet; then 

categorized by weight-emphasis in: 

• Absolute Left, when the mean value was equal or below -0.5 cm 

• Left-Center combined, when the mean value was between -0.5 and -0.1 cm (also equal) 

• Absolute Centered, when the mean value was between -0.1 cm and +0.1 cm 

• Center-Right combined, when the mean value was between 0.1 (equal) and 0.5 cm 

• Absolute Right, when the mean value was equal or above 0.5 cm. 
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This scale was used because ± 0.5 cm is a significant measure for deviation from 

the center of the footplate.120 For easier visual tracing, the data was color coded as seen in 

table 3 (Further details in Appendix E). 

Table 3: scale for stances 1, 3, 4 and 5 

L = x < -0.5 
 LC = x > -0.5 & < -0.1 combined (center-left) 

C = x > -0.1 & < 0.1 
 CR = x > 0.1 & <0.5 combined (center-right) 

R = x > 0.5 
  

In the case of stance 2 in musicians (personal stance), the centered range was 

expanded to “absolute” when between ± 0.5 cm and to “combined” when up or down to ± 

1.0 cm respectively. This expansion was done because stance 2 was the first set of trials 

in which musicians were tested. As it was their first acquaintance with the balance 

machine, they happened to have a naturally broader range of movement. 

Table 4: scale for stance 2 

L = x < -1.0 
 LC = x > -1.0 & < -0.5 combined (center-left) 

C = x > -0.5 & < 0.5 
 CR = x > 0.5 & <1.0 combined (center-right) 

R = x > 1.0 
  

The cumulative distance during the full 16 seconds from each data point to its 

respective center point is the variable described as “dispersion” (See Figure 13). 

Dispersion included the total x- and y- axis; used to measure relatively each participant’s 

balance score (in every direction), where the larger the number, the less centered the 

participant was. 

                                                
120 Ibid. 86-93. 
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Figure 14. Dispersion 

 

For statistical significance, analyses were conducted using SPSS Statistics for 

Windows, ver. 24.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, New York). Descriptive statistics were 

generated and then followed by the Analyses of Variance (with repeated measures) via 

(General Linear Model). A value of α = 0.05 was used to judge the significance of all 

statistical tests. 

Mean values (per group membership, handedness) were calculated and compared 

(General Linear Model) to determine if significant differences in COPx, bias and 

dispersion were found between: 

a. control subjects versus musicians (using only the still trials) 

b. right- versus left-handed 

 

In addition, further analyses were conducted if there were differences within 

subjects (Repeated Measures ANOVA) arising from: 

c. foot position associated with teaching technique (focused on V-shaped and Suzuki 

stances) 

d. still versus playing versions in musicians (verified with paired T-Tests as well). 
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Results 

Demographics 

The upper-string population in this study was a heterogeneous one (24 females, 

11 males). Their age ranged between 18 and 37 years old, however the majority (77%) 

was under the age of 26 (overall mean age = 22.9 years). Twenty were undergraduate and 

fifteen were graduate students. Among the upper string players, 29 were right-handed, 

and six, left-handed. 

27 females and 8 males, with little or no experience playing an upper-string 

instrument, comprised the control group. The average age of this group was 21.7 years, 

with 28 right-handed versus seven left-handed individuals. (See chart 1). 

 

Chart 1: Participant’s handedness 

 

 

As it can be observed in the graph above, there was a similar rate of right- vs. left-

handed participants in each group, having the control participants only one more left-

handed person than the upper-strings. Therefore, these two groups were compatible for 

scoring accurate results when comparing them by handedness. 

Left	Handed	 Right	Handed	

17%	

83%	

20%	

80%	

Violin/Viola	 Controls	
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String Player Survey 

From the musicians’ answers in the questionnaire, the following information was 

gathered (compare a total of 35 string participants): 

• Average beginning age on the instrument: 8.7 years old 

• Participants have been playing their instruments for at least seven years (13.9 years 

on average) 

• Average time of playing with a minimum intensity of 3 hours per day: 4.9 years 

• 27 participants began by having individual lessons. Of these, 17 had taken private 

lessons exclusively 

• 17 began in group-lesson settings, some additionally to their private ones. Six of them 

had begun playing in classroom settings only (group instruction) 

• The main method books that were used at the beginning of their instruction were the 

Suzuki Violin Method, quoted by 18 participants, and Essential Elements for 

Strings121 quoted by 14. 

• Some string players had used both of these methods, while others used one of them in 

combination with supplemental methods or totally different ones 

• 30 preferred to practice while standing, while 5 would rather sit 

• 22 exercised on a regular basis. This is more than the half of the participants, which 

means that we had a pretty fit sample of study subjects. Among the most common 

activities were running and walking. 

 

                                                
121 Michael Allen, John Higgins, Robert Gillespie, and Pamela Tellejohn Hayes, Essential Elements 2000 
for Strings: A Comprehensive String Method (Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard, 2001). 
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Upper-strings vs. Controls 

In the first stance, 24 of 35 upper-string players had their body weight resting 

mainly on the left foot, while the control participants showed a similar tendency with 26 

of the 35 total. On the other hand, only seven participants in each group had most of their 

body weight on the right foot. Therefore, stance 1 had a clear left-foot emphasis in the 

COPx amongst all participants. (See charts 2 and 3). 

 

Chart 2: percentages in foot emphasis by participant group during trials without the instrument 

 

Chart 3: amount of center-combined vs. absolute foot emphasis 
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In stance 2 (personal/parallel feet with the instrument), a major tendency change 

was observed between both participant groups.122 Here, 17 upper-string players had their 

body weight shift towards their right foot, while control subjects remained with their 

weight mainly on the left (26). This gap between groups increased during the V-shaped 

foot placement (stance 3).123 Here, upper-string players had 19 participants with emphasis 

on their right leg while the control group remained left-foot dominant (27). 

When the Suzuki foot placement (stance 4) was employed, a noticeable amount of 

control participants showed a shift in COPx towards their right foot (15). Similarly, 

upper-string players saw a higher amount of participants with emphasis on their right foot 

(23).124 On the other hand, in the Paganini foot placement (stance 5) almost all 

participants rested their weight on the left foot (34 of 35). This tendency was the same in 

both participant groups (See chart 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
122 The significant-difference value in COPx amongst subject groups was of p = .014 between stances 1 and 
2. This represents the difference between subjects standing with their arms hanging down versus them 
holding the instrument. The overall significance value amongst both subject groups is p = .037 (by Group 
Membership during stance 2). 
123 COPx: sig.-difference value p = .002 (by Group Membership during stance 3). Compared to control 
participants, violins had p = .000, and violas p = .042. 
124 The differences in COPx amongst both subject groups during stance 4 as well as the difference between 
stances 3 and 4 are considered statistically non-significant. 
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Chart 4: foot emphasis in Paganini foot placement 

 

Table 5: overview of stances 1 thru 5 (center-combined values) 

1) No instrument 
Weight on Upper-

strings 
Percentage 
of total 

Handedness Controls Percentage of 
total 

Handedness 

Left foot  24 69% 5 L      19 R 26 74% 5L       21 R 
Right foot  7 20% 1 L        6 R 7 20% 2 L        5 R 
2) Personal / parallel stance * 
Weight on Upper-

strings 
Percentage 
of total 

Handedness Controls Percentage of 
total 

Handedness 

Left foot  14 40% 1 L      13 R 26 74% 5 L       21 R 
Right foot  17 (!) 49% 5 L       12 R 8 23% 1 L        7 R 
3) V-shaped stance (symmetric) * 
Weight on Upper-

strings 
Percentage 
of total 

Handedness Controls Percentage of 
total 

Handedness 

Left foot  12 34% 2 L       10 R 27 77% 5 L      22 R 
Right foot  19 54% 4 L       15 R 7 20% 2 L        5 R 
4) Suzuki-Placement (left advanced) 
Weight on Upper-

strings 
Percentage 
of total 

Handedness Controls Percentage of 
total 

Handedness 

Left foot  12 34% 2 L       10 R 16 46% 2 L       14 R 
Right foot  21 60% 3 L       18 R 15 (!) 43% 3 L       12 R 
5) Paganini-Placement (right advanced) 
Weight on Upper-

strings 
Percentage 
of total 

Handedness Controls Percentage of 
total 

Handedness 

Left foot  34 97% 6 L       28 R 34 97% 7 L      27 R 
Right foot  1  3% 0 L          1 R 1   3% 0 L        1 R 
Elements that were deemed significant are indicated by *. 
Important changes between sets of trials are marked with (!). 
For a higher accuracy in data interpretation, the participant’s handedness was also included in the tables. 
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Chart 5: Comparison of COPx tendencies among all stances in upper-string versus control 
participants (Center-Combined values). Significant tendency changes are circled. 

 

 

 

As it can be seen in the graphs above, a significant difference can be observed in 

the tendencies amongst both participant groups, the string players having a higher 

percentage of right-foot emphasis during the most relevant stances with the instrument. 
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during all trials. 
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Chart 6: absolute vs. center-combined amount of participants by foot emphasis 
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Upper-strings’ comparison of still (a) and playing (b) versions 

In stances 2, 3, and 4 a slightly higher of right-foot emphasis can be observed 

during the playing trials, with stance 4 (Suzuki) showing the lowest difference between 

still and playing versions (See table 6). The Paganini stance (stance 5) remains the same 

in both versions, and was therefore not included in the comparison. 

 

Table 6: still and playing versions compared (stances 2-4) 

Weight on STATIC DYNAMIC Difference 

 2a) habitual stance 2b) habitual stance (N) 
Left foot  14 40% 11 31% - 3 
Right foot  17 49% 21 60% +4 
 3a) V-shaped still 3b) V-shaped playing  
Left foot  12 34% 13 37% +1 
Right foot  19 54% 22 63% +3 
 4a) Suzuki still 4b) Suzuki playing  
Left foot  12 34% 10 29% - 2 
Right foot  21 60% 22 63% +1 

 

 

Overall, no significant differences could be observed in COPx between the static 

and dynamic versions. Although there were some differences in COPx, bias and 

dispersion between the still and playing versions in stances 2 and 5 respectively,125 these 

won’t be discussed because the main focus of this section are balance differences 

amongst stances 3 and 4 (because of their relevance in pedagogy). 

 

 

                                                
125 See Appendix F. 
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Chart 7: still vs. playing versions by foot emphasis 

 

 

 

 

 

Influence of handedness (COPx) 

There were similar tendencies in both hand groups in the stance 1 (without the 

instrument). However, during the next three stances (2-4) some differences were 

observed. While the left-handed string players decreased in right-foot emphasis as the 

stance trials advanced, the right-handed strings had the opposite tendency, increasing 

their COPx toward the right foot. 

 

Table 7: string subjects compared by handedness (still versions). 
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LH – left foot 1          17% 2          33% 2          33% 
LH – right foot 5          83% 4          67% 3          50% 
RH – left foot 13        45% 10        34% 10        34% 
RH – right foot 12        41% 15        52% 18        62% 

Percentages based on handedness groups. 
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Chart 8: graphic development of foot emphasis compared by handedness and stances (still 
versions). 
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Chart 9: graphic development of foot emphasis compared by handedness and stances (still) 

 

 

 

 

  

Centeredness (bias and dispersion) 
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Chart 10: graphic development of centeredness through the stance trials 

 

 
 

Only slight differences could be observed between stances 3 and 4, where string 

players had a higher centering percentage during the V-shaped stance while controls 

increased their centering during the Suzuki stance. These differences are however 

statistically non-significant.126 

Chart 11: absolute vs. R/L-combined by stance 

  

                                                
126 Again, for analysis purposes, only the stances 2-4 were discussed because of their pedagogical 
relevance. 
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Musician’s still and playing versions compared for centeredness 

No significant differences in centeredness were found between the static and 

dynamic versions of stances 2-4. 

Table 10: static vs. dynamic comparison (stances 2-4) 

Centered 
participants 

STILL PLAYING 

 
Amount and 
% of 
participants 

2a) habitual stance 2b) habitual stance 
10 29% 9 26% 
3a) V-shaped still 3b) V-shaped playing 
14 40% 15 43% 
4a) Suzuki still 4b) Suzuki playing 
10 29% 12 34% 

 

 

Chart 12: graphic development of centeredness through the stance trials 
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A significant difference in centeredness (COPx) could be found among the right- 
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Table 11: Centering percentages based per hand group (stances 2-4) 

Centered 
STRINGS 

Stance 2 
(habitual) 

Stance 3 
(V-shaped) 

Stance 4 
(Suzuki) 

RH 
LH 

7           24% 
3           50% 

13*      45% 
1          17% 

7         24% 
3*       50% 

Centered 
CONTROLS 

Stance 2 Stance 3 Stance 4 

RH 
LH 

10         36% 
2           29% 

11*     39% 
1           14% 

10       36% 
2*       29% 

* highest percentage 
 
 

 

Chart 13: Centering percentages by participant group by handedness 
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Bias and Dispersion 

Differences were also found in bias and dispersion among stances and participant 

groups. During stance 1, a significant difference in bias (p = .045) was determined 

between both participant groups by handedness. Similarly, differences in bias (p = .021) 

and dispersion (p = .043) by handedness were found between stances 1 and 2, as well as 

between stances 2 and 3 (bias: p = .018, dispersion: p = .027).127 

 

Upper-string methods from beginning instruction 

The last variant in this study focused on the possible effects that beginner violin 

instruction methods may have had on the string participants’ postural habits. In the 

survey, half of them responded as having started with the Suzuki violin method, followed 

by 40% that began with Essential Elements for Strings.128 Other relevant beginner 

methods and supplemental books that were mentioned in the survey are also listed in the 

table below. 

Table 12: method books used during the beginning years (percentage of participants) 

Suzuki Essential. 
Elements 

I can 
read 

String 
Builder 

Fiddle 
Magic 

All for 
strings 

Strictly 
strings 

Orchestra 
Expressions 

18 14 3 2 2 1 1 1 
51% 40% 9% 6% 6% 3% 3% 3% 

 

There was a higher amount of upper-string participants with left-foot emphasis 

amongst those that began instruction with Essential Elements. However, these differences 

are not considered significant. 

                                                
127 Significant differences were also found in bias between stances 1 and 2 among groups by handedness (p 
= .013) and dispersion (p = .014) à See Appendix F. 
128 Allen, Essential Elements 2000 for Strings: A Comprehensive String Method. 
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Chart 14: foot emphasis based on beginner method (R/L-combined values) 
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 Similarly, there were no significant differences between beginner-method groups, 

although those who started with Suzuki scored an overall slight higher centering 

percentage. 

 

Chart 15: development of foot emphasis based on beginner method (R/L-combined values) 
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CHAPTER V   - DISCUSSION 

Differences between upper-string and control participants 

The main difference in the results between the upper-string participants and the 

controls was that the first group had their highest centering values during the V-shaped 

foot placement (stance 3) while the second achieved their highest balance when the 

Suzuki feet positioning (stance 4) was performed. This pronounced difference between 

the tendencies could be explained through a higher location of the center of gravity 

(COG) among the controls, product of their increased upper body tension while holding 

the unfamiliar instrument in such an unusual position.129 

Contrary to C. Lee’s comment on the natural counterbalancing that happens in the 

body when lifting the arms to one side,130 the control participants in this study gave in to 

the weight of the instrument and shifted their weight towards their left leg instead. One of 

the reasons for this may be the way an upper-string instrument is held: close to the body 

and supported between the left collarbone and the head. The head might have also turned 

or tilted slightly towards the instrument, adding a portion of its weight to the left side as 

well. The action of twisting the forearm clockwise around its axis and bringing the elbow 

closer towards the body creates compensation from the left trunk muscles as well, which 

pull the muscles attached at the iliac crest upward.131 This extra tension on the left side of 

the body may have raised the COG even further in that direction. 

                                                
129 Woollacott and Shumway-Cook, Development of Posture and Gait across the Life Span, 7-21. 
130 Lee, "A Physiological Approach to Posture as a Basis for Violin Technique,” 36. 
131 The lattisimus dorsi or long back muscle has a strain attached to the humerus. Further in Susan L Weiss, 
and Jill Chittenden, The Anatomy Book for Musicians: A Guide to Understanding Performance Related 
Muscle Pain (Glenview, IL: Muscle Dynamics, 1996), 21-22. 
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Upper-string players in this study, on the other hand, were able to maintain their 

COG in a lower position and even counterbalance the weight of the instrument by leaning 

slightly more towards their right foot. This can be explained through the phenomena of 

“Anticipatory Postural Adjustments”,132 which is part of the preparatory period in 

voluntary movements where the brain organizes the counterbalancing movement in prior 

to the actual motion. APA is finely preprogrammed by the brain’s motor cortex and the 

more a movement is perfected through practice, the finer the connections between 

thought and action become. 

In the case of the control participants in this study, because they did not have the 

experience of playing an upper string instrument, there was no pre-programed 

counterbalancing mechanism available yet. The many years of practice of upper-string 

players resulted in their APA to happen quickly, allowing them to stay balanced when 

holding the instrument, as reflected in Spahn et al. studies as well.133  

The fact that a great amount of control participants in this experiment who had 

their weight on their left leg in stance 3 (V-shaped: 77%), decreased significantly during 

stance 4 (Suzuki: 46%) may show that this last type of stance allows non-expert players 

(beginners) to balance out the asymmetric loads produced by the instrument and a raised 

COG. Also, because the right foot is placed behind during the Suzuki stance (stance 4), 

this helped the left side of the control participants (representing a beginning student) to 

transfer part of the left-dominant burden towards the center and/or their right leg. Having 

the feet in an asymmetric position usually helps the leg behind to bear more weight than 
                                                

132 S. Bouisset, M. Zattara. “Biomechanical Study of the Programming of Anticipatory Postural 
Adjustments associated with Voluntary Movement,” J. Biomechanics. Vol. 20. No. 8 (1987), 735-742.  
133 Spahn, "Comparing Violinists' Body Movements While Standing, Sitting, and in Sitting Orientations to 
the Right or Left of a Music Stand,”  86-93. 
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the one in the front. In the case of the Suzuki foot placement, it can help counterbalance 

the weight of the instrument and the raised COG in beginners. 

The error of the proponents of the ‘Paganini’ stance (stance 5) becomes then 

especially evident because here the left leg is put behind, which results in the instrument 

and a great portion of the body weight getting transferred to the left foot. This affects 

posture negatively and increases static loading on the left side.134 The belief that this 

stance (position 1) would have helped stabilize the body was probably held, back then, 

just because it seemed to solve the problem of instability by putting the entire body 

weight on the left foot and considering it ‘stable’. 

 

Upper-strings’ comparison of static and dynamic versions 

This study would not have been a reflection of an upper-string player’s real-life 

situation without having them using actual bowing motion during the trials. The slight 

increase on right-foot emphasis indicates a higher counterbalancing activity during the 

playing (b) versions. No significant difference was found when comparing the dynamic 

(b) to the static (a) versions of stances 2, 3 and 4. 

Participants in both the static and dynamic version shared similar tendencies. The 

V-shaped foot placement (stance 3) had the highest centering percentages in both still 

(40%) and playing (43%) versions, which suggests that the V-shaped stance is the most 

balanced for advanced upper-string players in both still and playing versions. This 

                                                
134 Robert Bruce Salter, Textbook of Disorders and Injuries of the Musculoskeletal System: An Introduction 
to Orthopaedics, Fractures, and Joint Injuries, Rheumatology, Metabolic Bone Disease, and 
Rehabilitation, 3rd ed. (Baltimore, MD: Williams & Wilkins, 1999), 257-260. 
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outcome matches the overall centering results, where the highest centering percentage in 

strings was reached during the V-shaped stance. 

 

Influence of handedness 

Although not directly related to this study, in research done by music medicine 

experts, hand dominance did not appear to have an influence on the advantage or risk of 

injury that right- or left-handed people might experience while playing a string 

instrument. This is mainly because of the similar strength development in both arms 

despite their different functions.135 However, the degree of postural and muscular 

asymmetry seen in the upper backs and shoulders of string players can possibly be traced 

back to many years of using an asymmetric posture. The main problem observed overall 

was weakness on upper back and shoulder girdle muscles, which leads to poor scapular 

stabilization and results in problems with shoulders and upper extremities.136 

This study challenges Kenneth Martinson’s theory of placing the feet in the 

Suzuki-position (stance 4) for right-handed people versus its inverted version (stance 5) 

for the left-handed people.137 Here the left-handed players had a higher centering 

percentage during the Suzuki stance (stance 4), while right-handed people were more 

centered in the V-Shaped stance (stance 3). These results were the same in both upper-

string and control groups. 

Despite the small amount of left-handed participants in my study, this might 

indicate a general tendency that hasn’t been explored yet and could be an object of 
                                                

135 Brandfonbrener, “Epidemiology and Risk Factors,” Medical Problems of the Instrumentalist Musician, 
181-2. 
136 Ibid. 
137 Martinson, "5 Ways to Stop the Sway,” 98. 
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further study (with a greater number of left-handed study subjects). On the other hand, 

putting the weight more on the right foot would indeed make sense, as Martinson 

mentions, for left-handed people; because this happened naturally when using the Suzuki 

stance (stance 4). However, for right-handed players, reverting to Paganini’s position 

(stance 5) wouldn’t be an option due to the previously mentioned asymmetric loads on 

the left side of the body. A V-shaped stance (stance 3) was shown to help resist the 

counterbalancing tendency in intermediate-advanced upper-string subjects, while the 

Suzuki position was the preferred stance for control participants (beginners) and left 

handed upper-string players. 

 

Beginner upper-string methods 

From the data, it can be observed that participants who began with the Suzuki 

method books had an overall higher centering value than the ones that started with 

Essential Elements. It is probable that these differences may lay in the contrasting ways 

and lesson settings that each method is usually taught. Commonly, students that were 

instructed with Essential Elements began doing so in a heterogeneous string ensemble 

where they were usually seated, as opposed to the Suzuki method, where traditionally the 

students stand. However, due to the very diverse sample of string participants in this 

study, these results have probably been influenced by the other variables from this 

experiment. A further study with a similar population of string players, with a smaller age 

range and same proficiency level, may be able to achieve more accurate results in this 

aspect. 
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Conclusions from the study 

In the study with the balance machine, the position of the feet was shown to be 

one of the elements that affected the weight distribution of the legs while holding an 

upper-string instrument. The asymmetric position 1 (stance 5 or Paganini stance) proved 

to overload the left leg in a great majority of the participants. This endorses the experts’ 

warnings regarding the unconsciously practiced left-foot-dominant stance (position 1) 

because it creates undue pressure on the left hip, knee and ankle joints.138 As a result, its 

cascading effects radiate upwards, compromising the back, neck and shoulder muscles, 

which leads to extreme compensations from the spine and upper body.139 

For beginners and non-experts, balancing in the symmetrical foot position 2 (V-

shaped) was challenging due to the added weight of the instrument. The combination of 

instrument and an increased upper-body tension created a simultaneous pull on the 

muscles of the trunk’s left side and resulted in a greater effort to remain upright.140 

Therefore it is important that from the very beginning of violin or viola instruction that 

students learn to relax their torso in order to lower their center of gravity (COG) and 

“root” themselves.141 A slight advance and turn out of the left leg can also help the 

beginner better balance out the weight of the instrument. 

Nevertheless, as the pupil becomes more experienced, this tension decreases 

which allows the pupil's COG to become more centered. During this process, a more 
                                                

138 Salter, Textbook of Disorders and Injuries of the Musculoskeletal System: An Introduction to 
Orthopaedics, Fractures, and Joint Injuries, Rheumatology, Metabolic Bone Disease, and Rehabilitation, 
257-259. 
139 Kurt Tittel, Beschreibende Und Funktionelle Anatomie Des Menschen, 13th ed. (Munich: Urban and 
Fischer, 2000), 318-319. 
140 Weiss, The Anatomy Book for Musicians: A Guide to Understanding Performance Related Muscle Pain, 
21-22. 
141 Kempter, How Muscles Learn: Teaching the Violin with the Body in Mind, 12-21. 
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symmetric V-shaped stance (position 2/stance 3) is recommended. In the case of left-

handed players, they might even benefit from remaining in the Suzuki stance (position 

3/stance 4), based on the results of this study. However, a repetition of this experiment 

with a greater sample of left-handed participants is needed in order to reconfirm this fact. 

A greater sample of musicians with a similar proficiency level, i.e. beginner-

intermediate students, college freshmen, graduate performance majors and/or 

professional violin and viola players, would probably also yield more accurate results. In 

the case of the influence of specific violin and viola methods on the instrumentalists’ 

further development, a mid- to long-term study could produce a more realistic data.  

In regards to the equipment used in this experiment, this study should also be 

repeated either with a “posturometer” (the device used in the Nusseck and Spahn’s 

research)142 or a balance machine with the surround taken away. This way, the upper-

string subjects would be able to move more freely while playing, instead of having to 

avoid hitting the surround’s walls with the instrument.  

                                                
142 Nusseck, "Untersuchung Zur Verteilung Des Körpergewichts Im Stehen Bei Instrumentalisten 
Außerhalb Der Spielsituation,” (Poster). 
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PART III – FURTHER ELEMENTS 

CHAPTER VI   - INFLUENCE OF POSTURE AND 

MOVEMENT ON UPPER-STRING PLAYERS’ BALANCE 

 

In the previous chapters, the main focus was put into the element of feet 

positioning due to its foundational aspect in upper-string instrument performance. 

Through the study with the balance machine, the effects that a specific choice of foot 

placement may have on the player’s body-weight distribution were confirmed. On the 

other hand, this document would be incomplete if not addressing further elements that 

influence balance during violin or viola performance, such as: vertical body alignment, 

muscle-tension levels, and movement coordination while playing. These are important 

aspects to be addressed, once correct foot placement has been determined, in order to 

enable the student towards optimal freedom of movement. 

Each person has a unique body structure and mindset that sets them up towards 

different types of “body attitudes”. Therefore, what feels ‘natural’ for one person may not 

be the case for another, and usually does not align with the mechanical ideal.143 Suzuki 

pedagogue William Starr offers an example commonly found in upper-string beginners. 

He observed that they tend to stare at their instrument when playing, because of the 

natural visual fixation for skill control.144 This results in the common tendency of 

students holding their instrument directly in front of them, instead of placing it on the left 
                                                

143 Alcantara, Indirect Procedures: A Musician's Guide to the Alexander Technique, 108-109. 
144 Woollacott and Shumway-Cook, Development of Posture and Gait across the Life Span, 7-21. 
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shoulder. In some cases, this is also accompanied by a head tilt and forward neck 

extension, which ultimately brings the general body posture out of balance. Starr 

mentions that: “what is “bad” may feel “good” to the student, when relying on “natural” 

guidelines.”145 Therefore, caution is recommended when asking upper-string students to 

adopt a ‘natural’ posture to align themselves with their instrument. 

On the other hand, healthy body posture in upper-string players is challenged 

because of the asymmetric setup and movements while performing.146 This asymmetrical 

stress imposed on beginners is known to mold even those with naturally good disposition 

at the beginning of their instruction.147  

To this physiotherapist Bronwen Ackermann148 adds:  

Many instruments require asymmetrical postures to play proficiently, which challenges the 
traditional concepts of ideal posture. In addition, playing postures are usually sustained over 
prolonged time periods, causing static loading of neuromusculoskeletal structures.149  

 

Proper feet positioning can help rebalance the force that the instrument exerts on 

the player’s body. However, posture and upper-body movements that happen during 

certain activities can influence the overall balance and alter the ‘grounding’ task.150 

Additionally, asymmetric weight distribution and individual anatomical variations 

produce muscle compensations, which have a “domino effect” throughout the entire 

                                                
145 Starr, The Suzuki Violinist: A Guide for Teachers and Parents, 20. 
146 Being the left arm sustained in a more static position and the instrument representing a higher weight 
burden on that side, compared to the much lighter bow that is held in the right arm. See also 
Brandfonbrener, “Etiologies of Medical Problems in Performing Artists,” Performing Arts Medicine, 33. 
147 Alan H.D. Watson, The Biology of Musical Performance and Performance-Related Injury (Lanham, 
MD: Scarecrow Press, 2009), 17. 
148 Bronwen Ackermann is a specialist musicians' physiotherapist, musculoskeletal anatomist and 
musicians' health researcher at the University of Sydney. For further information visit: 
http://sydney.edu.au/medicine/people/academics/profiles/bronwen.ackermann.php. 
149 Ackermann, "Therapeutic Management of the Injured Musician,” Performing Arts Medicine, 249. 
150 Curry, "Body Music: An Examination of the Physical and Mental Similarities of Sports Performance 
and String Music Performance,”  7. 
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body.151 Therefore, habits that do not get recognized and corrected during the student's 

youth are prone to enter into a vicious cycle of supporting the faulty posture.152 The body 

might be resilient enough to withstand some positions for a long time until pain appears. 

However, in the case of the weight-bearing joints of the hips and legs, pain is usually a 

sign that the damage has already advanced.153 This is one of the reasons why the 

physiologist Pete Egoscue blames contemporary medical research for ignoring signs of 

overuse in people and regarding them as healthy just because they are not (yet) reporting 

pain.154  

During upper-string instrument playing in general, the repetitive movements of 

the upper limbs are a necessary part of this profession. The root of the problem begins 

when parts of the ‘movement mechanism’ become limited due to improper body 

alignment or/and exaggerated tension, increasing the risk of static loading.155 Music 

medicine expert Fadi Beijani adds to this: 

Musculoskeletal occupational disorders of musicians are similar to those encountered in other 
occupational groups and could be attributed to static loading, highly repetitive light loading on the 
joints and muscles, or cumulative trauma.156 

 

                                                
151 Ackermann, "Therapeutic Management of the Injured Musician," Performing Arts Medicine, 249.  
152 Pete Egoscue, and Roger Gittines, Pain Free: A Revolutionary Method for Stopping Chronic Pain (New 
York, NY: Bantam Books, 2000), 36. 
153 Salter, Textbook of Disorders and Injuries of the Musculoskeletal System: An Introduction to 
Orthopaedics, Fractures, and Joint Injuries, Rheumatology, Metabolic Bone Disease, and Rehabilitation, 
257-260. 
154 Egoscue, Pain Free: A Revolutionary Method for Stopping Chronic Pain, 36. 
155 Barbara Conable, and William Conable, How to Learn the Alexander Technique: A Manual for Students, 
3rd ed. rev. and enl. (Portland, OR: Andover Press, 1995), 132. 
156 Fadi Bejjani, “Musculoskeletal Occupational Disorders,” Medical Problems of the Instrumentalist 
Musician, 219. 
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The problem: Static Loading 

Static loading is a kind of overuse (misuse) injury that does not necessarily 

involve repetitive motions from a specific body part; instead, it is produced by prolonged 

strain on the same structures over time.157 

Examples of static loading are activities such as painting the ceiling, clicking and 

scrolling constantly with the mouse while staring at the computer screen and looking into 

a microscope. The fact that we are able to hold certain positions or make certain 

movements does not mean that we are exempt from danger if these activities are done for 

prolonged periods of time.158 Egoscue adds to this that: “the body adapts so well to a 

motionless environment that it redesigns itself to cope with the lack of stimulus.”159 

 

Elements in upper-string playing that increase static loading 

Static loading can be increased by stiffness in any part of the body.160 A person 

comes closest to being completely still while standing when holding their breath and 

sustaining a very tight, military-like, body tension. This cannot be maintained for a very 

long time and leads to muscle fatigue, due to the simultaneous contraction of agonist and 

antagonist muscles.161 Geiger does not recommend this body attitude for musicians 

because it restricts the freedom of movement while playing.162 In addition, Curry 

                                                
157 Deborah Quilter, and Robert E Markison, The Repetitive Strain Injury Recovery Book, An Authors 
Guild Backinprint.com ed. (Bloomington, IN: IUinverse, 2008), 27. 
158 Ibid. 
159 Egoscue, Pain Free: A Revolutionary Method for Stopping Chronic Pain, 36. 
160 Cate Howard, How the Violin Plays the Violinist: A Guide for Violin Students, Teachers, and Parents of 
Violinists (Arlington, MA: Ink Well Publishing, 2008), 24. 
161 Fain, "An Application of the Principles of Anatomy, Physiology, and Neurology to the Balancing and 
Playing of the Flute,” 169-170. 
162 Geiger, Körperbewusstsein Und Instrumentalpraxis: Methoden Und Möglichkeiten Von 
Körpererfahrung Im Unterricht, Beim Üben Und Beim Spielen, 122. 
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mentions the importance of maintaining a relaxed torso because its tension influences the 

legs, hindering the proper ‘grounding’.163 

On the other extreme, the slouched body attitude, described by Geiger as the 

“fatigued stance,”164 can be found often in people with hypermobile joints and those with 

a weak body tone.165 It is characterized mostly by a “backward swaying posture”, with 

the body weight resting primarily on the heels, locked knees, “hanging on the hips” with 

the pelvis advanced and a forward-jutting head as a compensation mechanism. Here, even 

if a person uses their ideal stance, there is a great risk of developing hip problems, as well 

as lower back and neck pain.166 

Similarly, some teachers (e.g. Havas) use the term of “relaxed posture”, with the 

aim of having the violin or viola student reduce upper body tension.167 However, this can 

be misleading, because playing an upper-string instrument is an activity that requires a 

“ready to go” body attitude.168 Therefore, there exists the danger of the student instead 

adopting a ‘fatigued’ posture when the command to relax is given. This also makes them 

prone to put their weight on one foot only, which is especially harmful due to its effect 

                                                
163 Curry, "Body Music: An Examination of the Physical and Mental Similarities of Sports Performance 
and String Music Performance,” 7. 
164 Geiger, Körperbewusstsein Und Instrumentalpraxis: Methoden Und Möglichkeiten Von 
Körpererfahrung Im Unterricht, Beim Üben Und Beim Spielen, 122. 
165 Brandfonbrener, “Epidemiology and Risk Factors,” Medical Problems of the Instrumentalist Musician, 
178. 
166 Barbara Paull, and Christine Harrison, The Athletic Musician: A Guide to Playing without Pain 
(Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 1997), 27-50. See also Susan D. Fain, "An Application of the Principles of 
Anatomy, Physiology, and Neurology to the Balancing and Playing of the Flute,” 177. 
167 Kato Havas. A New Approach to Violin Playing (1961), See also 12 lesson course (1964). 
168 Catherine Ruth Hudnall, "Teaching Relaxed, Healhty Posture an Investigation of Pedagogical 
Approaches and String Musicians' Performance-Related Problems" (Dissertation, Mercer University, 
2012), 56. 
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upwards in the posture, beginning with a pelvic tilt sideways that results in the spine 

bending.169 

 

Figure 15. Three main types of postures. Left: fatigued, center: balanced, and right: military “to 
attention”. 

 

Physician H.A. Bird explains that a tilted pelvis usually produces an 

uncompensated scoliosis, which happens to be one of the most common chronic 

deviations found in upper-string players.170 The pelvic tilt is at the same time one of the 

most common causes of slight difference in the leg length, a fact that has indeed been 

reported in medical research on upper-string players. A relatively more turned out right 

leg has also been found in some of the cases.171 This last result is produced when, 

additionally, the curve in the spine gets a slight corkscrew wring, which results in a 

pelvic twist in addition to the tilt.172 

                                                
169 A. Kapandji, “Anatomy of the Spine,” Raoul Tubiana, and Peter C Amadio, Medical Problems of the 
Instrumentalist Musician (London: Martin Dunitz, 2000), 60. 
170 Once excluded a local disease of the hip. H. A. Bird, Performing Arts Medicine in Clinical Practice. 
(Cham: Springer, 2016), 61-67. 
171 Ibid. 61-67. 
172 Ibid. 113-14. 
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Described from the top: the habitually observed raised and forward-rotated left 

shoulder leads to the thoracolumbar173 spine curving to the right, while the cervical spine 

tilts to the left.174 The cervical and thoracic areas rotate at the same time in opposite 

directions,175 which produces uneven muscular pulls that result in upper-string players 

usually having their left shoulders slightly higher and forward, even when not holding the 

instrument.176 

There are, however, other case studies that show rather the opposite, where the 

right shoulder instead appears to be more elevated.177 In the case of an elevated right 

shoulder it could indicate a bow hold in the fashion of the old-Russian school with 

counterclockwise twisting of the thoracic spine in the horizontal plane.178 There is 

definitely a very broad palette of variations to choose from between both extremes. 

The scoliosis usually develops in periods of a growth spurt, which in children 

usually happens between the ages of 5 and 8 years old. Children also begin taking part in 

extracurricular activities such as music, dance, and fine arts during this time.179 Once the 

beginner student’s individual anatomical variations have been confirmed, a specially 

tailored postural program (first without and then with the instrument) should be 

                                                
173 The junction of the thoracic and the lumbar spine. 
174 A. Brandfonbrenner, “Epidemiology and Risk Factors,” Medical Problems of the Instrumentalist 
Musician, 177-8. 
175 H.A. Bird, Performing Arts Medicine in Clinical Practice, 113-14. 
176 A. Watson, The Biology of Musical Performance and performance-related Injury, 34. 
177 A. Brandfonbrener, “Epidemiology and Risk Factors,” Medical Problems of the Instrumentalist 
Musician, 177-8. 
178 Leopold Auer, Violin Playing as I Teach It (New York: Frederick A. Stokes company, 1921),, 31-38. 
See also images in Auer, "Graded Course of Violin Playing,” 14. 
179 Bird, Performing Arts Medicine in Clinical Practice, 125-127. 
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incorporated during their first lessons in order to minimize any impact that the 

asymmetric loads of the instrument might produce on their still malleable bodies.180 

 

The solution: to achieve a dynamic posture 

“Muscles and bodies can be, and ought to be, thoroughly trained, and (…) they 

should be trained before concentrating exclusively on musical outcomes.”181 – Susan 

Kempter. 

The renowned violin teacher, clinician, and interdisciplinary researcher Susan 

Kempter, in her book How Muscles Learn: Teaching the Violin with the Body in Mind, 

urges proper posture training from the outset of instruction. She mentions that it is the 

basis on which a good technique is built and emphasizes that establishing a well-balanced 

posture, especially for young beginning violinists and violists, should be their teacher’s 

highest priority.182 She further explains: 

 
The quality of sound produced depends largely upon the body’s ability to produce it, which is at 
least as important as the desire to play well. (…) Teaching students to be aware of movement 
patterns as well as postures and angles that are “user friendly” might also help reduce the number 
of players who get injured or have discomfort when playing. Even when it takes longer than four 
years, it is time well-spent.183 

 

Physiotherapist Barbara Paull endorses these ideas, when she mentions that 

correct posture and balance can help avoid injury, improve playing and make possible a 

better stage presence. She additionally mentions that the greatest misconception about 

good posture is the common belief that it is a static state. In reality, when standing in a 

                                                
180 Ackermann, "Therapeutic Management of the Injured Musician," Performing Arts Medicine, 249.  
181 Kempter, How Muscles Learn: Teaching the Violin with the Body in Mind, 4. 
182 Ibid. 9. 
183 Ibid. 
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balanced way, our body makes small oscillations in place, which are the product of the 

constant re-adjusting of the body’s inner muscular forces.184 

Szende and Nemessuri explain that the function of these balancing body 

movements is to restore the COG to its original position and to stabilize the body as soon 

as a movement takes place.185 They add that conversely, the body’s center of gravity 

(COG) is continuously changing due to the movements of arms and hands. Preventing 

this natural body reaction from happening would only increase static loading, which adds 

strain into the playing motions and handicaps the arm operations as a result.186 

Medicine and physiotherapy authors describe balanced or dynamic posture as 

such governed by the principle of minimal muscular tension and optimal energy 

expenditure.187 The famous Greek violinist and physician Demetrios Dounis, for 

example, explains that: “when the body is balanced, muscles do not need to work so hard 

to compensate for the misuse and inefficiency of the body.”188 Following these 

definitions, a dynamic posture can be achieved by having the bones and tendons in their 

neutral alignment for as long as possible.189 

Another characteristic of dynamic stance is the body’s symmetrical organization 

around its central axis. This enables efficient body weight transfer towards the ground, 

                                                
184 Paull, The Athletic Musician: A Guide to Playing without Pain, 52. 
185 Szende, The Physiology of Violin Playing, 30. 
186 Ibid. 40. See also Isaak Vigdorchik, Violin Playing: A Physiological Approach (New York, NY: Nataly 
Vigdorchik, 1989), 110. 
187 Geiger, Körperbewusstsein Und Instrumentalpraxis: Methoden Und Möglichkeiten Von 
Körpererfahrung Im Unterricht, Beim Üben Und Beim Spielen, 122. See also Dennis Zacharkow, Posture: 
Sitting, Standing, Chair Design, and Exercise (Springfield, IL, U.S.A: Thomas, 1988), 32-36. 
188 Chris A. Costantakos, Demetrios Constantine Dounis: His Method in Teaching the Violin, Rev. ed. vol. 
Series 14, Education, American University Studies (New York: Peter Lang, 1998), 96-97. 
189 Quilter, The Repetitive Strain Injury Recovery Book, 27. 
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with the position of the pelvis playing a significant role in this endeavor.190 Visualizing 

this structural balance around the body’s central axis can be especially useful for helping 

upper-string players ground themselves before holding the instrument. 

There are many different strategies that help visualize this. One is to balance the 

head over neck, shoulders, lumbar spine, hips, knees, and ankles. This alignment helps 

the body resist the force of gravity in its most optimal way, through the simple balanced 

positioning of the skeletal structures.191 Other authors use the image of a “plumb line” 

that goes from the head down through the central axis of the body and lands on the floor 

at a perfect distance between both feet. Also a plumb line down from each shoulder 

through the center of the hip, knee and ankle joints is used.192 This skeletal alignment 

allows just a few of the lower limb and back muscles to be active, which end up using 

only the amount of energy necessary to keep the body from collapsing. Knees are not 

hyperextended and, seen from the lateral plane, the line of gravity falls just in front of the 

motion axis of the ankle joints.193 

 

                                                
190 Medoff, "The Importance of Movement Education in the Training of Young Violinists,” 210-19. 
191Ackermann, "Therapeutic Management of the Injured Musician,” Performing Arts Medicine, 249.  
192 Henry Otis Kendall, Muscles, Testing and Function, ed. Florence Peterson Kendall and Gladys 
Elizabeth Wadsworth, Second ed. (Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins, 1971), 3. 
193 Fain, "An Application of the Principles of Anatomy, Physiology, and Neurology to the Balancing and 
Playing of the Flute,” 178-179. 
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Figure 16. Plumb line on a person. Left: frontal view, right: sideways. 

 

Physiotherapist Barbara Paull and violinist Christine Harrison, in their book The 

Athletic Musician (1997) add to the description of balanced posture to stand as tall as 

possible, relaxing the shoulder girdle and breathing normally. Lifting the sternum slightly 

should also help keep the neck from jutting forward, which makes standing erect possible 

with less effort. They also recommend shifting the body weight “more towards the front 

of your feet than the back.”194  

In regards to the added weight of the instrument, violin pedagogue Ivan Galamian 

states that the main criterion for correct violin playing is based on a body arrangement 

with the instrument that allows a “comfortable and efficient execution of all playing 

movements.”195 Violinist Julie Liebermann adds to this idea in her video series about the 

creation of a ‘frame’ for the instrument with the body and trying to find a place “out of 

which anything can happen.”196 Her premise is that motion creates release and that we 

should not think of the existence of only one correct position.197 

 

                                                
194 Paull, The Athletic Musician: A Guide to Playing without Pain, 51. 
195 Galamian, Principles of Violin Playing and Teaching, 12. 
196 Liebermann, The violin in motion. Chapter 06/16 (15’:30”). 
197 Ibid. 
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Body movement with the instrument 

Deborah Quilter highlights the benefits of body movement by explaining that it 

stimulates the lubrication of the joints, which allows tendons to glide freely within their 

sheaths.198 Hodgson puts this concept in direct relation with the instrument as follows:  

Although the joints in the arm, especially the shoulder and elbow joints, are of such useful and 
comprehensive types as to make bowing possible when the body is held almost rigid, a much finer 
and stronger feeling is induced by allowing body suppleness to assist.199 
 

Many authors describe balanced posture as one that lets the body weight sway 

easily from one leg to the other.200 The term ‘sway,’ however, is somehow problematic in 

the context of upper-string performance, because it does not specify the origin of the 

movement or its range of motion. The misconceptions generated by this name are 

probably the reason why pedagogues such as Auer, Heidi Castleman, and Kenneth 

Martinson, condemn ‘the sway’ as a bad habit.201 

James Curry additionally mentioned the importance of maintaining a relaxed torso 

because it’s tension influences the legs, and this tension hampers the ‘grounding’ 

(stabilizing) task.202 Similarly, Susan Fain observed that in an asymmetric foot position 

(like the Suzuki stance), it is easier to keep the quadriceps muscles from contracting at 

the same time as the muscles on the back of the thigh. She adds that: “shifting weight 

                                                
198 Quilter, The Repetitive Strain Injury Recovery Book, 99. 
199 Hodgson, Motion Study and Violin Bowing, 8. 
200 Geiger, Körperbewusstsein und Instrumentalpraxis. 122. See also Zacharkow, Posture: Sitting, 
Standing, Chair Design, and Exercise, 32-36. 
201 Heidi Castleman, “Five Common Causes of Physical Injury for Violists,” Medical Problems of 
Performing Artists (Sept. 2002), 129. See also Kenneth Martinson, “5 Ways to Stop the Sway,” Strings. 
(Vol. 27, Issue 2, Sep 2012), 98. 
202 Curry, "Body Music: An Examination of the Physical and Mental Similarities of Sports Performance 
and String Music Performance,” 7. 
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between the front and back foot keep the quads in a cycle of contracting and relaxing, 

allowing for a less tense and more fluid stance.” 203 

Carl Flesch makes however a differentiation between the desirable and the 

undesirable kind of “swaying” of the body. He explains that it is reasonable for the body 

to react by shifting its ‘dead weight’ in order to counterbalance the, sometimes violent, 

playing movements of the upper body.204 However he warns against swinging as a mere 

habit, explicitly when accompanying every down- and up-bow stroke, because this means 

for the performer a waste of precious energy.”205 Galamian also agrees that excessively 

pronounced motions are to be avoided because they disturb the bowing contact point, and 

that only a controlled and well-coordinated amount of movement is allowed for 

supporting certain musical gestures.206 

There is indeed a significant difference between the natural body weight transfer 

in reaction to the bowing motion versus the uncoordinated swaying from one leg to 

another. This latter motion is likely to be the product of an overall increased body and 

psychological tension, comparable to Geiger’s description of the militaristic “to 

attention” body attitude.207 Another option for swaying could be the use of a “fatigued 

stance,” which makes the transfer of COG from one leg to the other only possible by 

collapsing ‘(hanging) on the hips’ and switching to the other leg from time to time. 

 

 
                                                

203 Fain, "An Application of the Principles of Anatomy, Physiology, and Neurology to the Balancing and 
Playing of the Flute," 173. 
204 C. Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing. Book I. (1924), 14. See also, Book II. (1930), 92-96. 
205 Ibid. Book I, 14-15. See also, Book II, 92-96. 
206 Galamian, Principles of Violin Playing and Teaching, 12. 
207 Geiger, Körperbewusstsein und Instrumentalpraxis, 122. 
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Controlled postural sway or body coordination with the instrument 

Hodgson describes the ideal “sway” as one that allows the sympathetic weight 

transfer from one foot to another as a reaction to upper limb movement, and he 

emphasizes that it is not meant to happen in an exaggerated way.208 Dr. Ackermann 

completes this description as follows: 

Upper limb movements normally create both preparatory and reactive moments in the trunk and 
adjacent body segments in opposite directions. An inability to control trunk mobility in the 
standing posture during arm movements is linked with lower back pain. In standing, postural sway 
is one strategy identified that counteracts these upper limb forces. In more complex upper limb 
tasks such as playing a musical instrument, an increased amount of controlled postural sway is 
required.209 
 

Controlled postural sway may then be the best term when referring to the 

desired body reaction to the upper limb movements in upper-string performance. 

Ackermann additionally mentions that the trunk and the legs should play an active role in 

balancing the playing movements on the instrument.210 Flesch himself even mentioned 

that certain body movements could at times be introduced and coordinated into specific 

techniques.211 

Dorothy Bishop in her book The Musician as Athlete explains that technique can 

be improved by letting the movements originate from the large muscles. This is because 

muscles are all connected through the long bones and joints that stretch from the feet to 

the head, which at the same time interact with the shorter, localized muscles.212 If one 

muscle gets isolated or over-trained temporarily, the effects radiate across the entire 

                                                
208 Hodgson, Motion Study and Violin Bowing, 8-9. 
209 Ackermann, "Therapeutic Management of the Injured Musician," Performing Arts Medicine, 250. 
210 Ibid. 
211 Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing: Book One, 14-16. 
212 Egoscue, Pain Free. 41. 
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body.213 To this, Alexander-Technique expert Pedro de Alcantara adds that practicing 

technique isolated from the rest of the body hampers the development of the technique 

itself.214 

Whole-body tensegrity 

The base of human movement lays in the relationships of muscles among each 

other. These kinematic or muscle chains are the basis for the concept of whole-body 

motions and movement coordination (holistic approach). Du Bois-Reymond explains that 

“if one end part, such as the foot, has a definite position in space, every other link of the 

chain has a predetermined form of motion which is determined by its connection with the 

other link.”215 

 

Figure 17. Diagonal muscle chains (2a and 2b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Muscle chains numbered 
(interrupted lines show the chain’s 

trajectory at the back-side of the body) 
                                                

213 R. Tubiana, “Functional Anatomy,” Medical Problems of the Instrumentalist Musician, 1. 
214 Pedro de Alcantara, Indirect Procedures, 168. 
215 Du Bois-Reymond, cited by Frederick F Polnauer, "Bio-Mechanics: A New Approach to Music 
Education," Journal of the Franklin Institute 254, no. 4 (1952), 300. 
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Figure 19. Postural muscles in their respective muscle chains (interactions of chains 1 and 2a). 
Image adapted from K. Tittel’s functional anatomy book (Tittel, 2000) 

 

Liebermann explains that: “when we initiate movement from the correct link in 

the kinematic chain, all resulting motion will flow in an accurate, effortless fashion.”216 

To this, Geiger adds that “it is possible to learn to perceive kinesthetically the playing 

movements as closed kinematic chains, composed of parts mechanically dependable on 

one another, and that once this is achieved, the performance gains a more holistic 

dimension.”217 He also describes the muscular connection between the fingertips and the 

balls of the feet as an 8-shaped cycle of impulses that runs in a diagonal through the back 

and adds “that a good stance can be developed when we are able to feel the ground under 

our feet not just as the object in which we stand, but also as an overall regulating basis for 

the playing activity itself.”218 

 

                                                
216 Liebermann, The violin in motion, Chapter 12/16 (36’:45”). 
217 Geiger, Körperbewusstsein und Instrumentalpraxis, 252. 
218 Ibid. 255. Compare to Cate Howard, How the Violin plays the Violinist, 27. 
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Figure 20. Kinematic chain. Image translated from J. 
Geiger’s publication (Geiger, 1996). 

 

Figure 21. Representation of 
the kinematic interactions 

between floor, body diagonal 
(muscle chain 2a) and bowing 

motion. 

 

Bishop further gives examples of motions that originate in more central parts of 

the body in order to create sharp fingertip strokes (like ‘flicking a towel’), as well as 

starting with a short backswing away from the goal to gain momentum and stretch a 

specific muscle before using it during a difficult musical spot.219 Lee even further 

suggests that purposely creating slight imbalances can sometimes help upper-string 

players achieve a specific articulation or overcome a certain technical challenge.220 

                                                
219 Bishop, The Musician as Athlete, 85. 
220 Lee, "A Physiological Approach to Posture as a Basis for Violin Technique,” 42-43. 
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This figure is present in the entire body. It can be 

followed through the diagonal course of the muscle 

chain 1 and 2b (red), where the impulses coming from 

the ground make a cycle in the same form.27 

 

This movement is then reproduced in the shoulder 

girdle, which is automatically transferred to the arm, and 

if there is no interruption of this energy (like in the case 

of incorrect postural patterns), then it becomes possible 

to create a continuous interaction between ground-

impulses and contact place of the bow on the violin 

(green). 

 

 

The laid-eight-movement should not be too big, but kept as close as possible to the 

central body axis for avoiding major interference on the bowing-movement.  This can 

be achieved once the movement between the standing foot and the free leg get 

coordinated with the direction of bowing, or the bowing gets initiated through the 

activity of the feet respectively. J. Th. Geiger adds to that: 

“We can learn to feel playing movements kinesthetically as a closed kinematic chain made by parts that 
are mechanically dependent from each other (and not as single movements produced by joint-
connected-bones), and to perform through this feeling of unity.”28 
 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 J. Th. Geiger: Körperbewußtsein und Instrumentalpraxis, Pg. 254. 
28 Ibid., Pg. 252. (Translated to English). 
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The concept of total body coordination in the upper-string pedagogy 

literature 

Polnauer in his study proposed the use of a “total body technique”221 for 

coordinating the body movements with the bowing motions during violin playing, and 

Rolland, in his method, coined the term “total body action” to describe exercises with the 

same purpose. Both authors explain that these body motions, when executed correctly, 

can help players prepare bowing movements actively with the rest of the body,222 which 

equips them with greater control and amplitude of sound.223 They describe it as a rotation 

of the body around its central vertical axis in the contrary direction to the bow stroke. 

Polnauer goes further, referring to it with the specific term “bilateral bowing motion.”224 

Rosenberg includes with this the flexing of the body vertically (depending on the 

technical requirements in certain musical passages) and offers, additionally, the 

application of body movement parallel to the bowing direction.225 He, however, 

describes these motions as invisible at the surface level, like mere shifts of balance that 

happen as an alternation of opposing muscles within the forearm and upper arm, and in 

the chest, back and legs.226 Rosenberg as well refers to the strongest parts of the legs as 

control centers for the sound production in violin playing.227 He mentions the importance 

of coordination of the different body parts with the playing motion and offers an exercise 

                                                
221 Polnauer, "Bio-Mechanics: A New Approach to Music Education,” 301-302. 
222 Paul Rolland, "Arm Balance: A Critical Element of Efficient Bow and Vibrato Technique," The Strad 
81 (1970), 25. 
223 Kempter, How muscles learn, 9. 
224 Polnauer, "Bio-Mechanics: A New Approach to Music Education,”  301-302. 
225 Rosenberg, The Violin. The Technic of Relaxation and Power, 23-24. 
226 Ibid. 4. 
227 Ibid. 24. 
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that helps coordinate the bowing motions with the rest of the body. The term that he uses 

for describing this process is “central coordination.”228 

Despite these relatively new discoveries, Carl Flesch had already mentioned the 

use of both motion variants in his second book of The Art of Violin Playing (1939) as he 

explained that “vigorous bowing brings about body movements in the opposite direction, 

while playing long sustained notes elicits motion in the same direction of the bow.”229 

Flesch’s guidelines are indeed probably the first complete description of the use of both 

possibilities of body motions (contrary and parallel to the bowing) in the horizontal plane 

of playing the violin and merits further detailed research. Viola pedagogue Henry Barrett 

also uses this principle to describe body coordination with the bowing motions.230 Flesch 

further acknowledges that the inclination of the upper body backward and to the left 

produces movements that allow better “expression,” while inclining forward and to the 

right creates motions that hinder it, making these motions more apt for displaying 

inward/introspective emotion.231 

A final element worth mentioning is the coordination of breathing with the 

bowing motions. Werner Hauck, in his book Vibrato on the Violin, describes a way to 

practice this by exhaling on down-bows and inhaling during up-bows.232 The violinist 

and pedagogue Isaak Vigdorchik mentions that this is a natural reaction of the body, but 

that we usually forget to do this during moments of high tension.233 He adds that when 

we inhale, the chest rises and takes the shoulders slightly up with it, while on exhaling 
                                                

228 Ibid. 23. 
229 Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing, Book II, 95. 
230 Barrett, The Viola: Complete Guide for Teachers and Students, 48. 
231 Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing, Book II, 94. 
232 Werner Hauck, Vibrato on the Violin (London: Bosworth, 1975), 57. 
233 Vigdorchik, Violin Playing: A Physiological Approach, 110. 
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everything sinks back. Therefore using the inertia of the inhalation for the up-bows and 

releasing with the exhalation on down-bows can even help with the change of bowing 

direction.234 Vigdorchik further offers some preliminary exercises to practice this and 

later to even be able to coordinate it with the rhythm and musical phrasing of any 

piece.235 

Being able to establish a “circuit of connections” between the brain and all the 

previously mentioned body functions may have been what Galamian was referring to, 

when he talked about the “correlation” of mind and muscles.236 Despite his non-

preference on exclusive physical training in violin playing, research shows that physical 

reeducation exercises, aimed towards total body coordination, are an efficient way to 

reinforce this correlation.237 Rolland complements this when he says that “movement 

training” could be introduced in a program of upper-string instruction, which could result 

in “faster learning and better performance in all facets of instruction.”238 

Exercise 

Flesch had already pointed toward the importance of doing calisthenics when not 

practicing. He also added that this would allow the player figure out by itself the proper 

movements in relation to the bowing.239 To this James Curry adds that upper-string 

performers could also improve through studying and comparing their movements with 

sports that are played standing up. This is especially the case when observing the way 

                                                
234 Ibid. 111. 
235 Ibid. 112. 
236 Galamian, Principles of Violin Playing and Teaching, 5-6. 
237 F.A. Hellebrandt, “Control and Regulation of Voluntary Movement, in Paul Rolland, The teaching of 
actions in string playing (1974b), 10-40. 
238 Ibid. 
239 Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing, Book I, 15. 
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athletes practice balance and posture.240 Additionally, Dorothy Bishop, in her book The 

Musician as Athlete writes the following: 

All performers need to warm up, be aware, relax, stretch, and keep fit and strong. For many of us, 
this is enough, but there are other physical factors affecting the odds of staying healthy. Some of 
these factors are form, posture, breathing, working stances, and pace of training (…) "Posture and 
exercise go together, because strong, flexible muscles hold your bones in place.241 
 

Achieving a good tonus on the area of the lower back can help us achieve a 

natural support for our playing, which means that after having this area stabilized, we 

won’t need to think on tensing up that area with conscious effort.242 It is similar to the 

material that an object is built: if, for example, a piece of thin paper is placed on a stand, 

it will soon bend and fall. On the other hand, if it is made of cardboard, it may be able to 

remain standing for much longer. Strengthening the “supporting muscles” of the back has 

the same function as choosing a stronger material: it helps upper-string players to endure 

the work of holding the instrument for much longer. 

Regarding the choice of exercise and the coordination training between the 

smaller muscles with the bigger ones, there is still the need of having access to 

anatomical information relevant for upper-string players. To this Susan Kempter says: 

For violinists and violists, the effort to obtain “hands on” information from all the potential 
sources can be difficult and time-consuming, especially since the research must be ferreted out, 
read, interpreted and then finally applied to violin playing. An added frustration is that most 
musicians are not trained in research methodologies and do not understand the language in which 
most research is written. (…) All of these reasons, combined with the time necessary for daily 
practice, make a reasonable argument why more upper string players have not sought out this 
data.243 
 
                                                

240 Curry, "Body Music: An Examination of the Physical and Mental Similarities of Sports Performance 
and String Music Performance,” 8. 
241 Bishop, The Musician as Athlete, 85. 
242 Watson, The Biology of Musical Performance and Performance-Related Injury. 28. See also Carolyn 
Richardson et al. "Techniques for Active Lumbar Stabilisation for Spinal Protection: A Pilot Study," 
Australian Journal of Physiotherapy 38, no. 2 (1992). 
243 Kempter, How muscles learn: Teaching the violin with the body in mind, 2. 
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There is currently a modest amount of books written for musicians to help them 

address some aspects of health that they are concerned with. One example is Susan 

Weiss’s The Anatomy Book for Musicians.244 This book is especially useful because of its 

simple format with plenty illustrations. It can help musicians understand which muscles 

are being used predominantly on a specific instrument, as well as the function of each a 

given muscle during different playing tasks. 

Another interesting text is Elizabeth Andrews’ Muscle Management for 

Musicians.245 Here, additional to anatomical description, she explains about proper 

nutrition and therapies especially tailored for musicians. 

 

Somatic postural awareness methods for total-body-coordination training 

Somatic postural awareness methods are those designed to help people correct 

inefficient movement patterns, which often lead to the misuse of certain body parts and 

ultimately to pain. Most of these methods educate about the anatomy and biomechanics 

of human body, and through their different movement routines, they are helpful for either 

easing existing pain or as a preventive measure. Participating in movement-reeducation 

workshops can therefore help the average musician and student to access information 

about the principles underlying movement on their instrument. Methods such as Body 

Mapping, Alexander Technique, and Feldenkrais can provide a great source of 

background research on physical aspects directly related to performing music. Therefore, 

these may currently be the optimal mediators between science and the arts. 

                                                
244 Weiss, The Anatomy Book for Musicians: A Guide to Understanding Performance Related Muscle Pain, 
19. 
245 Elizabeth Andrews, Muscle Management for Musicians, (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2005). 
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All methods have the common goal of helping musicians to prevent injury and 

achieve total freedom through using their body according to its design.246 The methods’ 

purpose is to equip students with the tools needed in order to avoid reinforcing bad 

habits. Through information on the structure, function, and size of one’s body (main 

purpose of Body Mapping), these methods aim to help students become more aware of 

the interplay of the parts in their bodies.247 As a result, the musician refines their “body 

map” and becomes able to improve their movement coordination.248 

The approaches of the somatic methods are very similar, and the differences lay 

mainly on their authors’ backgrounds. Frederick M. Alexander, for example, focused on 

the correct position of the head and introduced the principle of the head as initiator of 

movement (i.e. “thinking up”).249 He created this method in order to fix his voice-loss 

problem, which occurred to him during theater performances. After successfully solving 

this, Alexander developed his method further in order to help others develop efficient 

movement habits. The first step for this is to stop the old habit through “inhibition” and 

rethinking the new movement pattern. Another characteristic of the Alexander Technique 

is visualizing movement of the body parts as spirals, which at the same time becomes part 

of a bigger spiral in the total-body coordination (i.e. use of muscle chains).250 

Similarly, Moshe Feldenkrais’ method was conceived by his attempt of relieving 

a chronic knee-pain. His knowledge in science, engineering, and martial arts helped him 

                                                
246 Jennifer Bindel, "The Collaborative Pianist and Body Mapping: A Guide to Healthy Body Use for 
Pianists and Their Musical Partners" (Dissertation, Arizona State University, 2013), 33-34. 
247 Vanessa Mio, “Foundational Learning and Rehabilitation,” 238-242. See also Conable, How to Learn 
the Alexander Technique: A Manual for Students. 
248 Bindel, "The Collaborative Pianist and Body Mapping: A Guide to Healthy Body Use for Pianists and 
Their Musical Partners,” ii-4. 
249 Alcantara, Indirect Procedures: A Musician's Guide to the Alexander Technique, 18-35. 
250 Ibid. 111-128. 
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apply principles from these disciplines with such a success that he ended up avoiding 

surgery. The Feldenkrais method uses neuromuscular education, in which the performer 

learns to “reorganize connections between the brain and body and so improve body 

movement and psychological state.”251 Feldenkrais is a proponent of the slow practice of 

movement, because this is “necessary to impart a new habit and allow it to begin to feel 

normal.”252 

A few studies have dedicated their core research on analyzing the benefits of the 

aforementioned methods on musicians. Vanessa Mio, in her dissertation Foundational 

Learning and Rehabilitation, mentions: 

Alexander Technique and Body Mapping offer effective solutions through the continual 
assessment of the body, focused attention, and effective reinforcement of skills in the practice 
room (Valentine, Fitzgerald, Gorton, Hudson, & Symonds, 1995).253 
 
 
Mio further recommends post-secondary and pre-university students and 

instructors to attend Body Mapping and Alexander Technique workshops, in addition to 

sessions with physical therapists. She acknowledges the importance of the effect of these 

methods on decreasing the need for postural rehabilitation in higher education.254 Mio 

further offers a list of books that teach the principles of these both somatic disciplines: 

Stretching for Strings, by Winberg and Salus (1990), How to Learn the Alexander 

Technique: A Manual for Students, by B. Conable and W. Conable (1995), Indirect 

Procedures, by Pedro De Alcantara (1997), and The Structures and Movement of 

                                                
251 Moshé Feldenkrais, Awareness through Movement: Health Exercises for Personal Growth (New York, 
NY: HarperCollins, 1990), 30-56. 
252 Mirka Knaster, Discovering the Body's Wisdom (New York, NY: Bantam Books, 1996), 232–8. 
253 Mio, "Foundational Learning and Rehabilitation: An Investigation of the Remedial Strategies of 
Postsecondary Violin Instructors,” 238-242. 
254 Ibid. 
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Breathing, by Conable and Jordan (2001). 

 
Additionally, Jennifer Bindel, in her dissertation The Collaborative Pianist and 

Body Mapping, offers a course syllabus entitled “An Introduction to Collaborative Piano 

and Body Mapping.” Her objective here is to integrate Body Mapping into the training of 

fundamental collaborative piano skills. This aims towards equipping collaborative 

pianists on imparting proper body use to their colleague musicians.255 

 

Oriental body-mind disciplines 

Practices such as Yoga and Tai Chi integrate philosophical concepts of 

meditation, self-control, and energy management (chi) in their method. Several studies 

claim that these practices help to increase core strength, as well as improving circulation, 

movement coordination, and mood.256 Lynn Kuo, in her dissertation Holistic Health and 

the Prevention of Performance-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders in Orchestral String 

Musicians mentions that a yoga lifestyle seems to suit ideally for prevention and 

treatment of physical and psychological symptoms in musicians.257 The reason she gives 

is because yoga incorporates mind and body elements as well as meditation, breathing 

techniques, and physical postures which increase flexibility and strength. She continues 

explaining the characteristics of meditation as “the controlled focusing and shifting of 

attention on a desired object of choice while letting go of conditioned mental activity and 

                                                
255 Bindel, "The Collaborative Pianist and Body Mapping: A Guide to Healthy Body Use for Pianists and 
Their Musical Partners,” ii-4. 
256 F. L. Kuo, "Holistic Health and the Prevention of Performance-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders in 
Orchestral String Musicians" (Dissertation, University of Toronto (Canada), 2012), 24. 
257 Ibid. 
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reactions.”258 Meditation has proven to be effective in its application in stress 

management and musculoskeletal disorders. The famous violinist Yehudi Menuhin (1916 

– 1999) was able to control and even heal his chronic muscular pain through yoga 

practice.259 

It would be thrilling for future studies to gather quantitative data about the 

benefits that each of the aforementioned somatic reeducation methods may have on 

upper-string instrument players. Having sufficient backup data on these could bring 

violin and viola pedagogues closer to the answers that sports researchers already figured 

out many decades ago for the great benefit of professional athletes.  

                                                
258 Ibid. 25. 
259 Yehudi Menuhin, The Compleat Violinist: Thoughts, Exercises, Reflections of an Itinerant Violinist 
(New York: Summit Books, 1986), 1-24. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this document, an overview of the different stances found in upper-string 

pedagogy and their possible interactions with the distribution of body-weight was 

presented. In the first part of this project, a great dichotomy could be observed in the 

opinions on proper foot placement amongst pedagogues and researchers. Also, 

disagreement inside of each expert group made it difficult to find a common ground 

regarding the topic of feet positioning. 

On the other hand, through the study with the balance machine, it was determined 

that the symmetric V-shaped stance (stance 3: Neumann’s position 2), and its slight toe-

angle variations260, resulted in the recommended foot placement while standing for 

professional players. This position allows them to achieve the most balanced weight 

distribution on both legs. For non-musicians/beginners, the asymmetric position 3 (stance 

4: Suzuki stance) proved to be helpful, because of their ‘natural’ tendency to tense their 

upper body while holding the instrument, resulting in a raised center of gravity (COG). 

However, as players advance and learn to release upper body tension, aiming 

towards the symmetrical V-shaped stance is recommended. Individual physical build and 

anatomical variations, such as having one shorter leg or foot may require additional 

assessment for determining the best type of stance within the V-shaped and the Suzuki-

type stances. An important stance to avoid is standing exclusively on the left leg (stance 

5: Neumann’s position 1) because of the static loading component on the weight-bearing 

structures of this side of the body produced by the instrument’s weight.  

                                                
260 From V-shaped to totally parallel, depending on the individual buildup. 
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The reason why the Paganini posture was seen as ideal in the past may be because 

it had been usually described as a relaxed posture, which enabled better ‘freedom of 

motion’ in the bow arm.261 However, this asymmetric type of weight loading on only one 

leg, apart from the shift of COG wholly to one foot, is especially harmful due to its effect 

upwards in the posture, beginning with a pelvic tilt sideways that results in the spine 

bending.262 

Aligning the body properly enables the player to coordinate movements and 

breathing according to the bowing motion. This also allows for a controlled postural sway 

in which the legs prepare the bowing impulses through the closed kinematic chain.263 

Also, by choosing the appropriate parallel or contrary body motion to the bowing, the 

player can coordinate the movements of the smaller muscles with the bigger postural 

ones. The support and momentum that stronger muscles’ produce can help the smaller 

ones to spend less energy, resulting in higher endurance. This paves the way for a better 

sound projection and stage presence.264 

In order to learn to incorporate “total body coordination” on the instrument, it is 

essential for musicians to begin with acquiring basic knowledge on the biomechanics of 

the human body.265 However, due to the large amount of time that musicians spend 

perfecting the performance craft,266 it then becomes imperative to include body re-

                                                
261 Leopold Auer, "Graded Course of Violin Playing," ed. Gustav Saenger (New York: Carl Fischer, 1926), 
Book I, 9. See also Baillot, The Art of the Violin, 19. 
262 A. Kapandji. “Anatomy of the Spine,” Medical Problems of the Instrumentalist Musician. 60. 
263 Geiger, Körperbewusstsein und Instrumentalpraxis. (1996), 248-256. Title translated by Oryana 
Racines. 
264 Curry, "Body Music: An Examination of the Physical and Mental Similarities of Sports Performance 
and String Music Performance,” 8. See also Egoscue, Pain Free. 41, and Dorothy Bishop, The Musician as 
Athlete, 85. 
265 Liebermann, The violin in motion, Chapter 13/16 (42’:50”). 
266 Kempter, How muscles learn, 2. 
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education courses into the curriculum of music schools.267 Body awareness education 

(e.g. Alexander, Feldenkrais, etc.) are capable of bringing scientific research to musicians 

in an understandable and practical way, especially when these are especially tailored for 

upper-string players. Further, the number of music pedagogues conducting research in 

collaboration with experts in physiology and motor learning needs to increase, for the 

benefit of the entire teaching and performing field.  

                                                
267 Workshops such as Alexander technique, Body Mapping, Feldenkrais, Laban-Barteneiff, Dispokinesis, 
etc. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A – CONSENT FORMS 

A1. Upper-strings consent form 

I hereby give my consent to participate in the project that studies body posture and 

balance in upper-string players. I understand that the person responsible for this project is Prof. 

Anne Chalex Boyle and designated representatives and graduate students at Texas Tech 

University (TTU). I can reach Prof. Anne Chalex Boyle at (806) 834-6030. 

 

Protocol: 

Prof. Anne Chalex Boyle or her authorized representative has explained the following 

procedures to be performed during this project: 

1. A preliminary survey will be sent to me via email to assess my musical background. Some 

questions will be about me, some will be about how I feel and what I do. It should take me 

max. 15 minutes to complete this survey. 

2. Further, I will be contacted via SMS for a testing appointment. Testing will take place at the 

Department of Kinesiology and Sport Management building in the TTU campus (Lubbock, 

TX). The study will take approximately 30-45 minutes to complete. 

3. In a private room within the Balance Laboratory, physical measurements (e.g. height, weight 

without and with my instrument) will be made. The test will be performed in a specialized 

powered machine—SMART Balance Master®. I will have the chance to undergo a balance 

assessment using the Sensory Organization Test (SOT) protocol (part of the software package 

for the balance machine). The first three (3) trials require me to maintain (upright, bipedal) 

standing position for 20 seconds (per trial): full vision, fixed support-platform, and fixed 

visual surround.  
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4. Another 24 trials will be conducted with the use of instrument (violin or viola), in either a 

static (only hold the instrument in playing position) or dynamic bowing (playing the 2nd 

string) condition. 

5. Should I be interested in further balance evaluation, I can opt to be tested in three (3) other 

conditions (same SOT protocol) in basic upright stance (without instrument): a) with eyes 

closed, b) open eyes with movable platform, c) fixed platform with movable visual surround. 

Each trial lasts for 20 seconds. 

6. Pictures from the back of my body will be taken for overall posture tracking purposes and 

will be used exclusively as a comparison parameter with the image data collected from the 

Control Group. 

 

Safety: 

A spotter will be available at all times to help me during these sessions. Risks and 

discomforts are minimized but may include momentary weakness in the lower extremities or 

instability. I have been advised that I can request the testing to be stopped at any point I feel 

uncomfortable, and that I can rest and take time as I need to perform the tasks. I have also been 

informed that every effort will be taken to minimize any risk of adverse effects and every 

precaution will be taken during the test protocol to prevent any injury.  

I acknowledge that my participation in this project is voluntary and I will not be 

penalized in any way should I decide not to participate. 

 

Benefits: 

I realize that there is no financial payment involved, nor will I derive any therapeutic 

treatment for my participation in this study. I understand that I can discontinue participation in 

this study at any time without penalty.  
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The study provides informational benefits such as feedback regarding my own posture 

and movements with and without my instrument. The data gathered in this study will be helping 

provide feedback to violin and viola player community to help them relieve tension and muscle 

problems. 

 

Confidentiality: 

It has also been explained that there is no known social/economic, legal, or loss of 

confidentiality risks involved in my participation. Only Prof. Anne Chalex Boyle, and recognized 

authorities (SOM, KSM, TTU) will have access to the individual records, and or data collected 

for this study. All records and data will be coded and all records or data that are personally 

identifiable will remain strictly confidential. Any recordings to be presented or published in the 

public domain will not identify the subject. 

Prof. Anne Chalex Boyle agrees to answer any inquiries I may have concerning the 

procedures and to inform me that I may contact the Human Research Protection Program by 

writing them in care of the Office of the Vice President for Research, Texas Tech University, 

Lubbock, Texas 79409 or by calling (806) 742-2064. 

 

By signing this sheet, it means that I read this form and that all of my questions were 

answered.  

____________________________      __________  

(Name of Participant)          (Date)  

____________________________      __________  

(Signature of Project Director or Authorized Representative)     (Date) 

 

 

IRB Approval valid until March 31, 2018. 
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A2. Control participants consent form 

I hereby give my consent to participate in the project that studies body posture and 

balance in upper-string players. I understand that the person responsible for this project is Prof. 

Anne Chalex Boyle and designated representatives and graduate students at Texas Tech 

University (TTU). I can reach Prof. Anne Chalex Boyle at (806) 834-6030.  

 

Protocol: 

Prof. Anne Chalex Boyle or her authorized representative has explained the following 

procedures to be performed during this project: 

7. Testing will take place at the Department of Kinesiology and Sport Management building in 

the TTU campus (Lubbock, TX). The study will take approximately 15 minutes to 

complete. 

8. In a private room within the Balance Laboratory, physical measurements (e.g. height, weight) 

will be made. The test will be performed in a specialized powered machine—SMART 

Balance Master®. I will have the chance to undergo a balance assessment using the Sensory 

Organization Test (SOT) protocol (part of the software package for the balance machine). 

The first three (3) trials require me to maintain (upright, bipedal) standing position for 20 

seconds (per trial): full vision, fixed support-platform, and fixed visual surround. 

9. Should I be interested in further balance evaluation, I can opt to be tested in three (3) other 

conditions (same SOT protocol) in basic upright stance: a) with eyes closed, b) open eyes 

with movable platform, c) fixed platform with movable visual surround. Each trial lasts for 

20 seconds. 

10. Pictures from the back of my body will be taken for overall posture tracking purposes and 

will be used exclusively as a comparison parameter towards the image data collected from the 

target group of this study (musicians). 
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Safety: 

A spotter will be available at all times to help me during these sessions. Risks and 

discomforts are minimized but may include momentary weakness in the lower extremities or 

instability. I have been advised that I can request the testing to be stopped at any point I feel 

uncomfortable, and that I can rest and take time as I need to perform the tasks. I have also been 

informed that every effort will be taken to minimize any risk of adverse effects and every 

precaution will be taken during the test protocol to prevent any injury.  

I acknowledge that my participation in this project is voluntary and I will not be 

penalized in any way should I decide not to participate. 

 

Benefits: 

I realize that there is no financial payment involved, nor will I derive any therapeutic 

treatment for my participation in this study. I understand that I can discontinue participation in 

this study at any time without penalty.  

The study provides informational benefits such as feedback regarding my own posture. 

The data gathered in this study will be helping provide feedback to violin and viola player 

community to help them relieve tension and muscle problems. 

 

Confidentiality: 

It has also been explained that there is no known social/economic, legal, or loss of 

confidentiality risks involved in my participation. Only Prof. Anne Chalex Boyle, and recognized 

authorities (SOM, KSM, TTU) will have access to the individual records, and or data collected 

for this study. All records and data will be coded and all records or data that are personally 

identifiable will remain strictly confidential. Any recordings to be presented or published in the 

public domain will not identify the subject. 
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Prof. Anne Chalex Boyle agrees to answer any inquiries I may have concerning the 

procedures and to inform me that I may contact the Human Research Protection Program by 

writing them in care of the Office of the Vice President for Research, Texas Tech University, 

Lubbock, Texas 79409 or by calling (806) 742-2064. 

 

By signing this sheet, it means that I read this form and that all of my questions were 

answered.  

____________________________      __________  

(Name of Participant)          (Date)  

____________________________      __________  

(Signature of Project Director or Authorized Representative)     (Date)  

 

IRB Approval valid until March 31, 2018.  
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APPENDIX B – UPPER-STRING PLAYERS SURVEY 

Your name: ___________________________________________________________________ 
Age: _______________________________Phone Nr._________________________________ 
 
 

HANDEDNESS:   RIGHT / LEFT   (please circle) 
 
 
How long have you been playing the violin/viola? _____________________ 
How long have you been playing with an intensity of 3 or more hours per day? 
______________________ 
At the beginning, did you have individual, group lessons or both? 
___________________________ 
Which method (books) were used when you were introduced to your instrument? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Further comments (duration of the lessons, was there an increase of duration or times per week? 
since when? etc.): 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Did you have any playing-pause of longer than three months during this time? _____________ 
If yes, how long? ________________________________________________ 
Was this pause because of an injury on your arms, shoulders or back? _______________ 
 
Which is your preferred way of practicing? Standing / sitting (Please circle) 
 
Do you currently do physical exercise on a regular basis? _________ 
If yes, which kind? 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you have or had a foot/leg/hip injury in the past 18 months that affects your normal walking 
now? ______________ 
 
 

Thank you for your participation!  
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APPENDIX C – BALANCE MACHINE’S RAW OUTPUT FILE 

(SAMPLE) 

Test ID: SOT 
Test Date: 5/8/2017 
Test Time: 11:23:06 
Data Rate: 100 
Test Comment: 2b) personal, playing 
Test Condition: 1 
Test Trial: 1 
Number of Data Sample: 2000 
 
DP COF.x(cm)COF.y(cm)COG.x(cm)COG.y(cm)WT(kg) 
1       7.19           0.12           7.19           0.12           80              
2       7.19           0.11           7.19           0.12           80              
3       7.17           0.09           7.19           0.12           80              
4       7.14           0.13           7.19           0.12           80              
5       7.16           0.12           7.19           0.12           80              
6       7.16           0.12           7.19           0.12           80              
7       7.16           0.11           7.19           0.12           80              
8       7.17           0.08           7.19           0.12           80              
9       7.17           0.08           7.19           0.12           80              
10     7.16           0.11           7.19           0.12           80              
11     7.16           0.11           7.19           0.12           80              
12     7.15           0.11           7.19           0.12           80              
13     7.15           0.11           7.19           0.12           80              
14     7.15           0.12           7.19           0.12           80              
15     7.14           0.1             7.19           0.12           79              
16     7.14           0.1             7.19           0.12           79              
17     7.12           0.08           7.19           0.12           79              
18     7.12           0.07           7.19           0.12           79              
19     7.12           0.07           7.18           0.11           79              
20     7.12           0.07           7.18           0.11           79              
21     7.14           0.1             7.18           0.11           79              
22     7.13           0.11           7.18           0.11           79              
23     7.13           0.11           7.18           0.11           79              
24     7.15           0.13           7.18           0.11           79              
25     7.16           0.12           7.18           0.11           79              
26     7.17           0.13           7.18           0.11           79              
27     7.17           0.13           7.18           0.11           79              
28     7.17           0.16           7.17           0.11           79              
29     7.17           0.16           7.17           0.11           79              
30     7.19           0.14           7.17           0.11           79              
31     7.17           0.14           7.17           0.11           79              
32     7.15           0.16           7.17           0.11           79              
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33     7.15           0.16           7.17           0.11           79              
34     7.13           0.14           7.17           0.11           79              
35     7.13           0.14           7.17           0.11           79              
36     7.14           0.17           7.17           0.11           79              
37     7.12           0.15           7.17           0.11           79              
38     7.1             0.18           7.17           0.11           79              
39     7.09           0.15           7.17           0.12           80              
40     7.09           0.15           7.17           0.12           80              
41     7.09           0.15           7.16           0.12           80              
42     7.07           0.18           7.16           0.12           80              
43     7.05           0.17           7.16           0.12           80              
44     7.07           0.18           7.16           0.12           80              
45     7.07           0.18           7.16           0.12           80              
46     7.03           0.2             7.16           0.12           80              
47     7.03           0.2             7.15           0.12           80              
48     7.03           0.2             7.15           0.12           80              
49     7.01           0.21           7.15           0.13           80              
50     7.01           0.21           7.15           0.13           80              
51     6.99           0.2             7.14           0.13           80              
52     6.99           0.19           7.14           0.13           80              
53     6.95           0.19           7.14           0.13           80              
54     6.95           0.19           7.14           0.13           80              
55     6.95           0.19           7.13           0.14           80              
56     6.95           0.19           7.13           0.14           80              
57     6.95           0.19           7.13           0.14           80              
58     6.92           0.18           7.12           0.14           80              
59     6.9             0.19           7.12           0.14           80              
60     6.94           0.19           7.11           0.14           80              
61     6.92           0.2             7.11           0.15           80              
62     6.92           0.2              7.1            0.15           80              
63     6.9             0.22            7.1            0.15           80              
64     6.92           0.24           7.09           0.15           80              
65     6.91           0.22           7.09           0.15           80              
66     6.89           0.26           7.09           0.15           80              
67     6.89           0.26           7.08           0.16           80              
68     6.84           0.25           7.08           0.16           80              
69     6.85           0.22           7.07           0.16           80              
70     6.83           0.2             7.06           0.16           80              
71     6.81           0.19           7.06           0.16           80              
72     6.81           0.19           7.05           0.17           80              
73     6.79           0.2             7.05           0.17           80              
74     6.76           0.2             7.04           0.17           80              
75     6.76           0.2             7.04           0.17           80              
76     6.76           0.21           7.03           0.17           80              
77     6.78           0.2             7.02           0.17           80              
78     6.75           0.21           7.02           0.17           80              
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79     6.75           0.21           7.01           0.18           80              
80     6.77           0.2             7                0.18           80              
81     6.73           0.18           7                0.18           80              
82     6.75           0.18           6.99           0.18           80              
83     6.74           0.17           6.98           0.18           80              
84     6.72           0.15           6.98           0.18           80              
85     6.75           0.13           6.97           0.18           80              
86     6.76           0.12           6.96           0.18           80              
87     6.78           0.13           6.96           0.18           80              
88     6.77           0.14           6.95           0.18           80              
89     6.8             0.19           6.94           0.18           80              
90     6.84           0.2             6.94           0.18           80              
91     6.87           0.21           6.93           0.18           79              
92     6.89           0.23           6.92           0.18           79              
93     6.89           0.24           6.92           0.18           79              
94     6.91           0.26           6.91           0.19           79              
95     6.91           0.26           6.91           0.19           79              
96     6.95           0.27           6.91           0.19           79              
97     6.92           0.26           6.9             0.19           79              
98     6.93           0.3             6.9             0.19           80              
99     6.92           0.31           6.9             0.19           80              
100    6.93          0.31           6.89           0.19           80              
101    6.93          0.33           6.89           0.19           80              
102    6.91          0.32           6.89           0.19           80              
103    6.89          0.33           6.89           0.2             80              
104    6.89          0.33           6.89           0.2             80              
105    6.89          0.33           6.89           0.2             80              
106    6.89          0.35           6.88           0.2             80              
107    6.89          0.37           6.88           0.21           80              
108    6.89          0.37           6.88           0.21           80              
109    6.87          0.4             6.88           0.21           80              
110    6.89          0.41           6.88           0.22           80              
111    6.91          0.4             6.88           0.22           80              
112    6.91          0.44           6.88           0.22           80              
113    6.9            0.45           6.88           0.23           80              
114    6.91          0.44           6.88           0.23           80              
115    6.91          0.44           6.88           0.24           80              
116    6.91          0.45           6.88           0.24           80              
117    6.91          0.45           6.88           0.24           80              
118    6.91          0.45           6.88           0.25           80              
119    6.89          0.45           6.88           0.25           80              
120    6.89          0.46           6.88           0.26           80              
121    6.89          0.46           6.88           0.26           80              
122    6.91          0.45           6.88           0.27           80              
123    6.89          0.46           6.88           0.27           80              
124    6.89          0.46           6.88           0.28           80              
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125    6.89          0.47           6.88           0.28           80              
126    6.91          0.46           6.88           0.29           80              
127    6.91          0.46           6.88           0.3             80              
128    6.89          0.48           6.88           0.3             79              
129    6.88          0.5             6.88           0.31           80              
130    6.86          0.48           6.88           0.31           80              
131    6.86          0.48           6.88           0.32           80              
132    6.86          0.48           6.88           0.32           80              
133    6.86          0.48           6.88           0.33           80              
134    6.85          0.49           6.88           0.33           79              
135    6.85          0.49           6.88           0.34           79              
136    6.87          0.48           6.88           0.34           79              
137    6.89          0.48           6.88           0.35           79              
138    6.89          0.48           6.88           0.35           79              
139    6.9            0.49           6.88           0.36           79              
140    6.9            0.49           6.88           0.36           79              
141    6.91          0.46           6.88           0.37           80              
142    6.91          0.47           6.88           0.37           80              
143    6.91          0.47           6.88           0.37           80              
144    6.91          0.46           6.88           0.38           80              
145    6.89          0.45           6.88           0.38           80              
146    6.91          0.46           6.88           0.39           80              
147    6.92          0.47           6.88           0.39           80              
148    6.92          0.47           6.88           0.39           80              
149    6.91          0.49           6.88            0.4            80              
150    6.92          0.5             6.88            0.4            80             

 

*continues until 2000 Data Points (DP) 
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APPENDIX D – MATLAB-2017A DATA PROCESSING PROGRAM 

*Converted balance machine’s raw data into excel tables. 

% Data Processing 
 
% Import data from txt file & cropping 
 
% By Hyung Suk Yang 
 
% 20170329 
 
 
 
% updated 20171130 by Yang 
 
close all;clear;clc 
 
 
 
 
 
% opens a window asking for a raw txt file (multiple files can be selected) 
 
[fid_temp, path] = uigetfile('*.TXT', 'Open txt files.', 'MultiSelect', 'on'); 
 
 
 
%% Read columns of data as text: 
 
% For more information, see the TEXTSCAN documentation. 
 
formatSpec = '%8s%15s%15s%15s%15s%13s%s%[^\n\r]'; 
 
% fist line 1-11 (11 lines): basic info 
 
% line 12-20(9 lines): trial and stance info 
 
 
 
if ~iscell(fid_temp) 
 
    fid = fid_temp; 
 
else 
 
    fid = fid_temp; 
 
end 
 
 
 
for ff = 1:length(fid) 
 
 
 
%% Open the text file. 
 
% if ~iscell(fid) 
 
% fileID = fopen([path char(fid{ff})'],'r'); 
 
% end 
 
 
 
fileID = fopen([path fid{ff}],'r'); 
 
 
 
%% Read columns of data according to the format. 
 
dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, 'Delimiter', '', 'WhiteSpace', '',  'ReturnOnError', false); 
 
 
 
%% Remove white space around all cell columns. 
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[~, col_length] = size(dataArray); 
 
 
 
for ii = 1:col_length 
 
dataArray = strtrim(dataArray); 
 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
%% Close the text file. 
 
fclose(fileID); 
 
 
 
%% Convert the contents of columns containing numeric text to numbers. 
 
% Replace non-numeric text with NaN. 
 
raw = repmat({''},length(dataArray),length(dataArray)-2); 
 
for col=1:length(dataArray)-2 
 
    raw(1:length(dataArray{col}),col) = dataArray{col}; 
 
end 
 
numericData = NaN(size(dataArray,1),size(dataArray,2)); 
 
 
 
for col=[1,2,3,4,5,6] 
 
    % Converts text in the input cell array to numbers. Replaced non-numeric 
 
    % text with NaN. 
 
    rawData = dataArray{col}; 
 
    for row=1:size(rawData, 1) 
 
        % Create a regular expression to detect and remove non-numeric prefixes and 
 
        % suffixes. 
 
        regexstr = '(?<prefix>.*?)(?<numbers>([-]*(\d+[\,]*)+[\.]{0,1}\d*[eEdD]{0,1}[-+]*\d*[i]{0,1})|([-
]*(\d+[\,]*)*[\.]\d+[eEdD]{0,1}[-+]*\d*[i]{0,1}))(?<suffix>.*)'; 
 
        try 
 
            result = regexp(rawData{row}, regexstr, 'names'); 
 
            numbers = result.numbers; 
 
             
 
            % Detected commas in non-thousand locations. 
 
            invalidThousandsSeparator = false; 
 
            if any(numbers==',') 
 
                thousandsRegExp = '^\d+?(\,\d)*\.{0,1}\d*$'; 
 
                if isempty(regexp(numbers, thousandsRegExp, 'once')) 
 
                    numbers = NaN; 
 
                    invalidThousandsSeparator = true; 
 
                end 
 
            end 
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            % Convert numeric text to numbers. 
 
            if ~invalidThousandsSeparator 
 
                numbers = textscan(strrep(numbers, ',', ''), '%f'); 
 
                numericData(row, col) = numbers; 
 
                raw{row, col} = numbers; 
 
            end 
 
        catch me 
 
        end 
 
    end 
 
end 
 
 
 
raw(1:11,:) = []; % this line crops first heades 1-11 lines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
%% Split data into numeric and cell columns. 
 
rawNumericColumns = raw(:, [2,3,4,5,6]); 
 
rawCellColumns = raw(:,1); 
 
rawCellColumns_temp = rawCellColumns; 
 
 
 
%% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN 
 
R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),rawNumericColumns); % Find non-numeric cells 
 
rawNumericColumns(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells 
 
 
 
RR = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),rawCellColumns_temp); % Find non-numeric cells 
 
rawCellColumns_temp(RR) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells 
 
 
 
 
 
%% converting cell array to a matrix 
 
rawNumericColumns = cell2mat(rawNumericColumns); 
 
rawCellColumns_temp = cell2mat(rawCellColumns_temp); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
%% figuring out legnths, cropping, stroing data into a cell array variable 
 
ii = 1; 
 
while ~isempty(rawNumericColumns) 
 
    stance_trial(1,ii) = rawNumericColumns(6,1); 
 
    stance_trial(2,ii) = rawNumericColumns(7,1); 
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    first_data_point = find(~isnan(rawCellColumns_temp), 1 ,'first'); 
 
    rawCellColumns_temp(1:first_data_point-1,:) = []; 
 
    rawNumericColumns(1:first_data_point-1,:) = []; 
 
     
 
    last_data_point = find(isnan(rawCellColumns_temp), 1 ,'first'); 
 
    if isempty(last_data_point) 
 
        last_data_point = length(rawCellColumns_temp)+1; 
 
    end 
 
    real_data = rawNumericColumns(1:last_data_point-1,:); 
 
    rawCellColumns_temp(1:last_data_point-1,:) = []; 
 
    rawNumericColumns(1:last_data_point-1,:) = []; 
 
    ii = ii + 1; 
 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
%% Variable calculations COF 
 
 
 
% COF excursion/cumulative displacement using stance 1 
 
 
 
% finding condtition 1 
 
C1_location = find(stance_trial(1,:) == 1, length(stance_trial(1,:))); 
 
 
 
for ll = 1:length(C1_location) 
 
C1_data_displacement{ll} = real_data{C1_location(ll)}(601:end-200,:);%frame 601 to 1800 
 
C1_data_bias_baseline{ll} = real_data{C1_location(ll)}(201:600,:);%frame 201 to 600 
 
C1_data_bias_action{ll} = real_data{C1_location(ll)}(601:end-200,:);%frame 601 to 1800 
 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
% calculate displacement  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
 
for pp = 1:length(C1_location) 
 
    for oo = 1:length(C1_data_displacement{pp})-1 
 
        C1_displacement{pp}(oo,1) = sqrt((C1_data_displacement{pp}(oo+1,1) - 
C1_data_displacement{pp}(oo,1))^2 ... 
 
            + (C1_data_displacement{pp}(oo+1,2) - C1_data_displacement{pp}(oo,2))^2); 
 
    end 
 
    C1_displacement_cum{pp,1} = sum(C1_displacement{pp}(:,1)); 
 
end 
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% calculate dispersion (option1) and bias (option2) 
 
for pp = 1:length(C1_location) 
 
     
 
    % calculate centroids 
 
    C1_bias_baseline_avg(pp,1) = mean(C1_data_bias_baseline{pp}(:,1));% using just x 
 
    C1_bias_action_avg(pp,1) = mean(C1_data_bias_action{pp}(:,1));% using just x 
 
     
 
    % calculating y coordinates for plotting 
 
    C1_bias_baseline_avg_y(pp,1) = mean(C1_data_bias_baseline{pp}(:,2));% using just y 
 
    C1_bias_action_avg_y(pp,1) = mean(C1_data_bias_action{pp}(:,2));% using just y 
 
     
 
    % calculate bias 
 
    C1_bias{pp,1} = C1_bias_action_avg(pp,1) - C1_bias_baseline_avg(pp,1); % using just x 
 
end 
 
 
 
for pp = 1:length(C1_location) 
 
    for oo = 1:length(C1_data_bias_action{pp}) 
 
         
 
        % calculate dispersion 
 
        C1_dispersion{pp}(oo,1) = C1_data_bias_action{pp}(oo,1) - C1_bias_baseline_avg(pp,1); % using 
just x 
 
         
 
    end 
 
    C1_dispersion_cum{pp,1} = sum(C1_dispersion{pp}(:,1)); 
 
     
 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
%% plotting and exporting variables into excel / exporting just stance1? 
 
 
 
 
 
for ii = 1:length(C1_location) 
 
     
 
    figure(ii) 
 
     
 
    subplot(length(C1_location),1,1) 
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    plot(C1_data_displacement(:,1), C1_data_displacement(:,2), 'k', 'LineWidth', 1) 
 
    legend('Full Length') 
 
    title(['Trial' num2str(ii)]) 
 
    xlabel('COF X (cm)') 
 
    ylabel('COF Y (cm)') 
 
    box off 
 
     
 
    subplot(length(C1_location),1,2) 
 
    plot(C1_data_bias_baseline(:,1), C1_data_bias_baseline(:,2), 'b', 'LineWidth', 1); hold on 
 
    plot(C1_data_bias_action(:,1), C1_data_bias_action(:,2), 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
 
    plot(C1_bias_baseline_avg(ii,1), C1_bias_baseline_avg_y(ii,1), 'ko', 'LineWidth', 1, 'MarkerFaceColor', 
'c'); 
 
    plot(C1_bias_action_avg(ii,1), C1_bias_action_avg_y(ii,1), 'ko', 'LineWidth', 1, 'MarkerFaceColor','m'); 
 
    legend('Baseline', 'Action', 'Baseline Mean', 'Action Mean') 
 
    xlabel('COF X (cm)') 
 
    ylabel('COF Y (cm)') 
 
    box off 
 
     
 
    subplot(length(C1_location),1,3) 
 
    plot(C1_data_bias_baseline(:,1), 'b', 'LineWidth', 1); hold on 
 
    plot(C1_data_bias_action(:,1), 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
 
    plot(750, C1_bias_baseline_avg(ii,1), 'ko', 'LineWidth', 1, 'MarkerFaceColor', 'c'); 
 
    plot(750, C1_bias_action_avg(ii,1), 'ko', 'LineWidth', 1, 'MarkerFaceColor','m'); 
 
    legend('Baseline', 'Action', 'Baseline Mean', 'Action Mean') 
 
    xlabel('Frames') 
 
    ylabel('COF X (cm)') 
 
    box off 
 
     
 
    set(gcf, 'units', 'inches', 'PaperPosition',[0 0 12 19]) 
 
    saveas(gcf,[num2str(fid{ff}(1:end-4)) '-figure' num2str(ii) '.png']); 
 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
filename = fid{ff}(1:end-4); 
 
 
 
 
 
for ii = 1:length(C1_location) 
 
     
 
xlswrite(filename, real_data{C1_location(ii)}, ['C' num2str(stance_trial(1,C1_location(ii))) ... 
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    'T' num2str(stance_trial(2,C1_location(ii))) ' Raw']) 
 
 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_data_displacement, ['C' num2str(stance_trial(1,C1_location(ii))) ... 
 
    'T' num2str(stance_trial(2,C1_location(ii))) ' 601-1800']) 
 
 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_data_bias_baseline, ['C' num2str(stance_trial(1,C1_location(ii))) ... 
 
    'T' num2str(stance_trial(2,C1_location(ii))) ' 201-600']) 
 
 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_data_bias_action, ['C' num2str(stance_trial(1,C1_location(ii))) ... 
 
    'T' num2str(stance_trial(2,C1_location(ii))) ' 601-1800']) 
 
 
 
end 
 
 
 
headers_var = {'Excursion', 'Dispersion', 'Bias', 'Baseline Mean x', ... 
 
    'Baseline Mean y', 'Action Mean x', 'Action Mean y'}; 
 
 
 
for ww = 1:length(C1_location) 
 
headers_trials{ww,1} =  ['Trial ' num2str(stance_trial(2, C1_location(ww)))]; 
 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
for ii = 1:length(C1_location) 
 
     
 
xlswrite(filename, headers_var, 'Variables', 'B1') 
 
xlswrite(filename, headers_trials, 'Variables', 'A2') 
 
 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_displacement_cum{ii,1}, 'Variables', ['B' num2str(ii+1)]) 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_dispersion_cum{ii,1}, 'Variables', ['C' num2str(ii+1)]) 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_bias{ii,1}, 'Variables', ['D' num2str(ii+1)]) 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_bias_baseline_avg(ii,1), 'Variables', ['E' num2str(ii+1)]) 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_bias_baseline_avg_y(ii,1), 'Variables', ['F' num2str(ii+1)]) 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_bias_action_avg(ii,1), 'Variables', ['G' num2str(ii+1)]) 
 
xlswrite(filename, C1_bias_action_avg_y(ii,1), 'Variables', ['H' num2str(ii+1)]) 
 
end  
 
 
 
% Clear temporary variables 
 
clearvars -except fid ff path formatSpec 
 
 
 
end  
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APPENDIX E – COMPILED DATA FROM CONVERTED OUTPUT INTO EXCEL 

E1. Upper Strings 

Stance 1 (no instrument): 
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Stance 2a (personal, still): 
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Stance 2b (personal, playing): 
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Stance 3a (V-shaped, still): 
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Stance 3b (V-shaped, playing): 
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Stance 4a (Suzuki, still): 
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Stance 4b (Suzuki, playing): 
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Stance 5a (Paganini, still): 
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Stance 5b (Paganini, playing): 
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E2. Control participants 

Stance 1 
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Stance 2 
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Stance 3 
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Stance 4 
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Stance 5 
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APPENDIX F – STATISTICS 

*SPSS output files pasted into a Word document 

F1. Descriptives 

Violinists (Group 1) 

COPx 

Notes	
Output	Created	 29-MAY-2018	11:29:55	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet1	
Filter	 GroupMembership	=	1	(FILTER)	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 25	

Missing	Value	Handling	 Definition	of	Missing	 User	defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 All	non-missing	data	are	used.	

Syntax	 DESCRIPTIVES	VARIABLES=STANCE1_x	STANCE2_x	STANCE3_x	STANCE4_x	STANCE5_x	
	/STATISTICS=MEAN	STDDEV	MIN	MAX.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:00.00	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:00.01	

	

Descriptive	Statistics	
	 N	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean	 Std.	Deviation	
STANCE1_COPx	 25	 -2.360000000000000	 1.520000000000000	 -.390400000000000	 .874578375000000	
STANCE2_COPx	 25	 -2.270000000000000	 3.870000000000000	 .561200000000000	 1.761023187000000	
STANCE3_COPx	 25	 -1.360000000000000	 3.240000000000000	 .496800000000000	 1.256117431000000	
STANCE4_COPx	 25	 -1.940000000000000	 3.190000000000000	 .490800000000000	 1.357764462000000	
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STANCE5_COPx	 25	 -10.350000000000000	 1.920000000000000	 -4.573200000000000	 2.976675607000000	
Valid	N	(listwise)	 25	 	 	 	 	
	
	
Bias 

Notes	
Output	Created	 29-MAY-2018	11:29:36	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet1	
Filter	 GroupMembership	=	1	(FILTER)	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 25	

Missing	Value	Handling	 Definition	of	Missing	 User	defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 All	non-missing	data	are	used.	

Syntax	 DESCRIPTIVES	VARIABLES=STANCE1_Bias	STANCE2_Bias	STANCE3_Bias	STANCE4_Bias	STANCE5_Bias	
	/STATISTICS=MEAN	STDDEV	MIN	MAX.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:00.02	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:00.01	

	
	
	
Descriptive	Statistics	
	 N	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean	 Std.	Deviation	
STANCE1_Bias	 25	 -.270000000000000	 .100000000000000	 -.024800000000000	 .089727364800000	
STANCE2_Bias	 25	 -.280000000000000	 .460000000000000	 -.010800000000000	 .155266438000000	
STANCE3_Bias	 25	 -.380000000000000	 .440000000000000	 .008400000000000	 .154587623000000	
STANCE4_Bias	 25	 -.300000000000000	 .560000000000000	 .042800000000000	 .177541544000000	
STANCE5_Bias	 25	 -.850000000000000	 .340000000000000	 -.024000000000000	 .233434502000000	
Valid	N	(listwise)	 25	 	 	 	 	
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Dispersion 

Notes	
Output	Created	 29-MAY-2018	11:29:08	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet1	
Filter	 GroupMembership	=	1	(FILTER)	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 25	

Missing	Value	Handling	 Definition	of	Missing	 User	defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 All	non-missing	data	are	used.	

Syntax	 DESCRIPTIVES	VARIABLES=STANCE1_Disp	STANCE2_Disp	STANCE3_Disp	STANCE4_Disp	STANCE5_Disp	
	/STATISTICS=MEAN	STDDEV	MIN	MAX.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:00.02	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:00.01	

	
	
Descriptive	Statistics	
	 N	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean	 Std.	Deviation	
STANCE1_Disp	 25	 -319.890000000000000	 120.740000000000000	 -30.362800000000000	 107.157091400000000	
STANCE2_Disp	 25	 -334.950000000000000	 553.980000000000000	 -13.103600000000000	 186.856399499999980	
STANCE3_Disp	 25	 -457.789999999999960	 532.790000000000000	 11.436400000000000	 186.323971700000000	
STANCE4_Disp	 25	 -362.010000000000000	 669.089999999999900	 51.652400000000000	 213.277780499999980	
STANCE5_Disp	 25	 -1015.199999999999900	 405.390000000000000	 -29.096800000000000	 279.051808200000000	
Valid	N	(listwise)	 25	 	 	 	 	
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Violists (Group 2) 

COPx 

Notes	
Output	Created	 29-MAY-2018	11:30:16	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet1	
Filter	 GroupMembership	=	2	(FILTER)	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 10	

Missing	Value	Handling	 Definition	of	Missing	 User	defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 All	non-missing	data	are	used.	

Syntax	 DESCRIPTIVES	VARIABLES=STANCE1_x	STANCE2_x	STANCE3_x	STANCE4_x	STANCE5_x	
	/STATISTICS=MEAN	STDDEV	MIN	MAX.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:00.02	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:00.01	

	
	
	
	
	
	
Descriptive	Statistics	
	 N	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean	 Std.	Deviation	
STANCE1_COPx	 10	 -1.510000000000000	 .060000000000000	 -.592000000000000	 .522298340000000	
STANCE2_COPx	 10	 -3.980000000000000	 4.680000000000001	 .714000000000000	 3.018263666000000	
STANCE3_COPx	 10	 -.830000000000000	 1.960000000000000	 .245000000000000	 .936983932000000	
STANCE4_COPx	 10	 -1.000000000000000	 2.400000000000000	 .968000000000000	 1.090145760000000	
STANCE5_COPx	 10	 -8.510000000000000	 -2.600000000000000	 -5.653000000000001	 2.386657588000000	
Valid	N	(listwise)	 10	 	 	 	 	
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Bias 

Notes	
Output	Created	 29-MAY-2018	11:30:38	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet1	
Filter	 GroupMembership	=	2	(FILTER)	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 10	

Missing	Value	Handling	 Definition	of	Missing	 User	defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 All	non-missing	data	are	used.	

Syntax	 DESCRIPTIVES	VARIABLES=STANCE1_Bias	STANCE2_Bias	STANCE3_Bias	STANCE4_Bias	STANCE5_Bias	
	/STATISTICS=MEAN	STDDEV	MIN	MAX.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:00.03	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:00.03	

	
	
	
	
	
	
Descriptive	Statistics	
	 N	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean	 Std.	Deviation	
STANCE1_Bias	 10	 -.080000000000000	 .200000000000000	 .023000000000000	 .079589223200000	
STANCE2_Bias	 10	 -.190000000000000	 .220000000000000	 -.028000000000000	 .120074051000000	
STANCE3_Bias	 10	 -.070000000000000	 .170000000000000	 -.010000000000000	 .076303487600000	
STANCE4_Bias	 10	 -.130000000000000	 .240000000000000	 .018000000000000	 .115931014000000	
STANCE5_Bias	 10	 -.640000000000000	 .140000000000000	 -.130000000000000	 .229153030000000	
Valid	N	(listwise)	 10	 	 	 	 	
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Dispersion 

Notes	
Output	Created	 29-MAY-2018	11:30:58	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet1	
Filter	 GroupMembership	=	2	(FILTER)	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 10	

Missing	Value	Handling	 Definition	of	Missing	 User	defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 All	non-missing	data	are	used.	

Syntax	 DESCRIPTIVES	VARIABLES=STANCE1_Disp	STANCE2_Disp	STANCE3_Disp	STANCE4_Disp	STANCE5_Disp	
	/STATISTICS=MEAN	STDDEV	MIN	MAX.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:00.00	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:00.01	

	

	

	

	

	

Descriptive	Statistics	
	 N	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean	 Std.	Deviation	
STANCE1_Disp	 10	 -93.480000000000000	 240.239999999999980	 27.832000000000000	 96.255098200000000	
STANCE2_Disp	 10	 -223.690000000000000	 266.599999999999970	 -32.074000000000000	 143.195624600000000	
STANCE3_Disp	 10	 -85.800000000000000	 209.570000000000000	 -12.301000000000000	 93.717883800000000	
STANCE4_Disp	 10	 -152.780000000000000	 293.490000000000000	 22.411000000000000	 140.332166600000000	
STANCE5_Disp	 10	 -764.790000000000000	 164.140000000000000	 -156.813000000000000	 273.320883199999970	
Valid	N	(listwise)	 10	 	 	 	 	
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Control participants (Group 0) 

COPx  

Notes	
Output	Created	 29-MAY-2018	11:27:49	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet1	
Filter	 GroupMembership	=	0	(FILTER)	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 35	

Missing	Value	Handling	 Definition	of	Missing	 User	defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 All	non-missing	data	are	used.	

Syntax	 DESCRIPTIVES	VARIABLES=STANCE1_x	STANCE2_x	STANCE3_x	STANCE4_x	STANCE5_x	
	/STATISTICS=MEAN	STDDEV	MIN	MAX.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:00.00	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:00.01	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Descriptive	Statistics	
	 N	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean	 Std.	Deviation	
STANCE1_COPx	 35	 -1.740000000000000	 .770000000000000	 -.408000000000000	 .594706057000000	
STANCE2_COPx	 35	 -2.060000000000000	 1.820000000000000	 -.592285714000000	 .879625875000000	
STANCE3_COPx	 35	 -2.150000000000000	 .890000000000000	 -.673714286000000	 .826669739000000	
STANCE4_COPx	 35	 -8.010000000000000	 1.980000000000000	 -.299714286000000	 1.915803450000000	
STANCE5_COPx	 35	 -9.420000000000000	 .700000000000000	 -5.048285714000000	 3.203086274000000	
Valid	N	(listwise)	 35	 	 	 	 	
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Bias 

Notes	
Output	Created	 29-MAY-2018	11:28:10	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet1	
Filter	 GroupMembership	=	0	(FILTER)	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 35	

Missing	Value	Handling	 Definition	of	Missing	 User	defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 All	non-missing	data	are	used.	

Syntax	 DESCRIPTIVES	VARIABLES=STANCE1_Bias	STANCE2_Bias	STANCE3_Bias	STANCE4_Bias	STANCE5_Bias	
	/STATISTICS=MEAN	STDDEV	MIN	MAX.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:00.00	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:00.01	

	
	
	
	
Descriptive	Statistics	
	 N	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean	 Std.	Deviation	
STANCE1_Bias	 35	 -.210000000000000	 .270000000000000	 .001142857140000	 .099521544500000	
STANCE2_Bias	 35	 -.360000000000000	 .320000000000000	 .005714285710000	 .117705658000000	
STANCE3_Bias	 35	 -.350000000000000	 .140000000000000	 -.022285714300000	 .104377305000000	
STANCE4_Bias	 35	 -.230000000000000	 .570000000000000	 .038857142900000	 .166004455000000	
STANCE5_Bias	 35	 -.310000000000000	 .450000000000000	 .009428571430000	 .150878659000000	
Valid	N	(listwise)	 35	 	 	 	 	
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Dispersion 

Notes	
Output	Created	 29-MAY-2018	11:28:31	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet1	
Filter	 GroupMembership	=	0	(FILTER)	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 35	

Missing	Value	Handling	 Definition	of	Missing	 User	defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 All	non-missing	data	are	used.	

Syntax	 DESCRIPTIVES	VARIABLES=STANCE1_Disp	STANCE2_Disp	STANCE3_Disp	STANCE4_Disp	STANCE5_Disp	
	/STATISTICS=MEAN	STDDEV	MIN	MAX.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:00.00	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:00.01	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Descriptive	Statistics	
	 N	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean	 Std.	Deviation	
STANCE1_Disp	 35	 -307.669999999999960	 389.289999999999960	 3.738000000000000	 143.612102199999980	
STANCE2_Disp	 35	 -516.790000000000000	 458.090000000000000	 2.163714286000000	 165.393062800000000	
STANCE3_Disp	 35	 -502.690000000000000	 196.859999999999990	 -31.571142860000002	 151.498951800000000	
STANCE4_Disp	 35	 -327.690000000000000	 821.670000000000000	 56.519714290000000	 239.279155600000000	
STANCE5_Disp	 35	 -449.680000000000000	 646.860000000000000	 13.797428570000001	 218.127561300000000	
Valid	N	(listwise)	 35	 	 	 	 	
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F2. General Linear Model: Repeated Measure ANOVA 

COPx 

Notes	
Output	Created	 25-MAY-2018	19:36:51	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\Oryana	SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet4	
Filter	 <none>	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 70	

Missing	Value	
Handling	

Definition	of	Missing	 User-defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 Statistics	are	based	on	all	cases	with	valid	data	for	all	variables	in	the	model.	

Syntax	 GLM	STANCE1_x	STANCE2_x	STANCE3_x	STANCE4_x	STANCE5_x	BY	GroupMembership	Handedness	
	/WSFACTOR=COPx	5	Repeated	
	/MEASURE=meanCOPx	
	/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)	
	/POSTHOC=GroupMembership(TUKEY)	
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)	
	/WSDESIGN=Bias	
	/DESIGN=GroupMembership	Handedness	GroupMembership*Handedness.		

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:06.33	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:02.86	

	

	

	

Within-Subjects	Factors	
Measure:		meanCOPx	
COPx	 Dependent	Variable	
1	 STANCE1_x	
2	 STANCE2_x	
3	 STANCE3_x	
4	 STANCE4_x	
5	 STANCE5_x	
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Between-Subjects	Factors	
	 N	
Group	
Membership	

0	 35	
1	 25	
2	 10	

Handedness_1R
_0L	

0	 13	
1	 57	

	
Multivariate	Tests

a	
Effect	 Value	 F	 Hypothesis	df	 Error	df	 Sig.	
COPx	 Pillai's	Trace	 .579	 20.959b	 4.000	 61.000	 .000	

Wilks'	Lambda	 .421	 20.959b	 4.000	 61.000	 .000	
Hotelling's	Trace	 1.374	 20.959b	 4.000	 61.000	 .000	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 1.374	 20.959b	 4.000	 61.000	 .000	

COPx	*	GroupMembership	
	

Pillai's	Trace	 .254	 2.255	 8.000	 124.000	 .028	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .753	 2.328b	 8.000	 122.000	 .023	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .320	 2.398	 8.000	 120.000	 .020	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .289	 4.481c	 4.000	 62.000	 .003	

COPx	*	Handedness	 Pillai's	Trace	 .017	 .264b	 4.000	 61.000	 .900	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .983	 .264b	 4.000	 61.000	 .900	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .017	 .264b	 4.000	 61.000	 .900	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .017	 .264b	 4.000	 61.000	 .900	

COPx	*	GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	

Pillai's	Trace	 .106	 .864	 8.000	 124.000	 .549	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .896	 .858b	 8.000	 122.000	 .554	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .114	 .852	 8.000	 120.000	 .559	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .090	 1.398c	 4.000	 62.000	 .245	

a.	Design:	Intercept	+	GroupMembership	+	Handedness	+	GroupMembership	*	Handedness		
	Within	Subjects	Design:	COPx	
b.	Exact	statistic	
c.	The	statistic	is	an	upper	bound	on	F	that	yields	a	lower	bound	on	the	significance	level.	
	
Mauchly's	Test	of	Sphericity

a	
Measure:		meanCOPx		
Within	Subjects	
Effect	 Mauchly's	W	

Approx.	Chi-
Square	 df	 Sig.	

Epsilonb	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 Huynh-Feldt	 Lower-bound	

COPx	 .138	 123.584	 9	 .000	 .483	 .536	 .250	
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Tests	the	null	hypothesis	that	the	error	covariance	matrix	of	the	orthonormalized	transformed	dependent	variables	is	
proportional	to	an	identity	matrix.	
a.	Design:	Intercept	+	GroupMembership	+	Handedness	+	GroupMembership	*	Handedness		
	Within	Subjects	Design:	COPx	
b.	May	be	used	to	adjust	the	degrees	of	freedom	for	the	averaged	tests	of	significance.	Corrected	tests	are	displayed	in	the	Tests	
of	Within-Subjects	Effects	table.	
	
	
Tests	of	Within-Subjects	Effects	
Measure:		meanCOPx		
Source	 Type	III	Sum	of	Squares	 df	 Mean	Square	 F	 Sig.	
COPx	 Sphericity	Assumed	 587.659	 4	 146.915	 50.837	 .000	

Greenhouse-Geisser	 587.659	 1.930	 304.439	 50.837	 .000	
Huynh-Feldt	 587.659	 2.145	 274.005	 50.837	 .000	
Lower-bound	 587.659	 1.000	 587.659	 50.837	 .000	

COPx	*	GroupMembership	 Sphericity	Assumed	 30.164	 8	 3.770	 1.305	 .241	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 30.164	 3.861	 7.813	 1.305	 .273	
Huynh-Feldt	 30.164	 4.289	 7.032	 1.305	 .270	
Lower-bound	 30.164	 2.000	 15.082	 1.305	 .278	

COPx	*	Handedness	 Sphericity	Assumed	 6.770	 4	 1.693	 .586	 .673	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 6.770	 1.930	 3.507	 .586	 .552	
Huynh-Feldt	 6.770	 2.145	 3.157	 .586	 .570	
Lower-bound	 6.770	 1.000	 6.770	 .586	 .447	

COPx	*	GroupMembership	
*	Handedness	

Sphericity	Assumed	 12.322	 8	 1.540	 .533	 .831	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 12.322	 3.861	 3.192	 .533	 .705	
Huynh-Feldt	 12.322	 4.289	 2.873	 .533	 .724	
Lower-bound	 12.322	 2.000	 6.161	 .533	 .589	

Error(COPx)	 Sphericity	Assumed	 739.824	 256	 2.890	 	 	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 739.824	 123.5

39	
5.989	 	 	

Huynh-Feldt	 739.824	 137.2
61	

5.390	 	 	

Lower-bound	 739.824	 64.00
0	

11.560	 	 	
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Tests	of	Within-Subjects	Contrasts	
Measure:		meanCOPx		

Source	 COPx	
Type	III	Sum	
of	Squares	 df	

Mean	
Square	 F	 Sig.	

COPx	 Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 8.460	 1	 8.460	 3.136	 .081	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 .098	 1	 .098	 .041	 .841	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 4.773	 1	 4.773	 1.927	 .170	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 843.514	 1	 843.514	 60.104	 .000	

COPx	*	GroupMembershipà 	 Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 24.729	 2	 12.364	 4.584	 .014	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 .975	 2	 .488	 .203	 .817	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 6.337	 2	 3.169	 1.280	 .285	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 24.861	 2	 12.431	 .886	 .417	

COPx	*	Handedness	 Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 .018	 1	 .018	 .007	 .935	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 .419	 1	 .419	 .174	 .678	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 .383	 1	 .383	 .155	 .696	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 11.845	 1	 11.845	 .844	 .362	

COPx	*	GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	

Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 13.921	 2	 6.960	 2.580	 .084	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 5.093	 2	 2.546	 1.058	 .353	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 3.684	 2	 1.842	 .744	 .479	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 7.028	 2	 3.514	 .250	 .779	

Error(COPx)	 Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 172.627	 64	 2.697	 	 	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 153.980	 64	 2.406	 	 	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 158.472	 64	 2.476	 	 	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 898.186	 64	 14.034	 	 	

	
Tests	of	Between-Subjects	Effects	
Measure:		meanCOPx		
Transformed	Variable:		Average		

Source	
Type	III	Sum	of	
Squares	 df	 Mean	Square	 F	 Sig.	

Intercept	 29.109	 1	 29.109	 29.584	 .000	
GroupMembership	 4.539	 2	 2.269	 2.307	 .108	
Handedness	 .700	 1	 .700	 .711	 .402	
GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	

.495	 2	 .247	 .251	 .779	

Error	 62.972	 64	 .984	 	 	
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Post	Hoc	Tests	

Group	Membership	

Multiple	Comparisons	
Measure:		meanCOPx		
Tukey	HSD		
(I)	Group	
Membership	

(J)	Group	
Membership	 Mean	Difference	(I-J)	 Std.	Error	 Sig.	

95%	Confidence	Interval	
Lower	Bound	 Upper	Bound	

0	 1	 -.721440000000000*	 .259749055000000	 .019	 -1.344687978000000	 -.098192021900000	
2	 -.540800000000000	 .355676041000000	 .288	 -1.394217441000000	 .312617441000000	

1	 0	 .721440000000000*	 .259749055000000	 .019	 .098192021900000	 1.344687978000000	
2	 .180640000000000	 .371147376000000	 .878	 -.709899726000000	 1.071179726000000	

2	 0	 .540800000000000	 .355676041000000	 .288	 -.312617441000000	 1.394217441000000	
1	 -.180640000000000	 .371147376000000	 .878	 -1.071179726000000	 .709899726000000	

Based	on	observed	means.	
	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.984.	
*.	The	mean	difference	is	significant	at	the	.05	level.	
	
	
	
Homogeneous	Subsets	

meanCOPx	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

0	 35	 -1.404400000000000	
2	 10	 -.863600000000000	
1	 25	 -.682960000000000	
Sig.	 	 .084	
Means	for	groups	in	homogeneous	subsets	are	displayed.	
	Based	on	observed	means.	
	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.984.	
a.	Uses	Harmonic	Mean	Sample	Size	=	17.797.	
b.	The	group	sizes	are	unequal.	The	harmonic	mean	of	the	group	
sizes	is	used.	Type	I	error	levels	are	not	guaranteed.	
c.	Alpha	=	.05.	
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Bias 

Notes	
Output	Created	 25-MAY-2018	19:39:38	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\Oryana	SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet4	
Filter	 <none>	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 70	

Missing	Value	
Handling	

Definition	of	Missing	 User-defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 Statistics	are	based	on	all	cases	with	valid	data	for	all	variables	in	the	model.	

Syntax	 GLM	STANCE1_Bias	STANCE2_Bias	STANCE3_Bias	STANCE4_Bias	STANCE5_Bias	BY	GroupMembership	Handedness	
	/WSFACTOR=Bias	5	Repeated	
	/MEASURE=Bias_x	
	/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)	
	/POSTHOC=GroupMembership(TUKEY)	
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)	
	/WSDESIGN=Bias	
	/DESIGN=GroupMembership	Handedness	GroupMembership*Handedness.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:04.75	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:02.32	

	

	

	

	

Within-Subjects	Factors	
Measure:		Bias_x		

Bias	
Dependent	
Variable	

1	 STANCE1_Bias	
2	 STANCE2_Bias	
3	 STANCE3_Bias	
4	 STANCE4_Bias	
5	 STANCE5_Bias	
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Between-Subjects	Factors	
	 N	
Group	Membership	 0	 35	

1	 25	
2	 10	

Handedness_1R_0L	 0	 13	
1	 57	

	
Multivariate	Tests

a	
Effect	 Value	 F	 Hypothesis	df	 Error	df	 Sig.	
Bias	 Pillai's	Trace	 .106	 1.803b	 4.000	 61.000	 .140	

Wilks'	Lambda	 .894	 1.803b	 4.000	 61.000	 .140	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .118	 1.803b	 4.000	 61.000	 .140	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .118	 1.803b	 4.000	 61.000	 .140	

Bias	*	GroupMembership	 Pillai's	Trace	 .208	 1.803	 8.000	 124.000	 .083	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .800	 1.799b	 8.000	 122.000	 .083	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .239	 1.795	 8.000	 120.000	 .085	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .181	 2.803c	 4.000	 62.000	 .033	

Bias	*	Handedness	 Pillai's	Trace	 .118	 2.031b	 4.000	 61.000	 .101	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .882	 2.031b	 4.000	 61.000	 .101	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .133	 2.031b	 4.000	 61.000	 .101	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .133	 2.031b	 4.000	 61.000	 .101	

Bias	*	GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	

Pillai's	Trace	 .186	 1.587	 8.000	 124.000	 .135	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .821	 1.585b	 8.000	 122.000	 .136	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .211	 1.582	 8.000	 120.000	 .137	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .164	 2.545c	 4.000	 62.000	 .048	

a.	Design:	Intercept	+	GroupMembership	+	Handedness	+	GroupMembership	*	Handedness		
	Within	Subjects	Design:	Bias	
b.	Exact	statistic	
c.	The	statistic	is	an	upper	bound	on	F	that	yields	a	lower	bound	on	the	significance	level.	
	
Mauchly's	Test	of	Sphericity

a	
Measure:		Bias_x		

Within	Subjects	
Effect	

Mauchly's	
W	

Approx.	Chi-
Square	 df	 Sig.	

Epsilonb	
Greenhouse-
Geisser	 Huynh-Feldt	 Lower-bound	

Bias	 .481	 45.672	 9	 .000	 .765	 .871	 .250	
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Tests	the	null	hypothesis	that	the	error	covariance	matrix	of	the	orthonormalized	transformed	dependent	
variables	is	proportional	to	an	identity	matrix.	
a.	Design:	Intercept	+	GroupMembership	+	Handedness	+	GroupMembership	*	Handedness		
	Within	Subjects	Design:	Bias	
b.	May	be	used	to	adjust	the	degrees	of	freedom	for	the	averaged	tests	of	significance.	Corrected	tests	are	
displayed	in	the	Tests	of	Within-Subjects	Effects	table.	
	
Tests	of	Within-Subjects	Effects	
Measure:		Bias_x		

Source	
Type	III	Sum	
of	Squares	 df	

Mean	
Square	 F	 Sig.	

Bias	 Sphericity	Assumed	 .112	 4	 .028	 1.367	 .246	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 .112	 3.062	 .037	 1.367	 .254	
Huynh-Feldt	 .112	 3.484	 .032	 1.367	 .250	
Lower-bound	 .112	 1.000	 .112	 1.367	 .247	

Bias	*	GroupMembership	 Sphericity	Assumed	 .174	 8	 .022	 1.060	 .392	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 .174	 6.123	 .028	 1.060	 .389	
Huynh-Feldt	 .174	 6.968	 .025	 1.060	 .390	
Lower-bound	 .174	 2.000	 .087	 1.060	 .353	

Bias	*	Handedness	 Sphericity	Assumed	 .092	 4	 .023	 1.120	 .348	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 .092	 3.062	 .030	 1.120	 .343	
Huynh-Feldt	 .092	 3.484	 .026	 1.120	 .346	
Lower-bound	 .092	 1.000	 .092	 1.120	 .294	

Bias	*	GroupMembership	
*	Handedness	

Sphericity	Assumed	 .174	 8	 .022	 1.055	 .395	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 .174	 6.123	 .028	 1.055	 .392	
Huynh-Feldt	 .174	 6.968	 .025	 1.055	 .394	
Lower-bound	 .174	 2.000	 .087	 1.055	 .354	

Error(Bias)	 Sphericity	Assumed	 5.265	 256	 .021	 	 	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 5.265	 195.945	 .027	 	 	
Huynh-Feldt	 5.265	 222.982	 .024	 	 	
Lower-bound	 5.265	 64.000	 .082	 	 	
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Tests	of	Within-Subjects	Contrasts	
Measure:		Bias_x		

Source	 Bias	
Type	III	Sum	
of	Squares	 df	

Mean	
Square	 F	 Sig.	

Bias	 Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 .088	 1	 .088	 5.191	 .026	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 .072	 1	 .072	 3.380	 .071	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 .024	 1	 .024	 .484	 .489	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 .105	 1	 .105	 1.748	 .191	

Bias	*	GroupMembershipà 	 Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 .151	 2	 .075	 4.449	 .016	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 .112	 2	 .056	 2.641	 .079	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 .029	 2	 .014	 .292	 .748	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 .081	 2	 .041	 .673	 .514	

Bias	*	Handedness	à 	

à 	
Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 .095	 1	 .095	 5.635	 .021	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 .124	 1	 .124	 5.854	 .018	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 .001	 1	 .001	 .027	 .870	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 .002	 1	 .002	 .037	 .849	

Bias	*	GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	à 	

Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 .159	 2	 .079	 4.688	 .013	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 .074	 2	 .037	 1.733	 .185	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 .036	 2	 .018	 .366	 .695	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 .171	 2	 .085	 1.416	 .250	

Error(Bias)	 Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 1.084	 64	 .017	 	 	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 1.360	 64	 .021	 	 	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 3.149	 64	 .049	 	 	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 3.859	 64	 .060	 	 	

	
Tests	of	Between-Subjects	Effects	
Measure:		Bias_x		
Transformed	Variable:		Average		

Source	
Type	III	Sum	of	
Squares	 df	 Mean	Square	 F	 Sig.	

Intercept	 6.396E-5	 1	 6.396E-5	 .013	 .909	
GroupMembership	 .003	 2	 .002	 .329	 .721	
Handedness	 .001	 1	 .001	 .156	 .694	
GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	

.005	 2	 .003	 .559	 .574	

Error	 .313	 64	 .005	 	 	
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Post	Hoc	Tests	

	

Group	Membership	

Multiple	Comparisons	
Measure:		Bias_x		
Tukey	HSD		
(I)	Group	
Membership	

(J)	Group	
Membership	 Mean	Difference	(I-J)	 Std.	Error	 Sig.	

95%	Confidence	Interval	
Lower	Bound	 Upper	Bound	

0	 1	 .008251428570000	 .018319654900000	 .894	 -.035705181300000	 .052208038500000	
2	 .031971428600000	 .025085220600000	 .415	 -.028218638400000	 .092161495500000	

1	 0	 -.008251428570000	 .018319654900000	 .894	 -.052208038500000	 .035705181300000	
2	 .023720000000000	 .026176387300000	 .638	 -.039088237900000	 .086528237900000	

2	 0	 -.031971428600000	 .025085220600000	 .415	 -.092161495500000	 .028218638400000	
1	 -.023720000000000	 .026176387300000	 .638	 -.086528237900000	 .039088237900000	

Based	on	observed	means.	
	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.005.	
	
	
	
	
	

Homogeneous	Subsets	

Bias_x	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 -.025400000000000	
1	 25	 -.001680000000000	
0	 35	 .006571428570000	
Sig.	 	 .366	
Means	for	groups	in	homogeneous	subsets	are	displayed.	
	Based	on	observed	means.	
	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.005.	
a.	Uses	Harmonic	Mean	Sample	Size	=	17.797.	
b.	The	group	sizes	are	unequal.	The	harmonic	mean	of	the	group	
sizes	is	used.	Type	I	error	levels	are	not	guaranteed.	
c.	Alpha	=	.05.	
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Dispersion 

Notes	
Output	Created	 25-MAY-2018	19:41:57	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\Oryana	SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet4	
Filter	 <none>	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 70	

Missing	Value	
Handling	

Definition	of	Missing	 User-defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 Statistics	are	based	on	all	cases	with	valid	data	for	all	variables	in	the	model.	

Syntax	 GLM	STANCE1_Disp	STANCE2_Disp	STANCE3_Disp	STANCE4_Disp	STANCE5_Disp	BY	GroupMembership	
Handedness	
	/WSFACTOR=Dispersion	5	Repeated	
	/MEASURE=Disp	
	/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)	
	/POSTHOC=GroupMembership(TUKEY)	
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)	
	/WSDESIGN=Dispersion	
	/DESIGN=GroupMembership	Handedness	GroupMembership*Handedness.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:02.75	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:02.17	

	

	

	

Within-Subjects	Factors	
Measure:		Disp		

Dispersion	
Dependent	
Variable	

1	 STANCE1_Disp	
2	 STANCE2_Disp	
3	 STANCE3_Disp	
4	 STANCE4_Disp	
5	 STANCE5_Disp	
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Between-Subjects	Factors	
	 N	
Group	Membership	 0	 35	

1	 25	
2	 10	

Handedness_1R_0L	 0	 13	
1	 57	

	
Multivariate	Tests

a	
Effect	 Value	 F	 Hypothesis	df	 Error	df	 Sig.	
Dispersion	 Pillai's	Trace	 .093	 1.556b	 4.000	 61.000	 .197	

Wilks'	Lambda	 .907	 1.556b	 4.000	 61.000	 .197	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .102	 1.556b	 4.000	 61.000	 .197	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .102	 1.556b	 4.000	 61.000	 .197	

Dispersion	*	
GroupMembership	

Pillai's	Trace	 .181	 1.540	 8.000	 124.000	 .150	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .826	 1.534b	 8.000	 122.000	 .152	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .204	 1.527	 8.000	 120.000	 .155	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .154	 2.389c	 4.000	 62.000	 .060	

Dispersion	*	
Handedness	

Pillai's	Trace	 .101	 1.709b	 4.000	 61.000	 .160	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .899	 1.709b	 4.000	 61.000	 .160	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .112	 1.709b	 4.000	 61.000	 .160	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .112	 1.709b	 4.000	 61.000	 .160	

Dispersion	*	
GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	

Pillai's	Trace	 .172	 1.456	 8.000	 124.000	 .180	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .833	 1.456b	 8.000	 122.000	 .180	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .194	 1.455	 8.000	 120.000	 .181	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .155	 2.409c	 4.000	 62.000	 .059	

a.	Design:	Intercept	+	GroupMembership	+	Handedness	+	GroupMembership	*	Handedness		
	Within	Subjects	Design:	Dispersion	
b.	Exact	statistic	
c.	The	statistic	is	an	upper	bound	on	F	that	yields	a	lower	bound	on	the	significance	level.	
	
	
Mauchly's	Test	of	Sphericity

a	
Measure:		Disp		
Within	Subjects	
Effect	 Mauchly's	W	 Approx.	Chi-Square	 df	 Sig.	

Epsilonb	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 Huynh-Feldt	 Lower-bound	

Dispersion	 .483	 45.406	 9	 .000	 .767	 .873	 .250	
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Tests	the	null	hypothesis	that	the	error	covariance	matrix	of	the	orthonormalized	transformed	dependent	variables	is	
proportional	to	an	identity	matrix.	
a.	Design:	Intercept	+	GroupMembership	+	Handedness	+	GroupMembership	*	Handedness		
	Within	Subjects	Design:	Dispersion	
b.	May	be	used	to	adjust	the	degrees	of	freedom	for	the	averaged	tests	of	significance.	Corrected	tests	are	displayed	in	the	Tests	
of	Within-Subjects	Effects	table.	
	
Tests	of	Within-Subjects	Effects	
Measure:		Disp		

Source	
Type	III	Sum	
of	Squares	 df	 Mean	Square	 F	 Sig.	

Dispersion	 Sphericity	Assumed	 169222.185	 4	 42305.546	 1.220	 .303	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 169222.185	 3.069	 55137.513	 1.220	 .304	
Huynh-Feldt	 169222.185	 3.493	 48444.975	 1.220	 .304	
Lower-bound	 169222.185	 1.000	 169222.185	 1.220	 .274	

Dispersion	*	
GroupMembership	

Sphericity	Assumed	 258422.669	 8	 32302.834	 .931	 .491	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 258422.669	 6.138	 42100.813	 .931	 .475	
Huynh-Feldt	 258422.669	 6.986	 36990.657	 .931	 .483	
Lower-bound	 258422.669	 2.000	 129211.335	 .931	 .399	

Dispersion	*	
Handedness	

Sphericity	Assumed	 132823.627	 4	 33205.907	 .957	 .432	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 132823.627	 3.069	 43277.804	 .957	 .415	
Huynh-Feldt	 132823.627	 3.493	 38024.785	 .957	 .423	
Lower-bound	 132823.627	 1.000	 132823.627	 .957	 .332	

Dispersion	*	
GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	

Sphericity	Assumed	 265445.247	 8	 33180.656	 .957	 .471	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 265445.247	 6.138	 43244.894	 .957	 .457	
Huynh-Feldt	 265445.247	 6.986	 37995.870	 .957	 .464	
Lower-bound	 265445.247	 2.000	 132722.624	 .957	 .390	

Error(Dispersion)	 Sphericity	Assumed	 8879699.533	 256	 34686.326	 	 	
Greenhouse-Geisser	 8879699.533	 196.422	 45207.259	 	 	
Huynh-Feldt	 8879699.533	 223.557	 39720.045	 	 	
Lower-bound	 8879699.533	 64.000	 138745.305	 	 	
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Tests	of	Within-Subjects	Contrasts	
Measure:		Disp		

Source	 Dispersion	
Type	III	Sum	of	
Squares	 df	 Mean	Square	 F	 Sig.	

Dispersion	 Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 124055.935	 1	 124055.935	 4.317	 .042	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 103838.110	 1	 103838.110	 2.955	 .090	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 42699.183	 1	 42699.183	 .506	 .479	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 159895.642	 1	 159895.642	 1.519	 .222	

Dispersion	*	
GroupMembership	à 	

Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 216041.053	 2	 108020.526	 3.759	 .029	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 168279.525	 2	 84139.762	 2.394	 .099	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 56425.823	 2	 28212.912	 .334	 .717	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 103368.742	 2	 51684.371	 .491	 .614	

Dispersion	*	Handedness	à 	

à 	
Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 122842.343	 1	 122842.343	 4.275	 .043	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 180535.836	 1	 180535.836	 5.137	 .027	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 2120.834	 1	 2120.834	 .025	 .875	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 4064.952	 1	 4064.952	 .039	 .845	

Dispersion	*	
GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	à 	

Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 262728.432	 2	 131364.216	 4.571	 .014	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 112778.603	 2	 56389.302	 1.605	 .209	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 52181.865	 2	 26090.932	 .309	 .735	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 246448.319	 2	 123224.160	 1.171	 .317	

Error(Dispersion)	 Level	1	vs.	Level	2	 1839244.129	 64	 28738.190	 	 	
Level	2	vs.	Level	3	 2249088.386	 64	 35142.006	 	 	
Level	3	vs.	Level	4	 5399000.827	 64	 84359.388	 	 	
Level	4	vs.	Level	5	 6737542.505	 64	 105274.102	 	 	

	
Tests	of	Between-Subjects	Effects	
Measure:		Disp		
Transformed	Variable:		Average		

Source	
Type	III	Sum	of	
Squares	 df	 Mean	Square	 F	 Sig.	

Intercept	 34.675	 1	 34.675	 .004	 .949	
GroupMembership	 5426.349	 2	 2713.174	 .318	 .729	
Handedness	 1248.348	 1	 1248.348	 .146	 .704	
GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	

8308.441	 2	 4154.220	 .486	 .617	

Error	 546894.671	 64	 8545.229	 	 	
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Post	Hoc	Tests	

	

Group	Membership	

Multiple	Comparisons	
Measure:		Disp		
Tukey	HSD		
(I)	Group	
Membership	

(J)	Group	
Membership	 Mean	Difference	(I-J)	 Std.	Error	 Sig.	

95%	Confidence	Interval	
Lower	Bound	 Upper	Bound	

0	 1	 10.824422860000000	 24.206581260000000	 .896	 -47.257416330000000	 68.906262050000000	
2	 39.118542860000000	 33.146226490000004	 .469	 -40.413290910000000	 118.650376600000000	

1	 0	 -10.824422860000000	 24.206581260000000	 .896	 -68.906262050000000	 47.257416330000000	
2	 28.294120000000000	 34.588033960000004	 .693	 -54.697220450000000	 111.285460399999990	

2	 0	 -39.118542860000000	 33.146226490000004	 .469	 -118.650376600000000	 40.413290910000000	
1	 -28.294120000000000	 34.588033960000004	 .693	 -111.285460399999990	 54.697220450000000	

Based	on	observed	means.	
	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	8545.229.	
	
	

Homogeneous	Subsets	

Disp	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 -30.189000000000000	
1	 25	 -1.894880000000000	
0	 35	 8.929542857000001	
Sig.	 	 .422	
Means	for	groups	in	homogeneous	subsets	are	displayed.	
	Based	on	observed	means.	
	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	8545.229.	
a.	Uses	Harmonic	Mean	Sample	Size	=	17.797.	
b.	The	group	sizes	are	unequal.	The	harmonic	mean	of	the	group	
sizes	is	used.	Type	I	error	levels	are	not	guaranteed.	
c.	Alpha	=	.05.	
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F3. General Linear Model - Multivariate 

COPx 

Notes	
Output	Created	 26-MAY-2018	16:34:29	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet5	
Filter	 <none>	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 70	

Missing	Value	
Handling	

Definition	of	Missing	 User-defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 Statistics	are	based	on	all	cases	with	valid	data	for	all	variables	in	the	model.	

Syntax	 GLM	STANCE1_x	STANCE2_x	STANCE3_x	STANCE4_x	STANCE5_x	BY	GroupMembership	Handedness	
	/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)	
	/INTERCEPT=INCLUDE	
	/POSTHOC=GroupMembership(TUKEY)	
		/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)	
	/DESIGN=	GroupMembership	Handedness	GroupMembership*Handedness.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:01.14	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:01.10	

	
	
	
	
Between-Subjects	Factors	
	 N	
Group	Membership	 0	 35	

1	 25	
2	 10	

Handedness_1R_0L	 0	 13	
1	 57	
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Multivariate	Tests

a	
Effect	 Value	 F	 Hypothesis	df	 Error	df	 Sig.	
Intercept	 Pillai's	Trace	 .598	 17.848b	 5.000	 60.000	 .000	

Wilks'	Lambda	 .402	 17.848b	 5.000	 60.000	 .000	
Hotelling's	Trace	 1.487	 17.848b	 5.000	 60.000	 .000	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 1.487	 17.848b	 5.000	 60.000	 .000	

GroupMembership	 Pillai's	Trace	 .266	 1.868	 10.000	 122.000	 .056	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .742	 1.930b	 10.000	 120.000	 .047	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .337	 1.990	 10.000	 118.000	 .040	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .304	 3.704c	 5.000	 61.000	 .005	

Handedness	 Pillai's	Trace	 .028	 .342b	 5.000	 60.000	 .886	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .972	 .342b	 5.000	 60.000	 .886	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .028	 .342b	 5.000	 60.000	 .886	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .028	 .342b	 5.000	 60.000	 .886	

GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	

Pillai's	Trace	 .133	 .871	 10.000	 122.000	 .562	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .869	 .871b	 10.000	 120.000	 .562	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .148	 .870	 10.000	 118.000	 .563	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .124	 1.513c	 5.000	 61.000	 .199	

a.	Design:	Intercept	+	GroupMembership	+	Handedness	+	GroupMembership	*	Handedness	
b.	Exact	statistic	
c.	The	statistic	is	an	upper	bound	on	F	that	yields	a	lower	bound	on	the	significance	level.	
	
Tests	of	Between-Subjects	Effects	

Source	
Dependent	
Variable	

Type	III	Sum	
of	Squares	 df	 Mean	Square	 F	 Sig.	

Corrected	Model	 STANCE1_COPx	 4.037a	 5	 .807	 1.775	 .131	
STANCE2_COPx	 31.740b	 5	 6.348	 2.305	 .055	
STANCE3_COPx	 21.825c	 5	 4.365	 4.063	 .003	
STANCE4_COPx	 19.484d	 5	 3.897	 1.410	 .233	
STANCE5_COPx	 17.894e	 5	 3.579	 .379	 .861	

Intercept	 STANCE1_COPx	 6.759	 1	 6.759	 14.854	 .000	
STANCE2_COPx	 .095	 1	 .095	 .035	 .853	
STANCE3_COPx	 1.434E-5	 1	 1.434E-5	 .000	 .997	
STANCE4_COPx	 4.756	 1	 4.756	 1.721	 .194	
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STANCE5_COPx	 721.594	 1	 721.594	 76.502	 .000	
GroupMembership	
à 	

STANCE1_COPx	 .380	 2	 .190	 .418	 .660	
STANCE2_COPx	 19.080	 2	 9.540	 3.465	 .037	
STANCE3_COPx	 15.273	 2	 7.637	 7.109	 .002	
STANCE4_COPx	 5.381	 2	 2.691	 .973	 .383	
STANCE5_COPx	 12.744	 2	 6.372	 .676	 .512	

Handedness	 STANCE1_COPx	 .457	 1	 .457	 1.004	 .320	
STANCE2_COPx	 .658	 1	 .658	 .239	 .627	
STANCE3_COPx	 .027	 1	 .027	 .025	 .875	
STANCE4_COPx	 .207	 1	 .207	 .075	 .785	
STANCE5_COPx	 8.921	 1	 8.921	 .946	 .334	

GroupMembership	
*	Handedness	

STANCE1_COPx	 1.712	 2	 .856	 1.881	 .161	
STANCE2_COPx	 6.179	 2	 3.089	 1.122	 .332	
STANCE3_COPx	 .186	 2	 .093	 .086	 .917	
STANCE4_COPx	 2.216	 2	 1.108	 .401	 .671	
STANCE5_COPx	 4.502	 2	 2.251	 .239	 .788	

Error	 STANCE1_COPx	 29.119	 64	 .455	 	 	
STANCE2_COPx	 176.232	 64	 2.754	 	 	
STANCE3_COPx	 68.753	 64	 1.074	 	 	
STANCE4_COPx	 176.907	 64	 2.764	 	 	
STANCE5_COPx	 603.672	 64	 9.432	 	 	

Total	 STANCE1_COPx	 45.979	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE2_COPx	 207.975	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE3_COPx	 91.661	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE4_COPx	 198.267	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE5_COPx	 2347.151	 70	 	 	 	

Corrected	Total	 STANCE1_COPx	 33.156	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE2_COPx	 207.972	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE3_COPx	 90.577	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE4_COPx	 196.391	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE5_COPx	 621.565	 69	 	 	 	

a.	R	Squared	=	.122	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.053)	
b.	R	Squared	=	.153	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.086)	
c.	R	Squared	=	.241	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.182)	
d.	R	Squared	=	.099	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.029)	
e.	R	Squared	=	.029	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	-.047)	
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Post	Hoc	Tests	

Group	Membership	

Multiple	Comparisons	
Tukey	HSD		
Dependen
t	Variable	

(I)	Group	
Membership	

(J)	Group	
Membership	 Mean	Difference	(I-J)	 Std.	Error	 Sig.	

95%	Confidence	Interval	
Lower	Bound	 Upper	Bound	

STANCE1_
COPx	

0	 1	 -.017600000000000	 .176631769000000	 .995	 -.441414413000000	 .406214413000000	
2	 .184000000000000	 .241863011000000	 .728	 -.396331786000000	 .764331786000000	

1	 0	 .017600000000000	 .176631769000000	 .995	 -.406214413000000	 .441414413000000	
2	 .201600000000000	 .252383663000000	 .705	 -.403975284000000	 .807175284000000	

2	 0	 -.184000000000000	 .241863011000000	 .728	 -.764331786000000	 .396331786000000	
1	 -.201600000000000	 .252383663000000	 .705	 -.807175284000000	 .403975284000000	

STANCE2_
COPx	

0	 1	 -1.153485714000000*	 .434534547000000	 .027	 -2.196118105000000	 -.110853324000000	
2	 -1.306285714000000	 .595010933000000	 .080	 -2.733968913000000	 .121397484000000	

1	 0	 1.153485714000000*	 .434534547000000	 .027	 .110853324000000	 2.196118105000000	
2	 -.152800000000000	 .620892951000000	 .967	 -1.642585118000000	 1.336985118000000	

2	 0	 1.306285714000000	 .595010933000000	 .080	 -.121397484000000	 2.733968913000000	
1	 .152800000000000	 .620892951000000	 .967	 -1.336985118000000	 1.642585118000000	

STANCE3_
COPx	
à 	

0	 1	 -1.170514286000000*	 .271410470000000	 .000	 -1.821742937000000	 -.519285634000000	
2	 -.918714286000000*	 .371644092000000	 .042	 -1.810445842000000	 -.026982729400000	

1	 0	 1.170514286000000*	 .271410470000000	 .000	 .519285634000000	 1.821742937000000	
2	 .251800000000000	 .387810011000000	 .793	 -.678720443000000	 1.182320443000000	

2	 0	 .918714286000000*	 .371644092000000	 .042	 .026982729400000	 1.810445842000000	
1	 -.251800000000000	 .387810011000000	 .793	 -1.182320443000000	 .678720443000000	

STANCE4_
COPx	

0	 1	 -.790514286000000	 .435365297000000	 .173	 -1.835139997000000	 .254111426000000	
2	 -1.267714286000000	 .596148485000000	 .092	 -2.698126952000000	 .162698380000000	

1	 0	 .790514286000000	 .435365297000000	 .173	 -.254111426000000	 1.835139997000000	
2	 -.477200000000000	 .622079984000000	 .724	 -1.969833313000000	 1.015433313000000	

2	 0	 1.267714286000000	 .596148485000000	 .092	 -.162698380000000	 2.698126952000000	
1	 .477200000000000	 .622079984000000	 .724	 -1.015433313000000	 1.969833313000000	

STANCE5_
COPx	

0	 1	 -.475085714000000	 .804233272000000	 .826	 -2.404781903000000	 1.454610474000000	
2	 .604714286000000	 1.101241762000000	 .847	 -2.037631043000000	 3.247059615000000	

1	 0	 .475085714000000	 .804233272000000	 .826	 -1.454610474000000	 2.404781903000000	
2	 1.079800000000000	 1.149144005000000	 .617	 -1.677483095000000	 3.837083095000000	

2	 0	 -.604714286000000	 1.101241762000000	 .847	 -3.247059615000000	 2.037631043000000	
1	 -1.079800000000000	 1.149144005000000	 .617	 -3.837083095000000	 1.677483095000000	

Based	on	observed	means.	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	9.432.	
*.	The	mean	difference	is	significant	at	the	.05	level.	
Homogeneous	Subsets	
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Means	for	groups	in	homogeneous	subsets	are	displayed.	
	Based	on	observed	means.	
a.	Uses	Harmonic	Mean	Sample	Size	=	17.797.	
b.	The	group	sizes	are	unequal.	The	harmonic	mean	of	the	group	sizes	is	used.	Type	I	error	levels	are	not	guaranteed.	
c.	Alpha	=	.05.	
STANCE1_COPx	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 -.592000000000000	
0	 35	 -.408000000000000	
1	 25	 -.390400000000000	
Sig.	 	 .648	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.455.	
	
	
STANCE2_COPx	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

0	 35	 -.592285714000000	
1	 25	 .561200000000000	
2	 10	 .714000000000000	
Sig.	 	 .056	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	2.754.	
	

	

STANCE3_COPx	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	 2	

0	 35	 -.673714286000000	 	
2	 10	 	 .245000000000000	
1	 25	 	 .496800000000000	
Sig.	 	 1.000	 .750	
	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	1.074.	
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STANCE4_COPx	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

0	 35	 -.299714286000000	
1	 25	 .490800000000000	
2	 10	 .968000000000000	
Sig.	 	 .067	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	2.764.	
	
	
STANCE5_COPx	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 -5.653000000000001	
0	 35	 -5.048285714000000	
1	 25	 -4.573200000000000	
Sig.	 	 .549	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	9.432.	
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Bias 

Notes	
Output	Created	 26-MAY-2018	16:33:49	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet5	
Filter	 <none>	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 70	

Missing	Value	
Handling	

Definition	of	Missing	 User-defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 Statistics	are	based	on	all	cases	with	valid	data	for	all	variables	in	the	model.	

Syntax	 GLM	STANCE1_Bias	STANCE2_Bias	STANCE3_Bias	STANCE4_Bias	STANCE5_Bias	BY	GroupMembership	Handedness	
	/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)	
	/INTERCEPT=INCLUDE	
	/POSTHOC=GroupMembership(TUKEY)	
	/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)	
	/DESIGN=	GroupMembership	Handedness	GroupMembership*Handedness.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:01.05	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:01.07	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Between-Subjects	Factors	
	 N	
Group	Membership	 0	 35	

1	 25	
2	 10	

Handedness_1R_0L	 0	 13	
1	 57	
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Multivariate	Tests
a	

Effect	
Valu
e	 F	 Hypothesis	df	 Error	df	 Sig.	

Intercept	 Pillai's	Trace	 .118	 1.604b	 5.000	 60.000	 .173	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .882	 1.604b	 5.000	 60.000	 .173	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .134	 1.604b	 5.000	 60.000	 .173	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .134	 1.604b	 5.000	 60.000	 .173	

GroupMembership	 Pillai's	Trace	 .229	 1.580	 10.000	 122.000	 .120	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .781	 1.581b	 10.000	 120.000	 .120	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .268	 1.580	 10.000	 118.000	 .121	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .205	 2.499c	 5.000	 61.000	 .040	

Handedness	 Pillai's	Trace	 .135	 1.867b	 5.000	 60.000	 .114	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .865	 1.867b	 5.000	 60.000	 .114	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .156	 1.867b	 5.000	 60.000	 .114	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .156	 1.867b	 5.000	 60.000	 .114	

GroupMembership	
*	Handedness	

Pillai's	Trace	 .220	 1.508	 10.000	 122.000	 .144	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .788	 1.515b	 10.000	 120.000	 .142	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .258	 1.520	 10.000	 118.000	 .141	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .205	 2.504c	 5.000	 61.000	 .040	

a.	Design:	Intercept	+	GroupMembership	+	Handedness	+	GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	
b.	Exact	statistic	
c.	The	statistic	is	an	upper	bound	on	F	that	yields	a	lower	bound	on	the	significance	level.	
	
Tests	of	Between-Subjects	Effects	

Source	
Dependent	
Variable	

Type	III	Sum	
of	Squares	 df	

Mean	
Square	 F	 Sig.	

Corrected	Model	 STANCE1_Bias	 .085a	 5	 .017	 2.082	 .079	
STANCE2_Bias	 .105b	 5	 .021	 1.239	 .301	
STANCE3_Bias	 .027c	 5	 .005	 .348	 .882	
STANCE4_Bias	 .062d	 5	 .012	 .450	 .812	
STANCE5_Bias	 .221e	 5	 .044	 1.140	 .349	

Intercept	 STANCE1_Bias	 .005	 1	 .005	 .630	 .430	
STANCE2_Bias	 .051	 1	 .051	 2.986	 .089	
STANCE3_Bias	 .002	 1	 .002	 .121	 .729	
STANCE4_Bias	 .039	 1	 .039	 1.420	 .238	
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STANCE5_Bias	 .016	 1	 .016	 .417	 .521	
GroupMembership	à 	 STANCE1_Bias	 .059	 2	 .030	 3.639	 .032	

STANCE2_Bias	 .050	 2	 .025	 1.474	 .237	
STANCE3_Bias	 .013	 2	 .006	 .420	 .659	
STANCE4_Bias	 .019	 2	 .009	 .343	 .711	
STANCE5_Bias	 .049	 2	 .025	 .637	 .532	

Handedness	 STANCE1_Bias	 .005	 1	 .005	 .574	 .452	
STANCE2_Bias	 .058	 1	 .058	 3.417	 .069	
STANCE3_Bias	 .013	 1	 .013	 .818	 .369	
STANCE4_Bias	 .006	 1	 .006	 .208	 .650	
STANCE5_Bias	 .015	 1	 .015	 .387	 .536	

GroupMembership	*	
Handedness	à 	

STANCE1_Bias	 .053	 2	 .026	 3.254	 .045	
STANCE2_Bias	 .052	 2	 .026	 1.545	 .221	
STANCE3_Bias	 .004	 2	 .002	 .117	 .890	
STANCE4_Bias	 .022	 2	 .011	 .405	 .669	
STANCE5_Bias	 .070	 2	 .035	 .899	 .412	

Error	 STANCE1_Bias	 .521	 64	 .008	 	 	
STANCE2_Bias	 1.085	 64	 .017	 	 	
STANCE3_Bias	 .983	 64	 .015	 	 	
STANCE4_Bias	 1.757	 64	 .027	 	 	
STANCE5_Bias	 2.484	 64	 .039	 	 	

Total	 STANCE1_Bias	 .608	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE2_Bias	 1.191	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE3_Bias	 1.017	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE4_Bias	 1.916	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE5_Bias	 2.741	 70	 	 	 	

Corrected	Total	 STANCE1_Bias	 .606	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE2_Bias	 1.190	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE3_Bias	 1.010	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE4_Bias	 1.819	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE5_Bias	 2.706	 69	 	 	 	

a.	R	Squared	=	.140	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.073)	
b.	R	Squared	=	.088	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.017)	
c.	R	Squared	=	.026	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	-.050)	
d.	R	Squared	=	.034	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	-.042)	
e.	R	Squared	=	.082	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.010)	
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Post	Hoc	Tests	

Group	Membership	

Multiple	Comparisons	
Tukey	HSD		
Dependen
t	Variable	

(I)	Group	
Membership	

(J)	Group	
Membership	 Mean	Difference	(I-J)	 Std.	Error	 Sig.	

95%	Confidence	Interval	
Lower	Bound	 Upper	Bound	

STANCE1_
Bias	

0	 1	 .025942857100000	 .023630380800000	 .519	 -.030756433200000	 .082642147500000	
2	 -.021857142900000	 .032357231600000	 .779	 -.099495843700000	 .055781557900000	

1	 0	 -.025942857100000	 .023630380800000	 .519	 -.082642147500000	 .030756433200000	
2	 -.047800000000000	 .033764719000000	 .339	 -.128815859000000	 .033215859200000	

2	 0	 .021857142900000	 .032357231600000	 .779	 -.055781557900000	 .099495843700000	
1	 .047800000000000	 .033764719000000	 .339	 -.033215859200000	 .128815859000000	

STANCE2_
Bias	

0	 1	 .016514285700000	 .034088275800000	 .879	 -.065277923200000	 .098306494600000	
2	 .033714285700000	 .046677293900000	 .751	 -.078284308900000	 .145712880000000	

1	 0	 -.016514285700000	 .034088275800000	 .879	 -.098306494600000	 .065277923200000	
2	 .017200000000000	 .048707681100000	 .934	 -.099670353100000	 .134070353000000	

2	 0	 -.033714285700000	 .046677293900000	 .751	 -.145712880000000	 .078284308900000	
1	 -.017200000000000	 .048707681100000	 .934	 -.134070353000000	 .099670353100000	

STANCE3_
Bias	

0	 1	 -.030685714300000	 .032459175000000	 .614	 -.108569021000000	 .047197592100000	
2	 -.012285714300000	 .044446555900000	 .959	 -.118931824000000	 .094360395100000	

1	 0	 .030685714300000	 .032459175000000	 .614	 -.047197592100000	 .108569021000000	
2	 .018400000000000	 .046379909500000	 .917	 -.092885043400000	 .129685043000000	

2	 0	 .012285714300000	 .044446555900000	 .959	 -.094360395100000	 .118931824000000	
1	 -.018400000000000	 .046379909500000	 .917	 -.129685043000000	 .092885043400000	

STANCE4_
Bias	

0	 1	 -.003942857140000	 .043390335000000	 .995	 -.108054645000000	 .100168931000000	
2	 .020857142900000	 .059414663200000	 .934	 -.121703794000000	 .163418080000000	

1	 0	 .003942857140000	 .043390335000000	 .995	 -.100168931000000	 .108054645000000	
2	 .024800000000000	 .061999105300000	 .916	 -.123962108000000	 .173562108000000	

2	 0	 -.020857142900000	 .059414663200000	 .934	 -.163418080000000	 .121703794000000	
1	 -.024800000000000	 .061999105300000	 .916	 -.173562108000000	 .123962108000000	

STANCE5_
Bias	

0	 1	 .033428571400000	 .051593633900000	 .794	 -.090366404700000	 .157223548000000	
2	 .139428571000000	 .070647492800000	 .127	 -.030084680900000	 .308941824000000	

1	 0	 -.033428571400000	 .051593633900000	 .794	 -.157223548000000	 .090366404700000	
2	 .106000000000000	 .073720545000000	 .328	 -.070886805800000	 .282886806000000	

2	 0	 -.139428571000000	 .070647492800000	 .127	 -.308941824000000	 .030084680900000	
1	 -.106000000000000	 .073720545000000	 .328	 -.282886806000000	 .070886805800000	

Based	on	observed	means.	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.039.	
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Homogeneous	Subsets	

Means	for	groups	in	homogeneous	subsets	are	displayed.	
Based	on	observed	means.	
a.	Uses	Harmonic	Mean	Sample	Size	=	17.797.	
b.	The	group	sizes	are	unequal.	The	harmonic	mean	of	the	group	sizes	is	used.	Type	I	error	
levels	are	not	guaranteed.	
c.	Alpha	=	.05.	
	
STANCE1_Bias	

Tukey	HSDa,b,c		
Group	
Membership	 N	

Subset	
1	

1	 25	 -.024800000000000	
0	 35	 .001142857140000	
2	 10	 .023000000000000	
Sig.	 	 .262	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.008.	
	
STANCE2_Bias	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 -.028000000000000	
1	 25	 -.010800000000000	
0	 35	 .005714285710000	
Sig.	 	 .721	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.017.	
	
STANCE3_Bias	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

0	 35	 -.022285714300000	
2	 10	 -.010000000000000	
1	 25	 .008400000000000	
Sig.	 	 .742	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.015.	
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STANCE4_Bias	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 .018000000000000	
0	 35	 .038857142900000	
1	 25	 .042800000000000	
Sig.	 	 .896	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.027.	
	
	
STANCE5_Bias	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 -.130000000000000	
1	 25	 -.024000000000000	
0	 35	 .009428571430000	
Sig.	 	 .096	
	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	.039.	
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Dispersion 

Notes	
Output	Created	 26-MAY-2018	16:33:01	
Comments	 	
Input	 Data	 C:\Users\oracines\Desktop\SPSS\SPSS3	Data	Set.sav	

Active	Dataset	 DataSet5	
Filter	 <none>	
Weight	 <none>	
Split	File	 <none>	
N	of	Rows	in	Working	Data	File	 70	

Missing	Value	
Handling	

Definition	of	Missing	 User-defined	missing	values	are	treated	as	missing.	
Cases	Used	 Statistics	are	based	on	all	cases	with	valid	data	for	all	variables	in	the	model.	

Syntax	 GLM	STANCE1_Disp	STANCE2_Disp	STANCE3_Disp	STANCE4_Disp	STANCE5_Disp	BY	GroupMembership	Handedness	
	/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)	
	/INTERCEPT=INCLUDE	
	/POSTHOC=GroupMembership(TUKEY)	
	/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)	
	/DESIGN=	GroupMembership	Handedness	GroupMembership*Handedness.	

Resources	 Processor	Time	 00:00:01.14	
Elapsed	Time	 00:00:01.04	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Between-Subjects	Factors	
	 N	
Group	Membership	 0	 35	

1	 25	
2	 10	

Handedness_1R_0L	 0	 13	
1	 57	
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Multivariate	Tests
a	

Effect	 Value	 F	 Hypothesis	df	 Error	df	 Sig.	
Intercept	 Pillai's	Trace	 .101	 1.342b	 5.000	 60.000	 .259	

Wilks'	Lambda	 .899	 1.342b	 5.000	 60.000	 .259	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .112	 1.342b	 5.000	 60.000	 .259	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .112	 1.342b	 5.000	 60.000	 .259	

GroupMembership	 Pillai's	Trace	 .196	 1.322	 10.000	 122.000	 .226	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .812	 1.318b	 10.000	 120.000	 .228	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .223	 1.313	 10.000	 118.000	 .231	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .168	 2.049c	 5.000	 61.000	 .084	

Handedness	 Pillai's	Trace	 .113	 1.531b	 5.000	 60.000	 .194	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .887	 1.531b	 5.000	 60.000	 .194	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .128	 1.531b	 5.000	 60.000	 .194	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .128	 1.531b	 5.000	 60.000	 .194	

GroupMembership	
*	Handedness	

Pillai's	Trace	 .199	 1.351	 10.000	 122.000	 .211	
Wilks'	Lambda	 .807	 1.354b	 10.000	 120.000	 .210	
Hotelling's	Trace	 .230	 1.357	 10.000	 118.000	 .209	
Roy's	Largest	Root	 .184	 2.247c	 5.000	 61.000	 .061	

a.	Design:	Intercept	+	GroupMembership	+	Handedness	+	GroupMembership	*	Handedness	
b.	Exact	statistic	
c.	The	statistic	is	an	upper	bound	on	F	that	yields	a	lower	bound	on	the	significance	level.	
	
	
Tests	of	Between-Subjects	Effects	

Source	
Dependent	
Variable	

Type	III	Sum	
of	Squares	 df	

Mean	
Square	 F	 Sig.	

Corrected	Model	 STANCE1_Disp	 141842.597a	 5	 28368.519	 1.915	 .104	
STANCE2_Disp	 149046.425b	 5	 29809.285	 1.052	 .395	
STANCE3_Disp	 47741.094c	 5	 9548.219	 .366	 .870	
STANCE4_Disp	 96199.912d	 5	 19239.982	 .394	 .851	
STANCE5_Disp	 333443.922e	 5	 66688.784	 1.053	 .395	

Intercept	 STANCE1_Disp	 6377.504	 1	 6377.504	 .431	 .514	
STANCE2_Disp	 74178.050	 1	 74178.050	 2.618	 .111	
STANCE3_Disp	 2488.287	 1	 2488.287	 .095	 .759	
STANCE4_Disp	 65802.789	 1	 65802.789	 1.346	 .250	
STANCE5_Disp	 20548.932	 1	 20548.932	 .325	 .571	
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GroupMembership	 STANCE1_Disp	 86592.874	 2	 43296.437	 2.923	 .061	
STANCE2_Disp	 67463.420	 2	 33731.710	 1.190	 .311	
STANCE3_Disp	 23563.133	 2	 11781.566	 .451	 .639	
STANCE4_Disp	 25990.081	 2	 12995.041	 .266	 .767	
STANCE5_Disp	 81944.904	 2	 40972.452	 .647	 .527	

Handedness	 STANCE1_Disp	 4416.333	 1	 4416.333	 .298	 .587	
STANCE2_Disp	 80674.871	 1	 80674.871	 2.847	 .096	
STANCE3_Disp	 19842.065	 1	 19842.065	 .760	 .387	
STANCE4_Disp	 8988.814	 1	 8988.814	 .184	 .669	
STANCE5_Disp	 25143.283	 1	 25143.283	 .397	 .531	

GroupMembership	
*	Handedness	

STANCE1_Disp	 83722.875	 2	 41861.437	 2.826	 .067	
STANCE2_Disp	 82844.290	 2	 41422.145	 1.462	 .239	
STANCE3_Disp	 5120.965	 2	 2560.483	 .098	 .907	
STANCE4_Disp	 30100.562	 2	 15050.281	 .308	 .736	
STANCE5_Disp	 105198.759	 2	 52599.380	 .831	 .440	

Error	 STANCE1_Disp	 947890.568	 64	 14810.790	 	 	
STANCE2_Disp	 1813591.425	 64	 28337.366	 	 	
STANCE3_Disp	 1671860.595	 64	 26122.822	 	 	
STANCE4_Disp	 3128556.448	 64	 48883.695	 	 	
STANCE5_Disp	 4052273.853	 64	 63316.779	 	 	

Total	 STANCE1_Disp	 1091482.365	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE2_Disp	 1967321.718	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE3_Disp	 1732280.740	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE4_Disp	 3399117.943	 70	 	 	 	
STANCE5_Disp	 4432655.830	 70	 	 	 	

Corrected	Total	 STANCE1_Disp	 1089733.165	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE2_Disp	 1962637.850	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE3_Disp	 1719601.689	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE4_Disp	 3224756.360	 69	 	 	 	
STANCE5_Disp	 4385717.776	 69	 	 	 	

a.	R	Squared	=	.130	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.062)	
b.	R	Squared	=	.076	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.004)	
c.	R	Squared	=	.028	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	-.048)	
d.	R	Squared	=	.030	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	-.046)	
e.	R	Squared	=	.076	(Adjusted	R	Squared	=	.004)	
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Post	Hoc	Tests	

Group	Membership	

Multiple	Comparisons	
Tukey	HSD		
Dependen
t	Variable	

(I)	Group	
Membership	

(J)	Group	
Membership	 Mean	Difference	(I-J)	 Std.	Error	 Sig.	

95%	Confidence	Interval	
Lower	Bound	 Upper	Bound	

STANCE1_
Disp	

0	 1	 34.100800000000000	 31.868433230000000	 .536	 -42.365066640000000	 110.566666599999990	
2	 -24.094000000000000	 43.637649380000000	 .846	 -128.799200100000000	 80.611200100000000	

1	 0	 -34.100800000000000	 31.868433230000000	 .536	 -110.566666599999990	 42.365066640000000	
2	 -58.194800000000000	 45.535816850000000	 .413	 -167.454507700000000	 51.064907670000004	

2	 0	 24.094000000000000	 43.637649380000000	 .846	 -80.611200100000000	 128.799200100000000	
1	 58.194800000000000	 45.535816850000000	 .413	 -51.064907670000004	 167.454507700000000	

STANCE2_
Disp	

0	 1	 15.267314290000000	 44.080989890000000	 .936	 -90.501647430000000	 121.036276000000000	
2	 34.237714290000000	 60.360381300000000	 .838	 -110.592401200000000	 179.067829800000000	

1	 0	 -15.267314290000000	 44.080989890000000	 .936	 -121.036276000000000	 90.501647430000000	
2	 18.970400000000000	 62.985960680000000	 .951	 -132.159592299999990	 170.100392299999980	

2	 0	 -34.237714290000000	 60.360381300000000	 .838	 -179.067829800000000	 110.592401200000000	
1	 -18.970400000000000	 62.985960680000000	 .951	 -170.100392299999980	 132.159592299999990	

STANCE3_
Disp	

0	 1	 -43.007542860000000	 42.323506570000000	 .569	 -144.559557800000000	 58.544472130000000	
2	 -19.270142860000000	 57.953848150000000	 .941	 -158.325966300000000	 119.785680599999990	

1	 0	 43.007542860000000	 42.323506570000000	 .569	 -58.544472130000000	 144.559557800000000	
2	 23.737400000000000	 60.474747210000004	 .919	 -121.367127799999990	 168.841927799999980	

2	 0	 19.270142860000000	 57.953848150000000	 .941	 -119.785680599999990	 158.325966300000000	
1	 -23.737400000000000	 60.474747210000004	 .919	 -168.841927799999980	 121.367127799999990	

STANCE4_
Disp	

0	 1	 4.867314286000000	 57.896673180000000	 .996	 -134.051322200000000	 143.785950700000000	
2	 34.108714290000000	 79.278284770000000	 .903	 -156.113462799999980	 224.330891399999980	

1	 0	 -4.867314286000000	 57.896673180000000	 .996	 -143.785950700000000	 134.051322200000000	
2	 29.241400000000002	 82.726762480000000	 .934	 -169.255135500000000	 227.737935500000000	

2	 0	 -34.108714290000000	 79.278284770000000	 .903	 -224.330891399999980	 156.113462799999980	
1	 -29.241400000000002	 82.726762480000000	 .934	 -227.737935500000000	 169.255135500000000	

STANCE5_
Disp	

0	 1	 42.894228570000000	 65.891744440000000	 .792	 -115.207969499999990	 200.996426700000000	
2	 170.610428600000000	 90.225986960000000	 .150	 -45.879922130000004	 387.100779300000000	

1	 0	 -42.894228570000000	 65.891744440000000	 .792	 -200.996426700000000	 115.207969499999990	
2	 127.716200000000000	 94.150672090000000	 .370	 -98.191132300000000	 353.623532299999970	

2	 0	 -170.610428600000000	 90.225986960000000	 .150	 -387.100779300000000	 45.879922130000004	
1	 -127.716200000000000	 94.150672090000000	 .370	 -353.623532299999970	 98.191132300000000	

Based	on	observed	means.	
	The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	63316.779.	
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Homogeneous	Subsets	

Means	for	groups	in	homogeneous	subsets	are	displayed.	
Based	on	observed	means.	
a.	Uses	Harmonic	Mean	Sample	Size	=	17.797.	
b.	The	group	sizes	are	unequal.	The	harmonic	mean	of	the	group	sizes	is	used.	Type	I	error	
levels	are	not	guaranteed.	
c.	Alpha	=	.05.	
	
STANCE1_Disp	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

1	 25	 -30.362800000000000	
0	 35	 3.738000000000000	
2	 10	 27.832000000000000	
Sig.	 	 .334	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	14810.790.	
	
STANCE2_Disp	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 -32.074000000000000	
1	 25	 -13.103600000000000	
0	 35	 2.163714286000000	
Sig.	 	 .817	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	28337.366.	
	
STANCE3_Disp	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

0	 35	 -31.571142860000002	
2	 10	 -12.301000000000000	
1	 25	 11.436400000000000	
Sig.	 	 .708	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	26122.822.	
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STANCE4_Disp	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 22.411000000000000	
1	 25	 51.652400000000000	
0	 35	 56.519714290000000	
Sig.	 	 .890	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	48883.695.	
	
	
STANCE5_Disp	
Tukey	HSDa,b,c		

Group	Membership	 N	
Subset	
1	

2	 10	 -156.813000000000000	
1	 25	 -29.096800000000000	
0	 35	 13.797428570000001	
Sig.	 	 .115	
The	error	term	is	Mean	Square(Error)	=	63316.779.	
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